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Abstract

The Arctic is regarded as a herald to global climate mainly because of strong

interactions between the Arctic sea ice and the climate system. Understanding the roles of
sea ice in the climate system is therefore critical in improving our knowledge of past and

future climate changes on our planet. The primary objective of my dissertation is to
investigate the utility of microwave radiometry in understanding how sea ice in the

marine cryosphere evolves seasonally and how it responds to climate forcing. I conducted

intensive field measurements of sea ice microwave and thermophysical/radiative

properties during fall 2003 and spring 2004 in the southern Beaufort Sea and the

Amundsen Gulf. The field data were carefully analyzed to address l) surface-scale

interactions between passive microwave signatures and thermophysical/radiative

properties of snow/sea ice during fall and spring periods, and 2) spatial scaling issues

associated with large footprint sizes of satellite microwave radiometers. The surface-

scale fall studies revealed three significant correlations between microwave brightness

temperature ratios and thermophysical/radialive properties of newly formed sea ice:

microwave-ice thickress, microwave-brine volume and microwave-albedo. The f,irst

correlation confirmed the robustness of a previously reported thin ice thickness

algorithm. The second correlation was found between microwave emissivity and brine

volume on bare thin ice (R2-0.8, p-value<0.05). The physical causes for these two

correlations were attributed to changes in ice salinity and temperafure (i.e., changes in

brine volume) and their significant controls on microwave brightness temperatures. A
strong correlation between microwave PR(19) and sea.ice albedo (R2-0.96) was found,

which has never been reported in the literature. The surface-scale spring study showed

the five events ('brine-rich', 'blowing snow', 'melt onset', 'funicular' and'freezing,) that

significantly affected microwave-thermophysical interactions. I found that melt onset

signals can easily get confused with the signals from 'brine-rich' and 'blowing-snow'

events when using melt detection indices (i.e., ÀTs(H) and XPGR). The results indicated

an additional index (i.e., Ts(19H)) would be useful to detect melt onset without

ambiguity. From spatial scaling sfudies, I found significant errors in estimating sea ice

concentrations occurred over homogeneous thin ice types, even before considering the



effects of spatial heterogeneity. In comparative studies between surface-scale and

satellite-scale measurements, I found that the linear mixing rule used in sea ice

algorithms might not be valid to account for the satellite-scale brightness temperatures

over mixed areas of open water and ice. Comparative studies befween aircraft-scale and

satellite-scale data showed the microwave brightness temperatures over thin ice dominant

areas could not be distinguished from those over heterogeneous areas of open water and

thicker ice. The studies also showed the difference in spatial resolution between AMSR-E

and SSÀ¡VI became large in heterogeneous surfaces, which might be useful in estimating

spatial heterogeneity at the surface. The results of my dissertation refined the extents and

limitations of the utility of microwave radiometry in monitoring the fall/spring ice

evolution processes in seasonal ice zones. To maximize the utility of microwave

radiometry, however, new approaches should be considered, which include a

combination of microwave radiometry and numerical climate/sea ice models.
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Chapter I : Introduction

1.1. Scientific Justification

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC: 2007) has reported

signifrcant changes in the climate of our planet and predicts even more abrupt changes in

the near future. Eleven of the last twelve years (1995-2006) rank among the 12 warmest

years in the instrumental record of global surface temperature since 1850 (IPCC, 2007).

The 1OO-year linear trend (1906-2005) of global surface temperafure (0.74'C) reported by

the IPCC is greater than the corresponding trend of 0.60"C for 1901-2000 reported by the

IPCC in 2001 (IPCC,2007). Possible consequences of this warming trend include the

widespread retreat of mountain glaciers and snow cover in non-polar regions during the

20'r'century (IPCC, 2007). Global mean sea level rose at a mean rate of 1.8 (1.3 to2.3)

mm per year over l96l to 2003 (IPCC , 2007). Mean Arctic temperatures over the last 50

years have increased at twice the global mean rate in the past 100 years (IPCC, 2007).

Satellite data show that annual mean Arctic sea ice extent has shrunk by 2.7% per decade

since 1978, with larger decreases in summer of 7.4o/o per decade (IPCC, 2007). Recent

studies also report a record-breaking minimum Arctic sea ice extent in recent years (e.g.,

Serreze eta1.,2003; Stroeve et a1.,2005; Richter-Menge et a1.,2006) and predict ice-free

conditions in summer in the Arctic Ocean by the year 2040 (e.g., Holland et al., 2006).

However there are wide variations in predicting the probability, timing, characteristics

and magnifude of climate changes (Gates et aI., 1996; ACIA, 2005). It is the

responsibility of scientific communities to obtain a more accurate and complete picture of

past, present and future climate change and their ramifications.



The Arctic Ocean occupies an area of about 14,056,000 km2, the smallest of the

world's five oceans but still 1.4 times larger than the area of Canada. It has a thin layer

(less than 3 m on average) of sea ice, which makes the Arctic Ocean significantly

different from other oceans. This thin sea ice layer is highly reflectiver and insulative2.

This significantly reduces the amount of energy exchange befween atmosphere and

ocean. Therefore, even slight changes in sea ice area or thickness can have considerable

impact on energy exchange and the associated climate system.

The extent of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean varies greatly both seasonally and inter-

annually, interacting with the local and global climate system through a variety of

feedbacks (e.g. Curry et al., 1995a and b; Bengtsson et al., 2004). The extent of Arctic

sea ice has been reduced significantly over last two decades (e.g. Parkinson et al., 1999;

Barber and Hanesi ak, 2004; Johannessen et al., 2004). For instance, Johannessen et al.

(2004) reported that a linear hend of -0.34 x106 km2 per decade. Richter-Menge et al.

(2006) reported a record minimum in summer Arctic sea ice extent in the year 2005. This

trend has continued during recent years (e.g., Serreze et al., 2003; Stroeve et al., 2005).

This reduction has been partly explained by recent greenhouse gas-induced global

warming (Dumas et al., 2003; Bitz and Roe, 2004) and/or changes in atmosphere

dynamics (Zhang et al., 2000; Makshtas et al., 2003).

Complex interactions between dynamic and thermodynamic processes can lead to

nonlinearities in the reduction of sea ice in the northern hemisphere (e.g.,Zhang et al.,

2000; Rigor et a1.,2002; Bengtsson et a1.,2003; Makshtas et a1.,2003; Johannessen et al.,

I Temr "reflective" means that sea ice ieflects incoming solar energy back to the sky. Typical snow-
covered sea ice reflects about 80% ofthe incoming solar energy back to the sky.t Term "insulative" means sea ice prevents heat exchange. fnl.t snow coverecl-sea ice reduces the heat
exchange two or three orders in magnitude than open water or thin ice (Maykut, l97g).



2004). The atmospheric pattern (surface level pressure and winds) associated with Arctic

Oscillation (AO) index' was found to correlate with the variability of Arctic sea ice

(Rigor et a1., 2002). The recent high AO index was characterized by a weakening of

surface level pressure over the central Arctic ocean (Rigor et a1.,2002). This decrease in

surface level pressure intensifies the cyclonic circulation in the eastern Arctic Ocean and

weakens the anti-cyclonic circulation in the Beaufort Sea (i.e., primary forcing of

Beaufort Gyre). This results in an increase of ice export through the Fram Shait and less

advection of ice f¡om the Western Arctic to the Eastern Arctic. As a result, it causes

significant depletion of old icea in the Eastern Arctic and some increase in the Western

Arctic (Zhan et al., 2000), which causes overall reduction of old ice of 6%obetween 1979-

88 and 1988-96 in the whole Arctic (Rigor et a1.,2002). The thermodynamic process also

has an effect on Arctic sea ice variability. Good cor¡elations between Arctic sea ice

extent and surface air temperature was found from observational data (Johannessen et al.,

2004) and through model sensitivity experiments (Bengtsson et al., 2003). Johannessen et

al Q00\ and Deser et al (2000) indicate that only one third of the variability of toral sea

ice extent and multiyear (MY) ice area was explained by the North Atlantic Oscillation

(NAO) indexs. This implies that other factors (including enhanced radiative forcing and

ice-albedo feedbacks) are important in explaining the sea ice variability (Bengtsson et al.,

2003). With increasing open water areas, the thermodynamic process becomes significant

3 The Arctic oscillation is the dominant pattern of non-seasonal sea-level pressure variations north of 20N,
and it is characterized by surface level pressure anomalies of one sign in the Arctic and anomalies of
opposite sign centered about 37-45N.
'Old ice is sea ice which has survived at least one summer's melt; typical thickness up to 3m or more
(WMO, 1985). It includes second-year ice (old ice that has survived only one summer's melt) and
multiyear ice (old ice that has sulvived at least two summer's melt).) The North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) is a climatic phenomenon in the North Atlantic Ocean of
fluctuations in the difference of sea-level pressure between the Icelandic Low and the Azores high
(Wikipedia Encyclopedia).



in the Eastern Arctic (i.e., the East Siberian and the Laptev Seas) through sea ice-albedo

feedback6 (Zhanget al., 2000). An ice-free ocean only reflects less than l0% of incoming

solar radiation, as compared with about 40Yo to 50Yo reflected by summer multi-year ice

(Perovich et al., 2005). As a result, the Eastern Arctic Ocean absorbs more solar

radiation, which delays the fall freeze-up and decreases the ice in that region.

Climate model simulations have projected an "ice-free" Arctic at least during the

summer months by the end of this century or sooner (Holland et al., 2006). The

projections of future climate have initiated critical issues about human lifestyle,

geopolitics, natural resources, and transportation (i.e., social and economic issues).

However, climate models have shown considerable discrepancies in projecting future

climate in the Arctic region (e.g. Gates et al., 1996; ACIA,2005). These discrepancies

have raised serious questions about the credibility of climate models in projecting future

climate (Shackley et al., 1998). These discrepancies are partly attributed to insufficient

knowledge on powerful but complex feedback mechanisms which involve both dynamic

and thermodynamic processes within the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere-sea ice (OSA)

system, The discrepancies are also partly attributed to the associated crude

parameterizationsT of the sea-ice related processes in the highly interactive OSA system.

Therefore, it is important to untangle the complex nodes of feedback mechanisms to

improve the credibility of climate models in projecting future climate.

A better understanding of the complex OSA system requires considerable effort in

three areas: l) collection and analysis of field data and 2) use of space-born remote

ó Feedback is the signal that is looped back to control a system \,/ithin itself (Wikipedia Encyclopedia).1 Parameterization is the representation in climate models and numerical weather lorecasting n.rodels, rvhich
is based on empirical relationship and/or physical principles.



sensing data and 3) development and application of OSA numerical process models (see

Figure 1.1). WithouT in-situ field measurements of sea ice geophysical and other

environmental dala, it is difficult to def,rne the complicated role of sea ice within the OSA

system. Researchers have expended considerable energy on annual field programs (e.g.,

CASESs, SHEBAe, Russian Ice Island projects, etc). However, sea ice conditions are

highly variable spatially and temporally. It is a very challenging task to collect sufficient

field observational data in this highly heterogeneous environment. The best example is

newly formed sea ice in the seasonal ice zone during fall freeze-up. Newly formed sea ice

is a critical ice type in understanding overall energy and mass balance in the Arctic. It

doubles the salt flux to the upper ocean, relative to thicker ice (Yu et al., 2001), and the

heat losses over this thin ice areas was estimated about2 orders of magnitude larger than

thicker ice areas (Maykut, 1978). So far, it has been very difficult to take detailed

measurements of the new or young sea ice (less than 0.03 m) in the seasonal ice zone,

due to logistical and safety reasons. Because of this, the collection of physical data

related to new or young sea ice mainly comes from controlled laboratory experiments

(e.g., Swift er al., 1992; Martin et al, 7995 and 1996). Young ice has also been studied in

leadsr0 where the surrounding thick ice provides the observation platform to access the

new sea ice in the leads (e.g., Perovich and Richter-Menge, lg94).

I Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study
e 

Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean
r0Lead is any fracture orpassageway through sea ice, which is navigable by surface vessels ('WMO, l9g5).
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Along with field observations, space-born microwave radiometry has been a key

observational tool in obtaining information on geophysical and thermodynamic

(hereinafter thermophysicalrr) state of sea ice and in detecting on-going changes in sea

ice conditions over past two decades. This is mainly because of the wide coverage of

space-born microwave radiometers. In a single day, the microwave radiometers onboard

a polar-orbiting satellite can obtain data for almost the entire Arctic region, during day

and night. They are also relatively less affected by clouds, which are very frequent in the

Arctic, especially during fall freeze-up and spring seasons.

Space-born microwave radiometers obtain brightness temperatures (apparent

temperature''¡. Sea ice algorithms'3 are used to retrieve sea ice physical properties from

microwave brightness temperatures. Sea ice algorithms, however, contain the uncertainty

in estimating sea ice properties from microwave brightness tempe¡atures. For instance,

sea ice concentrations estimated from microwave brightness temperatures have a mean of

-7%o uncerlainty (Steffen et al., 1992). The uncertainty can easily increase up to 27-43%o

in seasonal ice zones where thin ice or mixed open water/ice pixels predominate (e.g.,

Comiso et al., 1997; Agnew and Howell, 2003). Despite this fact, sea ice concentration

data estimated from space-born microwave radiometers remain our best approach to

examining long-term variability of Arctic sea ice extent (e.g., Barber and Hanes iak, 2004;

Jolrannessen et al., 2004). The estimation of other sea ice parameters (e.g., ice

Ir Thermophysical state includes not only physical state (i.e., ice thickness, temperature, salinity) but also
thermodynamic state (i.e., albedo, conductive heat fluxes).
r2 Apparent temperature includes surface emission, atmospheric emissions and scattered radiation, while
brightness temperature only includes surface emission. If the contribution of atmosphere is negligible,
apparent temperature becomes equivalent to brightness temperature.
I3 Algorithrn is a procedure (a finite set of well-<iefined mathematical instructions) for accomplishing some
task implemented by con'ìputer progralns.



temperature, snow depth and thin ice thickness) is in the early stage of development

(Comiso et al., 2003; Martin eT al., 2004).

Development and improvement of such sea-ice algorithms first requires a detailed

understanding of the linkagest'betw""n microwave brightness temperatures and the sea

ice thermophysical state. Complex permittivityrs acts like an intermediate connector

between microwave brightness temperature and sea ice thermophysical state. These

linkages can be illustrated as numerous lines connecting sea ice thermophysical state with

microwave brightness temperature through complex permittivity (see Figure 1.2). The

stronger the linkages the easier they are to define. For instance, the snow-covered first-

year sea icer6 has distinctively smaller microwave polarization differences than open

water or new sea ice does (Eppler et al., 1992; Grenfell et a1., 1998). Due to this clear

distinction, it is possible to inversely estimate the fractional areas of snow-covered first-

year sea ice using the microwave brightness temperafure data (e.g., Steffen et al., Igg2).

The existence and limitations of these linkages are the central underpinning for

the improvement and/or development of sea ice algorithms, which can be encapsulated in

the overarching scientific question for my dissertation: "What are the possibilities and

limitations for the use of microwave radiometry in estimating the

thermophysical/radiafive state of snow covered sea ice during fall and spring periods?".

Addressing this question is however quite complex, due to liigh natural variability in

these processes and an incomplete requisite theory. My approach has been to rely on

'o The linkages, the so-called microwave-physical linkages, are the interactive connections between
microwave radiances and sea ice physical properties, in which dielectric constants play an intennediate
role.
r5 Complex pernittivity is a dielectric property of a medium, sometimes called the complex dielectric
constant.
I6First-year ice is the sea ice of not more than one winter's growth, developing from young ice (thickness
0.3 -2 m) (WMO sea-ice nonrenclature).



detailed in situ examination of the required variables and reliance on analytical

approaches, modeling and statistical analysis (Figure 1.3).

Throughout the annual cycle, fall freeze-up and spring melt periods are fwo

important transitional periods in terms of the mass and energy balance of Arctic sea ice.

The timing and duration of freeze-up and melt or break-up determines the overall mass

and energy balance in the seasonal ice zone and it controls much of the ecosystem

response through the control of ice and snow on light transmission. During these two

transitional periods, sea ice thermophysical properties change very rapidly. In-situ

measurement of sea ice thermophysical state and microwave brightness temperature is

lacking in these two periods. Therefore, I have selected the study of the linkages during

these two critical climate periods as the central focus of my dissertation.
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1.2. Dissertation Objectives

The overarching scientific objective of my dissertation is to determine the utility

of microwave radiometry as a tool in understanding how the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere

(OSA) interface evolves over the annual cycle and how it responds to climate forcing.

Previous studies partly demonstrated the usefulness of microwave radiometry in

understanding physical processes within the OSA system. However, the extent and

limitations of the usefulness of microwave radiometry still need to be refined. This

requires rigorous investigation of two components: 1) surface-scale interactions between

microwave brightness teinperatures and thermophysical properties 2) andspatial scalingrT

issue associated with large fooþrints of satellite radiometers (i.e., sub-pixel

heterogeneity). In Section t .1, I justified the significance of using space-born microwave

brightness temperature data in monitoring large-scale sea ice thermophysical state.

Understanding surface-scale microwave-thermophysical linkages (or interactions) is

basic to developing and improving the use of space-born passive microwave data. Within

the dissertation I emphasize the fall freeze-up period over the spring melt period since the

processes during the fall freeze-up are relatively less well understood. In addition, the

spatial scaling issue associated with large footprints of satellite radiometers need to be

considered in interpreting the observed microwave brightness temperatures from space.

To clearly address my main objective, I broke it down into three sub-objectives as stated

below:

r7 Spatial scaling issue is associated with spatially heterogeneous surface types within large fooþrints of
passive lnicrowave sensors- In my dissertation it is also called sub-pixel problem.

t2



l. What is the relationship between microwave brightness temperatures and sea ice

thermophysical and radiative state during the fall freeze-up period?

2- What is the relationship befween microwave brightness temperatures and sea ice

thermophysical and radiative state during the spring melt period?

3. What is the role of scale in our ability to estimate thermophysical properties from

space-borne microwave satellite radiometers?

In sub-objective (l), I address the surface-scale interactions between microwave

brightness temperatures and both thermophysical (i.e., snow/ice thickness, salinity,

temperature and brine volume) and radiative (i.e., albedo) properties of newly formed sea

ice during fall freeze-up. Newly formed sea ice during the fall period is very

heterogeneous both spatially and temporally and can be classified either according to ice

thickness (i.e., nilas, grey or grey white and first-year sea ice), formation mechanism (i.e.,

pancake ice) or surface conditions (i.e., bare, frost-flower-covered and snow-covered). To

minimize complexity, surface-scale relationships betrve en in-situ microwave brightness

temperatures and thermophysical properties are statistically analyzed according to the

classified ice types. A similar statistical analysis is applied to find relationships befween

mic¡owave brightness temperafures and radiative properties. In-situ statistical

relationships are evaluated by using a forward microwave emission/scattering model to

better elucidate complex interactions.

13



Sub-objective (2) addresses the surface-scale interactions between microwave

brightness temperatures and both thermophysical and radiative state over snow-covered

first-year (FY)'t ice during the spring melt period. For this sub-objective, a detailed

investigation of the temporal evolution of radiative, thermophysical, microwave

radiometric properties at a fixed location are more scientifically appealing than over

spatially scattered locations. Sub-dividing the shrdy period into characteristic melting

stages (e.g., It is logistically diffîcult to operate multiple observation sites for detailed

temporal measurements and it is rare to find detailed analysis of the linkages in fine

temporal resolution early melt, melt onset, advanced melt) is helpful in understanding

how the changes in radiative and thermophysical state at different melting stages affect

the dielectric and microwave emission of these surfaces. A forward microwave

emission/scattering model is also useful to illuminate the processes that control the

microwave-thermophysical linkages during this period.

Addressing sub-objectives (l) and (2) is critical in understanding how space-born

microwave radiometry can be used to estimate the thermophysical and radiative state of

sea ice. Howevet, space-born radiometers have large fooprints (-tens of kilometers) and

subsequently include the contribution from heterogeneous surface types within the

footprints (hereinafter sub-pixel heterogeneity). Therefore, the surface-scale linkages

become even more complex at the satellite scale. Sub-objective (3) addresses this sub-

pixel problem. In dealing with the sub-pixel problem, various data sets at multiple scales

are required: surface-based (-meter scale), aircraft-based (-tens of meters) and space-

based (-tens of kilometers). I need to examine how spatial heterogeneify and footprint

r8 First-year (FY) ice is sea ice of not more than one winter's growth (wMo, l9s5).
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size within the space-born radiometers affect the retrieval of sea ice parameters using the

space-born microwave radiometers. Addressing all three sub-objectives is critical in

developing algorithms to monitor fall freeze-up and spring-melt or break-up processes

using space-born microwave brightness temperature data in the future.

1.3. Dissertation Structure

My dissertation consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 contains a review of

pertinent literature and the theoretical basis of my dissertation. In this chapter I describe

snow and sea ice geophysics and thermodynamics, basic microwave radiometry, and

review the salient microwave-thermophysical linkages from the literature. Chapter 3

contains the site description and methods from the fîeld programs as well as various

space-born remote sensing dala and theoretical models used in my dissertatio¡.

' 
The contents of Chapter 4 to Chapter 6 are designed to address three sub-

objectives stated in section l.2.In Chapter 4, I address sub-objective (l) and present the

results from detailed investigation of in-siÍu microwave brightness temperatures and both

thermophysical and radiative data collected during fall freeze-up. In Chapter 4,I address

issues regarding the surface-scale relationships between microwave brightness

temperatures and thermophysical state (snow/ice thickness and salinity) of heterogeneous

types of newly formed sea ice (Section 4.2), the relationships between microwave

brightness temperature and ice temperature (i.e., brine volume) (Section 4.3) and the

relationships between microwave brightness temperature and sea ice albedo (Section 4.4).

In Sections 4.2-4.3, a forward microwave emission/scattering model is used to illuminate

the complex relationships coupling thermophysical state and microwave response.
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Chapter 5 addresses sub-objective (2), and contains detailed analyses of temporal

evolution of radiative, thermophysical and microwave properties of snow-covered sea ìce

during winter to spring melt transition. This in-situ study uses both field observation and

microwave modeling to identify the critical interactions between microwave brightness

temperature and both radiative and thermophysical state according to characteristic

melting stages (or events). In Chapter 6, I deal with the issues related to scaling problems

for satellite applications, addressing sub-objective (3). In Section 6.2, I address the

impact of sub-pixel heterogeneity on sea ice concentration retrieval from space-born

microwave brightness temperatures. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 present the variability of

microwave brightness temperatures at multiple scales (surface, aircraft and satellite) and

addresses the scaling effects on satellite-scale brightness temperatures and algorithms.

Finally, general summaries and conclusions, and future directions are provided in

Chapter 7.

I have set the context for my research in this chapter, providing the scientific

framework for the dissertation through a description of the objectives, which will be

addressed. In Chapter 2, I provide the scientific underpinning for my dissertation by

reviewing the literature pertinent to each of my stated objectives.
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Chapter 2 : Review and Background

In this Chapter, I present reviews on geophysical, dynamic and thermodynamic

states of sea ice (Section 2.1-2), and on the theoretical backgrounds of microwave

radiometry (Section 2.3). Section 2.4 contains detailed reviews on microwave

scattering/emission signature models. These chapters are aimed at providing the scientif,rc

framework for examining scattering/emission linkages to thermophysical sea ice

properties throughout the annual cycle, as described in Section 2.5.In Section 2.6, I

summarize the current status and limitations of understanding of microwave-

thermophysical linkages and highlight the issues to be addressed in my dissertation.

2.1. Geophysics of Snow and Sea lce

2.1.1. Sea ice

2.1.1.1. Phase relationship and Brine volume calculation

The major difference between sea ice and pure ice lies in the presence of brine,

solid salt, and gas (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Traditionally a phase diagram, proposed by

Assur (1958), is still the best way to understand the brine inclusions at equilibrium

temperafure, despite the problems associated \rvith it (Weeks, 1998). The phase diagram

basically shows decreasing liquid brine as solid salts precipitate at specific temperature

with decreasing temperature. The Assur diagram has shown good agreement above -43
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"C with experimental data (Weeks, 1998). Based on Assur's diagram more practical

formulations have been developed to calculate the brine volume in sea ice. Frankenstein

and Garner (1967) developed a series of equations accounting for the temperature range

between -0.5 and --22.9'C.In their formulation they ignored solid salt, which was later

accounted for in Cox and Weeks'(1983) formulation. Their equations determine the

relative volume of brine, solid salt, and air with known bulk ice density and salinity

within the temperature between -2 and-3O'C.

2.1.1.2. Brine and Gas Inclusions

The size and shape of the brine (and gas) inclusions are imporlant parameters in

modeling microwave emission/scattering within sea ice. The brine inclusions have a wide

spectrum of size and shapes (e.g., Light et a1.,2003). A snapshot of the microstructure of

a first-year ice cored during spring (May) showed a range of brine inclusion size from

0.01 mm to 8.0 mm in length, 0.01 mm to 0.23 mm in diameter, ranging in aspect ratio

(length/diameter) from I to 800 mm (Light et al., 2003). They also observed the range of

the gas bubble radius of 0.004-0.07 mm at -15"C. This range of bubble radius was

comparable with a first-year sea ice at the SHEBA (the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic

Ocean) field site, but was found much smaller than the other previous observational range

(0.1 to 2.0 mm) by Grenfell (1983) (see Fig.l0 in Light et a1.,2003). The difference was

attributed to rapid ice growth in rapidly freezing leads (Grenfell, l9g3).

The size and shape of brine inclusions are also a strong function of temperature.

The number density of brine pockets decreases with increasing temperature, directly due

to the merging of smalle¡ inclusions into larger ones (Light et al., 2003). With cooling of
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the ice, large inclusions may divide up into smaller inclusions (Grenfell 1983), yet it was

not observed by Light ef al. (2003) due to the short duration of the experiment while such

evolution may require an entire annual cycle (Cole and Shapiro, 1998).

2.1.1.3. Sea fce Structure

The microstructure of sea ice is characterized by three distinct layers: frazll,

columnar and transition layers. The frazil layer in general occupies the top of first-year

sea ice in the Arctic (Weeks, 1998). Originally frazilpartìcles form in super-cooled water

and are multiplied by so called "collision breeding" (Wadhams, 2001). These particles

are randomly consolidated with each other in turbulent water, resulting in randomly

oriented c-axisre. The transition layer, which normally occurs between frazil and

columnar layers, is marked by a gradual transition from random to vertical orientation of

ice grains. This transition is due to the so-called geometric selection process in which the

ice grains tend to orient parallel to prevailing heat flow. The columnar layer is the result

of this very vertical heat flow, which is driven by conduction of latent heat created during

freezing at the ice bottom to cold air. As a result, the columnar layer is marked by

extremely monotonous fabric structure with most of it having the horizontal c-axes.

Another dominant feature in the columnar layer is the characteristic cellular substructure

consisting of reasonably evenly spaced ice platelets or cells separated by small angle

grain boundaries. Along the boundaries the salt in sea ice is present in the form of liquid

or solid inclusions. The occurrence of the substructure is attributed to the presence of a

re C-axis (sometimes called principal axis) of the crystal is the perpendicular axis to the basal plane in
which oxygen atoms are concentrated in the hexagon structure.
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constitutionally super-cooled layer at the ice growth interface (Weeks, 1998). This super-

cooled layer is formed by increasing the equilibrium freezing temperature of the liquid

associated with an increasing concentration of impurities near the growth interface. This

super-cooled water appears to provide a thermodynamically favorable condition for brine

entrapments as ice quickly grows within grooves. The substructure is generally

characterized by the parameter a6, fhe distance between centers of adjacent brine pockets

along the c-axis (i.e. the distance between grooves where salt is entrapped) (Weeks,

1998). Weeks and Ackley (1986) found that the a¿ is inversely proportional to the ice

growth rate (i.e. a¿ increasing with decreasing growth rate) (Nakawoo and Sinha, 1984).

Other structural features in sea ice are brine drainage and banding. The brine

drainage system has been investigated by a number of scientists (see Weeks, 1998 and

literature therein). The interconnected brine drainage system is sometimes described as a

similar vertical river system or oscillating tube (Weeks, 1998). In thin (0.3 m thick)

young ice, the brine drainage networks extend through the entire thickness of the ice

sheet, and both the central channels and the branches are generally filled with fine-

grained ice (Cole and Shapiro, 1998). In thicker ice, the networks seem to be

discontinuous. Horizontal banding is also often observed in sea ice (Cole and Shapiro,

1998). This layer is generally associated with abrupt changes in the population of brine or

gas inclusions. The banding feature can be geographically different (Cole and Shapiro,

1998) and is probably related to the variation in ice growth rate.
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2.1.1.4. Salinity

Thin young ice has a vertical salinity profile of a distinct C-shape with a high

value both at top and bottom and a lower value in the middle. As ice thickens the high

values at the top and bottom remain present while the middle lower salinity section

expands. Very good correlations between ice thickness and bulk salinity have been found

(see Figure 18 in Kovacs, 1996). It shows the decreases of sea ice bulk salinity with ice

thickness, with surprisingly little scatter. Earlier study indicates a break point occurs

around -0.3-0.4 m ice thickness, which divides two distinct desalination trends (Cox and

Weeks, 1974). Later Kovacs (1996) accounted for this discontinuity by inhoducing a

non-linear curve.

The reduction of bulk sea ice salinity can be explained by various brine drainage

mechanisms: brine expulsion, pocket migration, and gravity drainage. Brine expulsion

occurs as a result of pressure buildup within the brine pocket due to freezing of its

surrounding walls under continuous cooling of the ice (Weeks, 1998). The brine

expulsion is responsible for the early ice growth stage, and the break point around 0.3-0.4

m ice thickness is the point when the brine expulsion ceases (Weeks, 1998). Brine

expulsion is also regarded as an initial mechanism of the formation of the brine layer at

the ice surface (Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994). Brine pocket migration is believed

to be too slow to explain the desalination process, although the migration rate may be

substantially increased for larger (-1 mm in diameter) brine cells (Weeks and Ackley,

1986). Gravity drainage appears to be a more vigorous mechanism than the two others

durìng winter. This mechanism can efficiently work throu gh an interconnected brine
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drainage system. The primary factors for this mechanism are the increased free board2O

and the occulTence of colder temperatures in upper ice as ice grows. The first factor

increases the potential energy and the second factor increases brine density in the upper

layer, as a result creating an unstable condition.

2.1.2. Snow

Snow on the sea ice is a mixture of pure ice, air, and liquid (brine or water). Snow

is very important in estimating the thermodynamic state of sea ice due to its low thermal

conductivity and high surface albedo. In the Arctic, mean snow depth on multi-year

(MY) ice reaches a maximum of 0.3 m in May, and it becomes snow-free during August

(Warren et al., 1999). Snow density varies from fresh fallen snow at -50 kg m-3 to ,rery

dense wind packed crusted snow at -500 kg m-3 (Yackel,lggg). The mean snow density

is -300 kg *-' (Warren eT al, 1999). Snow rapidly accumulates in September and

october, moderately in November, very slowly in December and January, then

moderately again from February to May (Warren et a1.,1999).

2.1.2.1. Snow MetamorphÍsm

Snow can be characTerized by many geophysical parameters; density,

temperature, salinity, liquid water content, grain shape, grain size, layer thickness, snow

strength and hardness. Many of these snow parameters closely link to snow

metamorphism processes. In general snow can be classified into dry and wet snow. This

20 Free board is the distance between water line and the top of ice.
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is very useful in dealing with the issues related to both snow thermodynamics and

microwave remote sensing. Generally, the distinction between dry and wet snow is made

by the amount of liquid water content within snor¡/. Snow with the liquid water content

less than about l-2%ó is regarded as dry snow, if the amount of liquid water content is

larger than about 1-zyo, it is regarded as wet snow (Garr jty,l9g2).

In dry snow, fwo metamorphological crystal forms occur: equilibrium and kinetic

growth forms. The equilibrium form is well rounded and non-singular (see Figure 2.1)

and is the result of an extremely slow process, limited by vapor diffusion. With

increasing temperature gradient, excess water vapor pressure increases. This facilitates

the occurrence of the kinetic growth form, non-singular or highly faceted forms (5 - l5

mm) (see Figure 2.1). The transition between the equilibrium and kinetic growth forms

likely occurs at a temperature gradient of -10"C m-r (Armstrong, 19g0), depending on

snow temperafure and density. The kinetic growth forms favorably takes place in the

warm portion of the snowpack at the expense of small rounded crystals (Colbeck, lgï2).

Over sea ice, this is the case near the basal layer (snow/ice interface) where depth hoar

growth occurs (Colbeck, 1982; Barber et al 1995). Near the airlsnow interface, the kinetic

growth form is unlikely to occur due to its lower temperature. However another type of

faceted crystal (known as surface hoar) often forms at the surface due to supersaturated

air by condensation on cold, clear nights (Colbeck, lgS2).

Wet snow can be divided into two types: highly unsatu¡ated (pendular) and highly

saturated (funicular) wet snow (Figure 2.1). The pendular regime occurs when the air

occupies continuous paths throughout the pore space. The funicular regime occurs when

the liquid occupies continuous paths throughout the pore space. The transition between
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these two regimes occurs at the liquid content of -7%o (Colbeck 1982). This is just above

the values that are normally measurable by a capacitance moisture meter (2-5%)

(Technical Specifîcations for Dielechic Moisture Meter, University of Innsbruck,

AUSTRIA). In the funicular regime, large, well-rounded crystals (see Figure 2.l) occur at

the expense of smaller crystals due to increasing heat flow (Colbeck, 1952). In the

pendular regime, the tightly packed grain clusters occur (see Figure 2.1), and the

clustering of crystals may significantly increase snow crystal density and size. For

instance a single cluster of hundreds of grains reaches 500-600 kg *-', although the bulk

snow density is much lower due to large voids among the clusters.
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Dry SnOw ç¡1u-f-)o/s-Wet Snow
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H
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ÂT > 10'C/m

Figure 2.1 Diagram showing snow metamorphism in dry and wet snow. Dry and wet
snow is classified with mu:1-2%o. In dry snow, two metamorphological cryital forms
occurs: equilibrium and, kinetic growth forms that can be divided by the temperature
gradient (^T > lO'C m-'). In wet sno\¡/, pendular or funicular regime occurs depending
on the amount of liquid water content. The data are from Colbeck (lgg7) and Armstrong
(1 e80).
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2.1.3. Other Surface Features

2.1.3.1. Saline Surface Layer

Many early explorers and scientist have observed a very saline liquid layer on the

sea ice surface (Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988). The salinity of the brine skim layer often

exceeds 50 ppt2'. In freezing leads, Perovich and Richter-Menge (1gg4) observed the

occurïence of brine skim when ice thickness was 2-3 cm. The origin of the surface brine

skim appears to be an upward transport of brine from the underlying saline porous layer.

However, the exact mechanism has not been verified, but two explainable mechanisms

were suggested. The first mechanism is brine expulsion (Perovich and Richter-Menge,

1994)' This kind of upward brine expulsion is possible due to increased porosity (Cox

and Weeks, 1975) within a few centimeters of the surface layer. The porosity quickly

decreases to a minimum a few centimeters below the surface and increases at a greater

depth (Cox and Weeks,1975). This porosity profile would provide favorable conditions

for upward transport of rejected brine caused by brine expulsion, as the ice cools. The

other mechanism is brine transport within the ice grain boundaries induced by the

thermo-molecular gradient (Dash et al, 1995; Wettlaufer and Worster, 1995). The

thermo-molecular pressure decreases with temperature, causing water to flow to the

colder regions.

2r parts per thousand
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2.1.3.2. Frost Flowers

Frost flowers are one of the most common surface features on newly formed sea

ice. They consist of fragile saline (up to 100 ppt) ice crystals in two or three different

shapes (clumps, stellar dendrite and needles), depending on the range of temperature

(Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994;Martin et al., 1996). A warm slush layer often forms

underneath the frost flowers (Martin et al., 1995; Mafün et al., 1996). Frost flower

growth habit and height depend on the existence of a region of supersaturated vapor

adjacent to the surface and on the range of temperatures in the surface boundary (Martin

etal.,1996). The source of the supersaturated water vapor is the brine skim layer which

was described above. Frost flowers act like insulators. The surface temperature

underneath the frost flowers was 2-4 K warmer than that of adjacent bare ice (Martin et

al., 1996). The frost flowers were also observed to increase the albedo by 0.1 - 0.2

(Grenfell et al., 1998).

2.2. Sea lce Thermodynamics

In the Arctic Ocean, thermodynamics for snow-covered sea ice can be expressed

by one-dimensional (vertically) thermal equations for snow and ice with energy balance

equations as follows (Figure 2.2) (Mayk;tt and Untersteiner 1971);

P,C 
"

P¡C ¡

#=*(r,#.,")
{':!(t 9t*, )ist ôz\ ' í.tz ')

within snow, and

within ice, and

12.11

f_2.21
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| : Q,,,- Lf ,W,o at the icelwater interface.
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In above equations, subscripts s and i denote snow and ice; AS, AI, $ and,Io denote the

interface at airlsnow, airlice, snow/ice, and ice/ocean respectively; T is temperature, p is

density, c is specific heatzz, Ë is thermal conductivity23, and Lf is the latent heat of

fusion2a, tl is melting (positive) or freezing (negative) rate; K¿ and L¿ is downwelling

shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes; Q, and Qt are sensible and latent heat fluxes;

0", is oceanic heat flux; ø is the stefan-Boltmnann constant25; E'' is the longwave

emissivity; 1o is internal heating from penetrated solar radiative flux.

In the above equations, you can easily identify three important thermal parameters

(k, c, Lfl, which control the heat flow through snow/sea ice, and which are balanced with

various surface and bottom external fluxes. Solving these equations requires proper

parameterization for three thermal parameters as well as various radiative and heat fluxes.

22 Specific heat is the measure of the heat energy required to raise the temperature of a given amount of a
substance by one degree.:i Thermal conductiviry is a bulk property of a material that indicates its ability to conduct heat.tt Lat"nt heat of fusion is the a,nount oi heat required convert unit mass of the solid into liquid without a
change in temperature.

" 5.670r ro-t w m-2 K-a.
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üw:open wateralbedo
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0ws:wet snow albedo

0m:melt pond albedo

Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram illustrating energy balances in various stages of sea ice

growth.

Freeze-up
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2.2.1. Thermal parameters (/r, c, LJ)

2.2.l.l.Thermal conductivity - Sea ice

The thermal conductivity (fr) of sea ice is a complex properry due to the

coincident presence of solid, liquid and vapor phases. The brine A is about 25%o of pure

ice k, and vapor È is less than 1%o of pure ice Æ (Makshtas, 1994). Corresponding effective

sea ice k would decrease with increasing salinity and porosity in sea ice. This relationship

canbeexpressedbyanempiricalequation(Untersteiner, l96l) as k:k,,,+BSIT where

/roiis thermal conductivity for pure ice, p is a constant (0.13 W m-l), ,S is sea ice salinity

(ppt), and Zis the sea ice temperature ("C). Here lhe kpi can be determined by Yen (1981)

as ko,:9.828exp(-0.00572) with 7 in K. Later ono (1968) formulated complex

equations, accounting for brine cells and air bubbles throughout both the ice and brine.

Typical È¡ for the first-year ice was observed to be about 2.09-2.26 w m-r K-1,

being almost independent of ice thickness (Makshtas, 1994). However, it is important to

note warm or saline ice has much lower Æ¡ values than that of cold and less saline ice (see

Figure 88 in Weeks and Ackley,1982). The effects of lower È¡ are seldom considered in

estimation of ice growth or melting rate, although this might significantly slow the

growth or melting rate during freeze-up or melting period. Another interesting discussion

is about convection in liquid or gas phases, which might signifìcantly increase the mean

thermal conductivity of warm saline ice.
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2.2.l.z.Thermal conductivity - Snow

Snow thermal conductivity (Æ,) is 6-8 times smaller than sea ice thermal

conductivity (È). Only 0.1-m of snow cover can reduce the heat exchange as much as

0.6-0.8-m of sea ice does. k, can be formulated as a function of snow density (p,) only

(Yen, 1981) or as a function of both snow density (p,) and snow temperature (f,) to

account for both direct thermal diffusivity and water vapor diffusion (Ebert and Curryr,

1993) as follows; k":2.845x10-6 p! +2.7 xl0-a x 2Q,-233)/s. Despite its importance,

accurate estimation of k is very difficult, partly due to l) the fact that p, is highly

variable both temporally and spatially, 2) the effect of liquid brine in the case of brine-

wetted snow. This is particularly true during fall freeze and spring-melt periods. The

brine-wetted snow may have thermal conductivity larger or smaller than brine (liquid)-

free snow. If the liquid exists around the snow grains (i.e. liquid occupies airvolume), it

increases the thermal conductivity of wet snow up to three-four times that of liquid-free

snow (Steffen and DeMaria, 1996). However, if the liquid exists at the expense of ice

grains, it decreases the thermal conductivity of wet snow up to l0 - 40% less than liquid-

free snow (Papakyriakou, 1999).

2.2.1.3. Specific heat and Latent heat

The specific heat of sea ice (c¡) is determined by the specific heats of its

components (pure ice, brine, solid salts) and their relative mass, and also by phase

transformation between the solid and liquid phases. In early works (1960's) c¡ wâS

formulated as the weight mean of specific heats of each of the components (pure ice,
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brine, solid salt) and of heat released during phase transformation or as a function of

salinity (instead of brine) (Makshtas, 1994).Ignoring the conrribution of solid salts in

effective c¡, approximate equations are expressed as the function of salinity and

temperatures (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971). For instance, Maykut and Untersteiner,s

formulation is

c,:Cri+yS,lMT,z, 12.61

where cr=2710 J kg-l "c-r is the specific heat for pure ice, zis temperature (.c), S is

salinity (ppt), r:4100 cal deg g-' (or 1.72xr07 J K m-3 ppt-r), and M:900 kg --r.

Warmer and saline ice has higher c¡ than colder and less saline ice (Figure 2.3). The

specifìc heat of snow (c") can be expressed as a linear function of temperature (Anderson

1976) as c,=92.88+7.364T,. Calculation of latent heat of fusion (Lfl of sea ice is a

complex one due to the coexistence of solid and liquid phases at any temperature. So, sea

ice melting can occur at temperatures other than 0'C. Ono (i968) developed a formula

for L (J kg-') at temperatures above -8 "C at which solid sodium sulphate

(NazSOq. 1 0HzO) precipitates as follows;

Lf = 333394 -2l13Ti -114.25 t + 18040(5, /f ). 12.71

In above equation, Z is in 'C. The accuracy of this equation requires more experimental

studies (Wadhams, 2001).
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Figure 2.3: Specific heat of sea ice (kJ kg-r "6-t, calculated using Eq.[2.6] for ice salinity
of0,5, l0 and 20 ppt.

2.2.2. Radiative and Heat Fluxes

The governing thermal equations are bounded by various radiative and heat fluxes

at different interfaces (Figure 2.2). The major radiative parameters are K¿, L¿, oqi,'f , a

and Io. Downwelling shortwave radiative flux (K¿) for clear sky is mostly affected by

solar zenith angle and water vapor content in the atmosphere (Launiainen and Cheng,

1998). The cloud effect on K¿ is normally accounted for by multiplying the cloud factor

(i.e., 1-aCb) to clear sky incoming shorfwave radiation. The coeffrcients (a, b) are often

determined empirically by different authors (Launiainen and Cheng, 1998). The emitted

longwave flux (oEi,f) can be fairly well estimated with known snow or ice surface

temperature using an Ei' of 0.96-0.97. However, the pararneterization for downwelling

20 ppt

ppt

0
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longwave radiative flux (Z¿) is quite inaccurate even for clear sky conditions without

information about actual atmospheric profile due to strong dependence of atmospheric

emissivity on various thermal and moisture profiles as well as on particles. Therefore, it

is not surprising that numerous formulas have been developed, and have shown

considerable difference among them (Launiainen and cheng, 199g).

Albedo (ø) has the wide range of variation over an ice growth and decay cycle. a

can seasonally change from 0.06 for open water to 0.87 for new snow-covered sea ice,

and decrease to 0.15 over old melt ponds. The estimation of a is most difficult in summer

when a mixfure of snow, melt ponds and bare ice exists, even though it is the most

important time of year as solar radiation is at maximum (Curry et al., 1995a). a is

sensitive to ice tliickness during the initial stage of ice growth (Perovich, 1996). a is

typically 8-12% larger under cloudy sky than clear sky values (Grenfell and Maykut

1977; Grenfell and Perovich 1984), because stronger absorption occurs at infrared range

than visible range. As a result a large portion of incident radiation is in visible

wavelength. Sea ice albedo is also sensitive to brine volume at least for young ice

(Perovich and Grenfell, 1981), showing a continual decrease in cr as brine volume

increases. This was attributed to the reduction in the number of the brine inclusions and

the corresponding reduction in the amount of scatte¡ing, as individual brine cells

coalesced, forming larger but fewer inclusions (Light et a1.,2003).

1o represents transmitted (or penetrated) shortwave radiation into the interior of

ice- This is usually approximated as a portion of the incident shortwave radiation with

exponential decay (Beer's rule); i.e. 1,,:(l-a)Kreçn\. Here ¡r is the extinction

coefficient, which is strongly dependent on wavelength, on the microstructure of ice and
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on the sky condition. It is complex and is quantitatively still poorly defined. The

extinction coefficient quickly decreases within the top 0.1 m in the ice, and the values are

dependent on ice types and cloud conditions (Grenfell and Maykut, lg77). For instance,

the fractional amount of ,Io below 0.1 m in the ice was found to be 0.18 for white ice and

0.43 for blue ice or melt ponds. For the cloudy condition the corresponding values are

0.35 for white ice and 0.63 for blue ice. For this reason, different extinction coefficients

were used between z < 0.7 m and z> 0.1 m (Launiainen and Cheng, 1998). Similar

approaches can be taken in the case of snow. Beer's law with homogeneous extinction

coefficients was observed to underestimate observed 1, (Yackel, lggg). This is mainly

due to the fact that snow is not a homogeneous medium.

In addition to radiative fluxes, the turbulent latent heat fluxes (gù and. sensible

heat flux (Q) are critical parameters at the surface, especially in thin, young ice. The

turbulent heat fluxes are functions of wind speed, temperature and specific humidity

differences between surface and atmosphere, and the stability in the atmospheric

boundary layer. These are often parameterized by an aerodynamic approach. At the ice

bottom, oceanic heat flux (Qfi canbe approximated in a similar way to the counterpart at

the surface, however the proper account of Q* requires coupling with an oceanic mixed

layer model. In general the Qw in the Arctic Ocean is very small (about 2-5 W m-2) due to

the presence of a cold halocline26 between the cold mixed layer and the warm water

below (Aagaard et al., l98l). As a result, the ice cover and mixed layer in the Arctic are

thermodynamically decoupled from the warïn water below. However, the amount of e*

2ó Halocline is a vertical ocean layer where strong salinity gradient occurs.
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can vary significantly in spring (Maykut and Mcphee,

Steele, 2001).

1995) and locally (Martinson and

2.2.3. Freezing and Ablation Rates

Freezing and ablation rates (\il) account for time-variant snodice thickness

changes balanced with other parameters. The W is normally written as (Maykut and

Untersteiner, 1971)

Wot : ru,,rT at the airl(snow or ice) interface,

W rc : q,* at the icelocean interface.

12.81

l2.el

In the above equations, the term q represents the amount of energy added (removed) to

ice to melt (or freeze) a unit volume of sea ice. The q is normally equal to pi.Lfpi (latent

heat of fusion of pure ice) when computing ablation rates at the surface (Ebert and Curry

1993; Flato and Brown, 1996; Bifz et al, lg99), until Bitz and Lipscomb (1999)

challenged the validity of q:pi.LJ);. There they derived new q(s,T) as a function of ,S and

Z, which accounts for internal melting brine pockets.
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2.3. Microwave Radiometry

2.3.1. Complex Permittivity of Basic Components

The complex permittivity (e) js s:t'*it", where ¿' is the real part and t,, as

imaginary part of the complex permittivity. s' is related to a fraction of the

electromagnetic energy dispersed by a medium, while s" is to extinction loss in the

medium. The complex permittivity of air is simply Eu¡, = I + i0. The complex permittivity

of liquid water (s,,) is expressed by the well-known Debye equation (Ulaby et al., 1986):

c 
-cnt _- , "¡,0 -,,,-otv-crvx- 

r+eút,,f'

-,, _ 2nft,,,(e*,0 - t,,,* )
" I + (zîrft,")'

[ 2.10]

l2.1rl

withe,"o(I) : 88.045 -0.414iT + 6.295 xl}a T2 + 1.075 x I0-523, and

2nr,,,(T) : l. I I 09 x I 0-r0 - 3.924 x 10-t2 T + 6.93 g x l}-to T2 _ s.0g6x I 0{ z3

where e,,,p is static permittivity of pure water, e,,,. is high-frequency (or optical) limit of e,"

(6u,-: 4-9) , t,,, is relaxation time of pure water (seconds);/is electromagnetic frequency

(Hz).

Near melting temperature (0'C), the complex permittivity of liquid water (e,,,) is

approximately befween 30+i30 and 5+i7 in the frequency range of 10 - 100 GHz (in

which mostpassive microwave sensors operate) (Ulaby et al., 1986). Unlikepure water,
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the complex permittivity of pure ice (e) is almost independent of temperafure and

frequency in the frequency range of l0 - 100 GHz, because the relaxation occurs at a

much lower frequency (kHz) than the microwave region (-GHz). So, it can be given as

€r,:3.15+i0.002. For the liquid brine the complex permittivity is given by the similar

Deybe equation with ionic conductivity term as

c 
-c^t " ho urr-Eb:tu'-. tlþffi ,and

-,, _Znfto(eoo- 8,,-) oh
"ø-i*¡ -2ouJ''

12.121

l2.t3l

with e,,o

2nt : 0.1 0990 + 0. I 3603 x l0-2 T + O.ZO\94 x 7O-3 Tz + 0.2g I 67 x l0-r I. ;

o r) : -Te(, 
s re3+0 087s5r) T > -22.g" c ,

'¡'^(1.0334+0.1 l1):-re T<-22.9"C,

where Z is the temperature ("C), 2nt is in (nanoseconds), o¿ is the ionic conductivity of

the liquid brine solution. The calculated sò using Stogryn and Desargant's (1985)

equations showed very good agreements with experimental data in the frequencies range

of 7 '5-40 GHz. This good agreement at high frequency (40 GHz) is attributable to an

increasing contribution of ion conductivitt çot) below -10"C, resulting in the shifting of

relaxation frequency to the lower end (Stogryn and Desargant, 1985). It should be noted

(939.66 -19.0687) .

(10.T7 -D )
- _(82.79+8.t9Tz) ."---q¡5Jg*¡; '
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that the range of e6 at -5 
oC is almost comparable to liquid water ¿. in the frequency

range of 20-90 GHz.

2.3.2. Mixing Formulae

Once we know ¿ of each component, the next step is to obtain a homogeni zed c of

a heterogeneous mixture. There are some points to be considered first. A heterogeneous

mixture e should be bounded by minimum and maximum values of each component,

while more robust theoretical bounds in the quasi-static limit can be found in Sihvola

(2002). For instance, the dry snow e'should be somewhere in the range of 1 (e,) and

3.15 (%i).The heterogeneous mixture s can be estimated from the simple empirical

approach, or from a quasi-static mixing formula, or by solving wave theory. In this

section I will discuss quasi-static mixing formulae, which calculates effective permittivity

(e,¡) of the mixture, which is equivalent to the low-frequency limit of s from wave theory

(Section 2.3.3), and which does not account for scattering loss.

A classic approach to calculating €stf is to use the constitutive relation for a

dielectric material. When a material is excited with an applied electric field ( r ), the

resulting electric displacement (D) is related to e"¡as follows;

D: e"nE 12.14J

The displacement is also dependent on polarization (F ) (or dipole moment per volume):
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D:t"E+P
P: noQE,

l2.1sl

12.161

where eo is the complex permittivity of the background (or host), n¿ is the number of

particles, / is the polarizability of a single inclusion, and E " is the local electric field.

Here the E" is th" sum of the applied field and the field caused by polaization (Er),

E":E *Er,
t_

where Ep:E+!ÑF
e,,

Using the system of Eq.[2. 141fo [2.18], the en¡canbe written as:

12.171

[ 2.1 8]

l2.tel
n^ór U,o¿lf - c, T -------- ,- l-N(nnQlt,,)

where ¡¿ is the depolarization dyadic which accounts for the effects of inclusion shape.

When the inclusion is assumed to be spheroids (ellipsoids with two equal axis), tn" Ñ

becomes diagonal and N, + Nr+N, : l with N, - N¡ : (l- N)12. Here various choices

of N, yield different shapes; needles, prolate spheroids, sphere, oblate spheroids, and

disc. For instance,lú:0 for needles, Nrl13 for spheres, and Nr:l for disc. The equation

L2.I9l is only applicable to the tenuous mixture (eø -e,,). However, for a non-tenuous

and dense mixture, the apparent e (t,) (the permittivity seen outside the inclusion) is not

necessarily equal to eo. In this case, the equation for q¡,has a similar form to Eq.l2.l9] by

substituting €o to 8,, in Eq.[2.18] as



ç :ç - noþ
"cff "o ' )" 1-N(noQle,,)

\ /ith s. : €,t + a(toÍ. - E,) .

12.201

12.211

From this equation, the selection of a in equation 12.211 leads to different mixing

formulae. The generalized Maxwell-Garnett formula is obtained with a:0, while the form

obtained with a:l is called "coherent potential" or "quasi-crystalline approximation with

coherent potential". For a:l-F, the widely known Polder-Van Santen/de Loor (PVS)

mixing formula is derived. For multiphase case (more than one phase of inclusions), the

Êr¡'can be calculated by substituting f ,y.,: ,toþ and (N,), : N¡ in Eq.l2.l6l-12.17]. The

reduced equation is:

) l{r,),
(e*), = e,, +

l- )(N,),1 f ,(y,),/(s")¡l 
) 12.221

12.231where lv ). = (s')'(s' -s)
'r/, (e,,), + N,(e" _ e)

If we assume that inclusions are randomly and isotropically distributed, then the en¡¡ is

scalar and e,, tensor is diagonal. In this case Eq.[2.22] can be reduced to (Sihvola and

Kong, 1988)
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t.Ít : E. ålåfrr,l,fr. r,l%*]

Equations 12.231 and 12.241are generalized multiphase equations.

Eq.l2.2Il, the multiphase PVS equations can be obtained.

12.241

Here with a:Nrl in

2.3.2.1. Sea Ice

Sea ice is composed of pure ice, brine, gas (air), and solid salt. If we discard the

solid salt, the effective permittivity of sea ice (e) can be modeled by a three-phase (pure

ice, brine, gas) PVS mixing formula (Sihvola and Kong 1988). If we assume spherical

gas bubbles and ellipsoidal (tube-like) brine cells (Light et al., 2003), rhe system of

equations 12. l9l-12.221 yields (Wensnahan, I 995)

Ê,:En, *
3e,fr,,(l - t,,¡)

Ze,+l 3 e,(1-N,) + N,eu e,(l +N,)+er(l -N,) ] t2 2sl

e'from this formula seems to agree with experiment data from Vant et al. (1978), while

the experimenf t" ate higher than the modeled s" (Sihvola and Kong, 1988). Sea ice e can

also be calculated by simple empirical formulizations in the frequency range of 0.1-7.5

GHz (Vant et al., 1978) or the two-phase PVS formulization with sphere-type inclusions

and with ellipsoids (Ulaby et al., 1986). In Vant et al. (1978), the empirical model

showed good agreement with the majority of experiment data up to 40 GHz. It is

important to note that e¡ can also be calculated from the strong fluctuation theory
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(Stogryn, 1987), and t¡ calculated from the strong fluctuation theory showed

quantitatively accountable values over the temperature range 0 fo _32 oC and frequency

from 0.1 to 40 GHz, through the comparison with previously published data (Stogryn,

1987).

2.3.2.2. Snow

2.3.2.2.1. Dry Snow

Dry snow permittivity (e¿,) can be calculated by the two-phase (pure ice and air)

PVS mixing formula for spherical ice grain in an air background:

12.261

wheref'¡is fractional volume of ice. The explicit formula for ¿'and €" canbe obtained by

rationalizing both sides of the equation, and can be found in the literature (e.g.

Hallikainen et al., 1986). ua,' calculated from the PVS mixing equation has shown good

agreement with experimental data up to 37 GHz. €¿," is much smaller than s¿,,. Thus the

accuracy of t¿r" from the mixing equation cannot be determined, and may be applicable

up to 15 GHz due to lack of scattering loss (Hallikainen et al., 1986).

2.3.2.2.2. Wet Snow

The two-phase (pure ìce and water) PVS mixing formula best describes wet snow

permittivity (e,,o) as (Hallikainen et al., 1986):

€,,.:l+ tl,fr,(#),
\Ei + ¿r.
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where m, is fractional volume of liquid water. e,u, calculated from the pVS formula

showed very good agreements with experiment data in the frequency range of 3-37 GHz

when the shape of water inclusion was optimized with increasing m, (Haltlkalnen et al.

1986). Strong fluctuation theory also has been applied to calculate e,,o (Stogryn, 1985).In

his study, the liquid water was assumed to not only exist in pore spaces between crystals

but also to exist as a wet film around crystals. With comparison with Linlor's (1980) data

in the frequency range of 4-12 GHz, the best agreement has been made when the fraction

of liquid water coated around the crystal is about 0.25 (i.e.fr¡,uu=0.25). This result

indicates the failure of the PVS type model çfr¡,m -0.0) for accounting for ei". For

instance, the PVS-type equation yielded ejj, which was too small by a factor of 14.2 at 12

GHz (Stogryn, 1985).

Recently, Wensnahan (1995) derived a mixing formula to solve this discrepancy

by using polarizability of coated spherical scatters as follows;

€*o: r,," *Lf {t,,-r*))[r,," + (6*,-e,,")N,ì-' ,

e,," = r + . n-,r,1,- 4}] . ú+dlil-+-"

with v - fr"(e,, - e,)(Ze,, + 1) + (2t,, + e,)(l - eu)
' ( rt',@, - e,)(2eo -2) + (2eo + e,)(2 + tr)

12.271

e,,,(l + N,) + er(l -¡i,) l' 12.281
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wherefr, is the total fraction of snow grain,fr" is the fraction of total volume occupied by

the coated grains,fr, is the fraction occupied by water not coating the grain. This formula

was used to calculate ¿ for brine-coated snow (easily applicable to the water-coated snow

case). The results of this formula showed very good agreements with Stogryn's (1985)

simulation when the water inclusion was assumed to be spherical.

2.3.3. Emission/Scatterin g theory

If snow/sea ice is isothermal with planer boundaries (i.e., no surface scattering),

the antenna temperature (2,) observed at a radiometer is described by (Stogryn, l 9g6)

T"(k) : L(k)7,,(kr,0) + T*.(k) ,

T" (k o,o) : e, (ks)T,¡* lll' Io, {to > * } [ r, 
"o 

+ y *lT"r(k) sin 0d 0d Q

e. (k o): I - lfl' - | [ U,,,,{ko, k) + y 
"v 

(ko,k)lsin ùdlctQ .
+ît -

12.301

l2.3tl

12.321

In above equations, L(kù is atmosphe¡e transmission factor, To,,, is atmospheric

emission, 7", is the downward sky brightness temperature in the direction -fr (Figure

2.4). These three atmospheric parameters can be determined from an atmospheric

radiative transfer model if the physical state of the atmosphere is k¡own. f and To, (or

Tot,) are the reflection coefficient and the bistatic scattering coefficients for the effective

medium which we are focusing on. It should be noted that yo, is not for rough surface

scattering but it accounts for the volume permittivity fluctuation (i.e., volume scattering).
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Backscattering coefficients for active microwaves are the special case of bistatic

scattering (i.e. y(k,,,-k,,)).

Assuming a single layer of snodsea ice without scattering loss, then J is easily

determined by the Fresnel equation, which is the simplest solution of the problem. In

reality, the physical and dielectric properties in snow/sea ice are not constant vertically. If
the snow/sea ice temperature varies vertically, fluctuating electric fields occurring in a

dissipative medium should be accounted for. In this case, the emission can analytically be

calculated by using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Stogryn, 1970) assuming that the

temperature and dielectric profile is continuous. In this analytic approach, the solution

can be found only for simple profile patterns. Instead of the analytic approach, the

snodsea ice can be assumed as a stack of the discrete layers that has constant

temperature and permittivity (Figure2.4).In this case, the multiple reflection coefficients

(so called effective reflectivity) can be calculated by using forward or backward

propagation matrix (see Section 2.4.2 in Tsang et al, 1985) or using an alternative method

called equivalent transmission-line formulation (see Section 4-14.1in Ulaby et al, l98l).

The volume scattering can be treated by a wave theory or radiative transfer

approach. In the wave theory approach, e.yris assumed as

€"¡:8q,,+E* 12.331

where en, is quasi-static permittivity (i.e., the mean medium permittivity without volume

scattering effects) which is identical fo q¡ from the mixing formulae. e," is the

contribution of volume scattering. If the fluctuation is assumed to be a Gaussian
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stationary random, the statistical characteristics of the fluctuations can be defined by first

and second momentums of the fluctuations. ee¡inEq.[2.33] is then calculated from the

bilocal approximation, which only contains the first term of the mass operator in the

perturbation series. Here it should be noted that the calculated ¿.includes scattering loss

to some extent. Once e is determined, the scattering coefficients are then calculated under

the distorted Born approximation which is physically equivalent to the single scattering

of the coherent field (i.e., first approximation of multiple scattering). The detailed

description of strong fluctuation theory is available in many literatures (e.g. Stogryn,

1970; Stogryn,1987; Tsang et al., 1985; Golden et al, 199g).
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Figure 2.4 Geometry of equations L2.301-12.321. Continuous Z and s can assumed as a
stack of discrete layers with homogeneous T and. e. Spheres and ellipsoids represents
snow grains and brine inclusions.
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2.4. M.icro\ryave signature Models and sea Ice Algorithms

2.4.1. Signature models and performances

Various types of microwave signature models have been developed (Winebrenner

et al., 1992). Some models only account for layer reflection, or both layer reflection and

volume scattering, or both volume scattering and rough surface scattering (see Figure

2-5). Multi-layer Fresnel formula, as described in Section 2.3, account for only planar

layer reflections and contains no scattering effects. This simple model has been applied to

simulate the microwave emission signatures from young growing ice (Wensnahan, 1995).

To account for volume scattering, there are two different approaches: radiative transfer

and wave theory. The signature models based on a radiative transfer approach are the

independent Rayleigh-scattering layer (RS) model, the dense medium radiative transfer

(DMRT) model, the dense medium theory (DMT) model, and the Modified radiarive

transfer (MRT) (Figure 2.5).

The Rayleigh scattering model is the simplest to use and based on conventional

Rayleigh scattering theory, which does not account for any interactions between scatters.

This assumption is unlikely to hold for densely packed media like snodsea ice, reaching

a volunre fraction of scatters ranging from 20%o fo 40o/o. This model has been applied

only for the active microwave signature from sea ice (e.g., Drinkwater and Crocker,

1988; Livingstone and Drinkwater, l99l), but not for passive microwave signatures. The

DMRT (Tsang, 1992) and dense medium theory account for the interactions between

scatters by using ladder approximation in the Bethe-Salpeter equation and by using

modified phase matrix, respectively. In the DMRT the coherent field is estimated by
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quasi-crystalline approximation with coherent potential (QCA-CP) of Dyson's equation.

Good agreement at vertical polarization for passive microwave signatures was observed

between the DMRT model and the measurement over young thin ice and refrozen melt

ponds, while poor agreements were observed for horizontal polarization (Schmidt and

Wauer, 1999). For a porous old ice case, the DMRT model was valid only up to l9 GHz

(Schmidt and Wauer, 1999). The two dense RT models assumed that the discrete scatters

are small (i.e. Rayleigh scatters). This partly explains why the DMT model has shown

poor agreement with the observation at CRRELEX gray ice, especially at higher

frequency (Winebrenner et al. 1992). Recently, the DMRT model upgraded by Chen et

al. (1999) utilizes the Mie scattering T-mahix elements. This upgrade of the DMRT

model would be critical at higher frequency (above 10 GHz (-30 mm)), which is

comparable to particle sizes in snow/sea ice.

The well-known signature model based on wave theory is the many layer strong

fluctuation theory (SFT) model coded by Dr. T.G. Grenfell (personal communication,

2003). This model accounts for coherent and incoherent fields by using the bilocal and

distorted Born approximation. The many layers SFT model showed good results for both

thin ice and melt pond cases up to 37 GHz, except the bubbly old ice case (Winebrenner

et al. 1992). For the thin ice case, the effective emissivities calculated by the many layers

SFT model agreed with the observed emissivity within 0.05 for borh polarizafion af 19

and 37 GHz for incident angle less than 55 degree.
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signalure model

lntegrated surface-
volume signature
model

-No significant improvement
from DMT
-This model indicâted
no signif¡canl rough surface
scáltering effec1s on emission
signatures

-No refìeclion effects
-Poor agreements (at
H-pol) over young ¡ce,
lrozen melt pónds
-Bubbly ice up to 19 cHz

-Scattering eñecls to
some extent
-Applicable to young
sel¡ne íce, ftozen melt
ponds (up to 40 cHz)
-Bubbly ice (up to 20 GHz)

-Good potentíal
-Backscatter¡ng problem
-Snow applicåt¡on

DMRT: Dense Medium Radiative Transfer, DMT Dense Medium Theory. PS: Physícal optics under the scalar
approximation, Go: Geometric optics approximation, sp: small perturbation mãthod

Figure 2.5 Overview of microwave signatures models. DMRT stands for Dense Medium
Radiative Transfer, DMT for Dense Medium Theory, PS for Physical optics under the
scalar approximation, GO for Geometric optics approximation, and SP for Small
perturbation method. The information was summarized from Winebrenner et al. (1992),
Nassar et al. (2000) and Wiesmann and Matzler (1999).

-No scatter¡ng effecls
-Appl¡cable only to young
salíne iæ

PS
GO
SP
lntegration

DMT-integration model
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However, none of the models fails to predict comparable values with those

observed at 90 GHz. On the other hand, an iterative method can be used to calculate

extinction rate (scattering + absorption) from Maxwell,s scattering equations. This Monte

Carlo simulation has been applied to the random medium in which the scatters occupied

25% by volume (Tsang et al., 1992) and later expanded to 35% by volume (Zurk and,

Tsang, 1994), and tried for active microwave backscattering by Nassar et al. (2000).

For the snow case, the strong fluctuation theory has failed its validity in absolute

comparison with experimental data above 20 GHz (Wiesmann and Matzler, 1999). This

is likely due to a significant amount of multiple scattering. Recently, Wiesrnann and

Matzler (1999) have developed MEMLS (a microwave emission model of layered

snowpacks), which implements empirical formulation for scattering based on

experimental data (Wiesmann et al., 1998). Later, the MEMLS was extended to coarse-

grained snow such as depth hoar and appeared to give good results even at high

frequencies (Matzler and Wiesmann, 1999).

Strictly speaking, passive microwave signature modeling should account for both

volume and surface scattering processes. However, passive microwave signature models

in general have not included surface scattering. Only the DMT model includes a rough

surface scattering model (integration equation method) (Figure 2.5). This DMT-

integration equation method was evaluated with the observation over an artificially

grown young thin ice sheet and found the effects of surface scattering on emission are

small (Winebrenner et al. 1992). However, the presence of a very saline layer on the thin

bare ice may cause a strong dielectric contrast at the airlice interface, and small-scale
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rough scattering effects might be critical to emission characteristics. If this is the case, the

surface scattering should be accounted for in emission signature modeling. A semi-

empirical model such as a single parameter (rms height o) may be used to qualitatively

examine the surface scattering effects on the emission signature. However, the simple,

single parameter model cannot account for the variation of the thermo-dielectric

properties.

More sophisticated surface scattering models are physical optics under the scala¡

approximation (PS); geometric optics approximation (GO); conventional Perturbation

theory; and integral equation method. The two physical optics methods (pS and GO)

assume that plane reflection occurs at every point of the surface. These means the plane

boundary is like an inclined plane in a local region. These methods are valid when the

horizontal roughness (l) is larger than the wavelength (see Table 21.2 in Ulaby et al

1986). Further deriving of scattering coefficients requires approximations. For a

relatively smooth surface with rms height <0.25) (i.e. smooth undeformed sea ice), the

PS method may be applied. The major feature of the PS method lies in exponential

correlation function, which is the function of correlation length (f . This method accounts

for both the coherent and noncoherents component. For iougher (- rms height > l/3

wavelength) surface (i.e. deformed sea ice), the GO method is used. The GO method

assumes a Gaussian-distributed random surface with surface-height distribution. The

scattering behavior is dependent on only one surface parameter, the rms slope of the

surface. Due to high rms height, the non-coherent (multiple scattering) component is not

significant. If the horizontal scale roughness È/ is less 6, the SP method may be applied.

This method allows the surface to vary within the distance of a wavelength; therefore it is
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not locally flat as required by the physical optics methods. The SP method uses a

Gaussian correlation function of correlation length (f.

2.4.2. Satellite sea ice algorithms

Passive microwave (PM) data has been widely used to estimate sea ice

concentration during the past two decades. Research is currently underway to extend

algorithms to include estimation of: 1) sea ice type 2) icetemperature, 3) snow depth, and

4) thin ice thick¡ess. The overall precision of the Special Sensor Microwave llmager

(SSM/I) sea ice concentration (SIC) algorithms is estimated to be about 7%o relativeto the

optical satellite data, and is expected to improve to about 4o/o wjth new Advanced

Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) sensor. pM SIC

algorithms (e.g., the NASA27 Team, the NASA Team 2, and Bootstrap) assume a linear

combination of fractional contributions from two (sea ice and open water) or three

surface types (first-year ice, multi-year ice, and open v/ater). The two NASA team

algorithms utilize the radiance ratios to minimize the ice temperature variability and

surface reflectivity variability on the emissivity at horizontal polarization (Comiso et al.,

1997; Comiso et al., 2003).

AMSR-E ice temperature algorithm utilizes Tn(6.9V) data. The AMSR-E derived

ice temperatures in general agree with Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

(AVHRR)-derived temperatures, but some discrepancies exist due to deeper penetration

depth at 6.9 GHz (Comiso et al., 2003). Quantitative evaluation of AMSR-E ice

2? National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration
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temperature is difficult. This is partly because of lack of surface validation data (i.e., in

situ ice temperature measurement). Another factor is that AMSR-E ice temperature

represents an aÍea of -tens of kilometers. Therefore, it is still difficult to validate the

AMSR-E ice temperafure against a point measurement of in situ ice temperature. For

snow depth estimation, empirical regression methods between spectral gradient ratios

(e.g., GRV(37,19) and snow depth measurements have been applied, which is only valid

for dry snow. In the case of the Antarctic, the correlation between GRV(37,19) and in situ

snow depth showed about -0.77 (Comiso et a1.,2003).

Martin et al (2004) introduced a method to estimate thin ice thickness (as well as

heat fluxes) in Polynyas using SSM lI data. The method was based on empirical relations

between SSM/I R37 and AVHRR-derived ice thickness. Lafer a similar approach was

applied to AMSR-E data to derive the thin ice thickness and ice production in the

Chukchi Sea polynyas (Martin et al., 2005). They note that their algorithm is only valid

for the ice less than 0.1-0.2 m thick.

2.5. Reviews on Micro\ryave and Thermophysical Linkages

2.5.1. Freeze-up

The consolidation of sea ice begins with super-cooling of the oceanic mixed layer

and the corresponding formation of frazil ice. Frazil ice undergoes different growth

cycles, depending on the sea state. In a calm condition, the frazil ice crystals are

randomly consolidated, forming a thin elastic crust of ice up to 0.1 m in thickness, called

nilas. Nilas is often divided into dark (0-0.05 m) and light (0.05-0.10 crn) nilas according
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its thickness or visual appearance. Nilas thermodynamically grows into young, and

eventually to smooth first-year sea ice. In windy conditions, frazll ice is often gathered

parallel to prevailing wind direction due to the Langmuir circulation (Wadhams, 2001).

These patches are called grease ice. This grease ice gradually aggregates to form small

pancake ice a few centimeters in diameter, known as "shuga" (Armstrong ef al., 1973;

wMo, 1985) or "dollar pancakes" (wadhams and wilkinson, lggg). These small

pancakes congeal together into larger pancake ice and rafting between pancakes is

common (Weeks, 1998). The pancake ice can be up to 5 m in diameter and > 50 cm in

thickness in regions far way from the ice edge, in which the wave propagation is

significantly diminished (Doble et al., 2003). This consolidated pancake ice eventually

yields a rough first-year ice, composed of pancakes of about 2-3m in diameter and 4-cm

high rims (Onstott et al., 1998).

2.5.1.1. Thermophysical process

2.5.1.1.1. Early Freeze-up (up to -0.3 m)

Early freeze-up is a critical period in terms of heat and salt balance. New, young

ice is marked by vigorous turbulent heat exchange. For instance, Steffen and DeMaria

(1996) observed approximately 80% of conductive hear flux (-129 w *-t) over 0.3-m

thick ice was dissipated by the sensible heat flux (108 W m-2), and approximately 20o/o

was dissipated by long-wave radiation (30 W m-2¡. These net heat losses over the new,

young ice were estimated about 2 orders of magnitude larger than thicker ice, and the

heat losses remained invariant when ice thickness reached -1 m (Maykut, 1978). At the

same time, small additions of snow are more sensitive to thinle¡ ice than thicker ice. 50-
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mm of sno\ry over 0.1-m thick ice caused a 65%o reduction in net heat losses; while over

0.8-m thick ice the same 50-mm of snow caused only a 35Yo redtction (Maykut, 1g1B).

Bulk albedo is also very sensitive to ice thickness during early freeze-up. In a freezing

lead, a rapid increase in bulk albedo was observed from 0.08 to 0.4 as open water froze to

0'3-m thick ice (Perovich, 1996). A very gradual increase in albedo occurs after ice

reaches 0.8 m thickness (Maykut 1982).In total, as ice grows up to 0.3 m thick, rapid

decreases in net heat losses seem to be balanced by the rapid increase in surface albedo.

The new, young growing ice doubled the salt flux to the upper ocean relative to the

thicker ice region (Yu et al., 2001). This salt flux is an important part of thermohaline

circulation. Period of rapid ice growth is also marked by a rapid desalination. A very

rapid decrease in bulk sea ice salinity occurs until ice thickness reaches -0.3 m, then a

rather slower decrease after this point. In summary, early freeze-up (up to -0.3 m thick)

is characterizedby very rapid transition of heat, radiation, and mass balance.

The new, young ice is often marked by versatile surface conditions such as frost

flowers, a liquid brine layer and snow. The frost flower is known as an insulator and

reflector for solar radiation (Martin et al., 7996; Grenfell et al., 1998). The mixture of

meteoric snow and frost flowers (or a liquid water layer) often create brine-wetted snow

layers on young ice (Crocker, 1984; Grenfell, 1986). Grenfell (1986) observed that the

snow on 0-23-0.30 m thick ice was composed of two layers. The lower layer had

elongated crystals of 0.2-0.5 mm in size, density 250-300 kg --', and high brine volume

(as much as 28 ppt). The upper layer was thicker, lower density (100-250 kg --r), slightly

smaller crystals (0.1-0.5 mm), and brine content of 0-1 ppt. With this high vertical

gradient in salinity and temperature, snow is likely wet (Papakyriakou, lggg). This brine-
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wetted snow may have thermal conductivity larger or smaller than brine (liquid)-free

snow. If the liquid exists around the snow grains (i.e., liquid occupies air volume), it

increases the thermal conductivity of wet snow up to three-four times larger than liquid-

free snow (Steffen and DeMaria 1996). However, if the liquid exists at the expense of ice

grains, it decreases the thermal conductivity of wet snov/ up to 10-40% smaller than

liquid-free snow (Papakyriakou, I99g).

2.5.1.1.2. Late Freeze-up (thicker than ^-0.3 m)

During late freeze-up, the snow-covered first-year sea ice mostly occurs in the

seasonal ice zone. Increasing snow thickness greatly regulates the heat flow from \ryann

ocean to the cold atmosphere due to its low heat conductivity. As a result, the magnitude

and variations of turbulent heat fluxes of snow-covered ice to atmosphere are

considerably smaller than those of new, young ice (Maykut, l97g). The net long-wave

radiation remains almost invariant and takes a relatively significant portion of total

energy losses. Surface albedo has also reached a high and stable value of -0.8 (Maykut

1982), and the desalination process has slowed down (Kovacs, 1996). In total, this later

part of fall freeze-up is marked by more stable, slower thermophysical processes than the

earlier part of freeze-ùp.

2.5.1.2. Microwave radiometric and backscattering signatures

2.5.1.2.1. Early Freeze-up (up to -0.3 m)

Early freeze-up is marked by rapid

at all three frequencies from their lower

lncreases rn microwave radiometric signatures

open water values to the saturation level for
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optically thick ice (Figure 2.10; Grenfell, 1986; Grenfell and Comiso 1986; Grenfell er

al. 1998). For very thin ice the observed signatures have contributions both from the ice

with lower e (i.e., higher emissivity) and f¡om underlying water with higher e (i.e. lower

emissivity). With increasing ice thickness the contributions from the water become

smaller until the ice become optically thick. At 90 GHz only 2-3 mm of ice would be

optically thick, but at a lower frequency the thickness increases (e.g. about 20 mm at 19

GHz)- It should also be noted that the increases in the radiometric signatures are more

rapid at horizontal polarization than at vertical polarization. For instan ce, aI 19 GHz

typical dark nilas has 0.34 greater emissivity than the open water value (0.33) at H-pol,

but at V-pol only 0.19 greater emissivity than open water (0.57) (Eppler et al., lg92).

This is mainly due to Brewster angle effects at a typical observation angle (-50"). This

polarization difference is a very useful measure to classify the surface types.

Gradual decreases in PRs were observed as ice grows (Grenfell, 1986). By using a

theoretical model, Wensnahan (1995) suggested that the gradual decreases in pR(19) was

attributable to decreasing brine volume in the liquid brine layer over the optically thick

ice followed by the occurrence of frost flowers. This explanation is partly supported by

the persistent presence of a liquid brine layer on the ice surface (Perovich and Richter-

Menge, 1994' Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988) and the fact that thicker ice at later

growing stages likely has colder surface temperatures.

Another factor for bare ice microwave signatures is the surface roughness.

Winebrenner et al. (1992) argued that rough surface scattering effects would be

negligible for radiometric signatures based on results from an integrated volume-surface

scattering model (see Fìgure 2.5). Howevet, a very saline layer on or near the ice surface
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would form a strong dielectric boundary at the airhce interface. This is a reasonable

assumption. A couple of laboratory experiments were conducted by various methods;

adding ice granules (l-10 mm), ice crystals (1 mm), ice pellets (10 mm), ice chunks

(20x50 mm), or gauging the ice surface (Grenfell et al., 7994a; Wensnahan, i995). The

results are somewhat inconclusive. The addition of ice crystals and pellets and gauging

ice surface has similarly caused TB(19H) to increase (i.e. PR(19) to decrease to - 0.06). A

similar dec¡ease in PR(I9) was observed when ice chunks we¡e added to the ice surface,

but it was caused by decreasing Ts(l9V) instead. With the addition of 2-mm ice granules

no change in PR(l9) was observed. As Wensnahan (1995) mentioned, depolarization

effects in some cases might be responsible for different ice density added on the surface

rather than surface scattering itself, which he suspected to be the case with increasing

TB(19H). Despite this fact, the experiments generally simulated depolarization effects by

roughening the surface. A field campaign, including coincident observation of surface

roughness and microwave signatures, is needed for more thorough conclusion for this

matter.

In addition to surface roughness effects, the ice microstructure parameters are

important for young bare ice signatures. In a temperature-controlled laboratory

experiment of artificial saline ice, Nghiem et al. (1997) found that the backscattering

increased as much as 6-10 dB as ice grows from 0.03 m to 0.11 m in thickness. They

discussed various causes fo¡ this signihcant increase such as surface or bottom interface

scattering and volume scattering. They pointed out that the enhancement of volume

scattering due to increasing size of brine inclusions is the most convincing cause for this

case. Hotvever, the exact cause is still inconclusive. If the increasing trend of
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backscattering is common over the Arctic thin ice, it translates to increasing

depolarization in radiometric signatures as thin bare ice grows.

The presence of frost flowers causes increases in microwave backscattering (oJ

(see Fig. 2 in Barber,2005) and depolarization in radiometric signatures. The pR(19)

over nilas, densely covered with frost flowers, was observed at about 0.02. This is

considerably smaller than the lower limit of PR(19) for smooth bare ice (-0.07)

(Wensnahan, 1995). This small PR(19) value for frost flowers was theoretically

explained by a continuous "wicking up" of brine to frost flowers and corresponding

inc¡eases in fractional brine volume (i.e. increases in e) in the upper portion of the frost

flowers- Recently, Pimsamarn (1997) observed that an increase in backscattering was

coincident with the occulrence of frost flowers. In his experiment, the increases in

backscattering were attributed to the occurrence of a slush layer underneath the frost

flowers, not to the dendrite crystals of the flowers. He pointed out that dendrite crystals

of frost flowers actually decreased the backscattering due to increasing volume scattering

loss.

In general the addition ofsnow on thin bare ice eventually creates a fìrst-year sea

ice signature (i.e. PR(I9)-0.01 and GRV(3719)-0.00) (Grenfell et al., l99g), bur rhe

previous observations showed somewhat divergent behavior. During an experiment in

1994 over 0.3-m bare ice, the PR(l9) and GRV(3719) were abour 0.95 and -0.01, and the

values decreased to -0.06 for PR(19) and increased to -0.03 for GRV(3719) (Fig.4-7 in

Wensnahan 1995). These values gradually approached the first-year sea ice value over

three days. On the contrary, in an experiment in 1990 the PR(I9) increased to -0.09 with

the occurrence of traceable amounts of snow. The values eventually converged to typical
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thin ice value when the ice reached 0.06 m thick (Wensnahan, I995). These divergent

observations are unlikely to be explained by only volume scattering which is the

dominating mechanism for deeper, dry snow. One hypothesis is that there is a delicate

balance between snow wetness and complex permittivity (especially e').If the snow is

moderately wet (brine or liquid), the wet snow behaves like a blackbody with increasing

e" (i.e- increasing absorption). This is likely the case for the experiment in 1994.If the

snow is wetter, the increasing e makes the snow a very effective reflector, resulting in

increasing polarization. This is likely the case for the experiment in 1990.

2.5.1.2.2. Late F r eeze-up (thicker tha n ^0.3 m)

Microwave signatures during the later stages of freeze-up are stable and

dominated by snow. As snow thickness increases, the contribution of volume scattering

within snow correspondingly increases. This causes the reduction in Tss as well as

backscattering over the first-year sea ice (see Fig. 2 and 3 in Barber, 2005). Spectral

gradients (GRs) increase within increasing snow thickness due to increasing volume

scattering losses (Grenfell et al., 1998; Comiso eta1.,2003). Overthe multi-year sea ice

the backscattering increases in late freeze-up as the liquid content decreases. This is

mainly due to increased volume scattering within the bubbly ice of multi-year ice

hummocks2s. Th" mean backscattering coefficient was found to increase when the

temperature of the ice surface decreased (Carlström and Ulander, 1993). This increase is

due to an increasing penetration depth causing the volume scattering to increase, as the

23 Hummock is a hillock of broken ice which has been forced upwards by pressure. May be fiesh or
weathered. (V/MO sea-ice nomenclature).
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liquid water decreases. So the freeze-up of multi-year sea ice is marked by a sudden

increase in backscattering, especially from hummocks.

2.5.2. Spring/Summer MeIt

The estimation of timing and rate of sea ice melt is critical to determine the

summer sea ice mass balance, but defining exact melting mechanisms has been difficult

and remains inconclusive. Three potential processes that trigger snow melt are 1) warïn

air advection from the south or from wanner terrestrial surfaces, 2) radiative warming by

low- or mid-level clouds, 3) increased global solar radiation under a clear sky

(Papakyriakou, 1999). The cloud cover in spring in general accompanies northward wann

air advection. Thus, the increasing cloud cover may hasten the melt process during the

early melting stage (Serreze etal., 1993; Yamanuchi and Orbaek, 1995), while the solar

radiation is more important in the later melting stage. This is supported by the fact that

the net radiation in the early spring accounts for, on average, only l8%o of the total

available energy, while it accounts for approximately 95o/o of total energy in the late

spring (Papakyriakou, I 999).

In summer, increasing oceanic heat fluxes are an important factor along with

other surface energy balances. Maykut and McPhee (1995) found that the oceanic heat

fluxes to ice reached 40-60 W m-2 in August, far exceeding an annual mean value of 5.1

W m-2. This significant inc¡ease in the oceanic heat fluxes was attributed to solar heating

through thin ice and open leads. This solar heating was observed to increase the mixed

layer temperature up to 0.4"C above freezingpoint (Perovich and Maykut, 1990; Maykut

and McPhee, 1995). These studies clearly indicate that the fractional coverage of thin ice
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and open water areas would be an important factor for estimating summer ablation. Due

to the complexity of spring/summer melt, I divided this melt season into several stages;

early melt, melt onset, and advanced melt, according to characteristic thermophysical and

microwave regimes, following Livingstone et al. (1987).

2.5.2.1. Physical process

2.5.2.1.1. Early melt

The early melt period begins as the diurnal fluctuation of solar radiance and air

temperature increases on the dry snow cover. This transition period begins when the

snow starts its metamorphism and ends when free water is continuously present within

the snowpack over the diurnal cycle (Livingstone et al., 7987; Yackel, Iggg). During this

period, the surplus heat ascribed with absorbed shortwave and longwave radiation is most

efficiently added within the upper portion of the snowpack. This warmed upper portion of

the snowpack increases its moisture content due to partial melting of snow and a pendular

regime may occur in the upper layer as a result. Often melted water percolates into the

basal layer, there creating a slightly wet layer. At this stage kinetic growth crystals

(surface hoar) near the snow surface often form due to the increasing diurnal

temperatures (Sturm et a1.,2002)

2.5.2.1.2. Melt onset

Melt onset is marked by the continuous presence of liquid water within the

snowpack over the diurnal cycle (about 2%o in bulk volume) (Yackel, 1999). It is

coincident with an increase in surface air temperature above -5'C. The melt onset
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quickly finishes as the transition from pendular to funicular regime occurs. The melt

onset is also marked by a decrease of surface albedo to 0.3-0.5 from the typical winte¡

value (0.8) (Maykut, 1986).

2.5.2.1.3. Advanced melt

Advanced melt begins with the occurrence of the funicular regime. The transition

to funicular regime occurs when air temperature exceeds 0'C (Gogineni, et al., 1992).

Once the funicular regime occurs throughout the snow column, the liquid water

effìciently percolates down to the bottom of the snowpack, causing a steep positive

increase in liquid water content with depth and resultìng in a rapid decrease in salinity at

the snodice interface (Tucker et al., 1987). This process creates a very slushy layer at the

snow/ice interface. The coincident warming of the ice surface activates the brine drainage

mechanism within the sea ice allowing some liquid to drain down to the ocean (Jacobs et

al., 1975). Surface crust, a hard ice layer, often forms during clear, cold nights, and melts

during the day. Within the snowpack, ice lenses often form above the boundary where

different snow layer densities merge. On the snow surface, small puddles of water

initially start to form and become deeper and wider as melting proceeds, resulting in melt

ponds. The melting intensifies within and under the melt-ponds. Further melting may

result in a thaw hole through the sea ice (WMO, l9S5). The melted water quickly drains

through the thaw hole and the drained water forms a layer of low salinity ocean water at

the base of the sea ice. During this period, the ice salinity decreases due to "flushing"

tlirough the brine channels. This desalination quickly weakens the sea ice and makes it

susceptible to atmospheric and oceanic forcing and thus breakup.
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2.5.2-2. Microwave radiometric and backscattering signatures

2.5.2.2.1. Early melt

Befo¡e the liquid water content in the snow pack increases to a critical point,

microwave scattering/emission signatures still tie to rather stable winter values, while

emission signatures shows a diurnal fluctuation (see Fig. 3 in Barber, 2005). This diurnal

fluctuation is more evident at higher frequencies (37, 85 GHz). Exact causes of this

diurnal fluctuation in Z3s have not been defined yet. However, one might attribute this

coincident fluctuation to the direct impact of snodsea ice physical temperature

fluctuation and/or to dielectric changes in snow/sea ice (e.g. liquid water contents or

grain size).

2.5.2.2.2. Melt onset

Melt onset is marked by a major transition in the microwave signatures as the

liquid water content increases to the critical point of -2% (Ulaby and Stiles, l9g0). Due

to higher liquid e" (i.e. absorption), the surface scattering starts to take over the volume

scattering which dominates the winter dry snow covered ice. This creates different

responses to the multi-year and the first-year sea ice. In multi-year sea ice, a sharp

decrease in backscattering occurs (see Fig. 2 in Barber, 2005) as increasing e ', blocks the

volume scattering in porous hummocks. This decreasing trend remains intact until the

start of the funicular regime occurs (see Fig. 2 in Barber ,2005). On the contrary, a sharp

increase in backscattering occurs over the fìrst-year sea ice. This increase is attributable

to 1) increases in volume scattering in the basal layer and, 2) increases in surface
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scattering. In a pendular regime in warmer temperatures, large brine-wetted snow grains

likely occur in the basal layer, which will increase the volume scattering (Barber and

Nghiem, 1999). At the same time, the increasing liquid content within the pendular

regime enhances surface scattering contributions (Livingstone and Drinkwater, 1991;

Barber and LeDrew, 1994; Barber, 2005). The increasing liquid water content also

increases snow t" and in turn increases Z¡s until the funicular regime occurs. This type of

increase in microwave emissivity was shown in Garrity (1992).

Another aspect is the vertical distribution of liquid water content. As warming

occurs from the top of the snowpack, it is the near-surface layer that increases the snow

wetness first. This will create higher e" in the upper layer which blocks the volume

scattering from the basal layer. This changein €" in the upper layer is more sensitive to

o" than Ts so that the melt onset dates estimated from backscattering tend to be earlier

than those from radiometric data (Kwok et a1.,2003), because during late winter or early

spring the passage of low-pressure systems with wann air advection may cause instant

melting near the surface layer. This vertical distribution of liquid water is particularly

critical during the funicular regime. Assuming the funicular regime occurs from the very

top of the snow layer (this is particularly true in the event of rain), very high snow e will

occur at the very top of the snow. In this case the snow surface layer turns to an effective

dielectric boundary. This will increase polarization in microwave radiometric signatures

due to increasing surface reflectivity. This will increase oo due to increasing surface

scattering over the fìrst-year sea ice.
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2.5.2.2.3. Advanced melt to summer

Advanced melt occurs as the liquid water drains out after the occurrence of the

funicular regime. Microwave signatures are considerably different from those of melt

onset. The important phenomenon is the reduction of the liquid water, the dilution in the

basal layer, and most importantly the occurrence of a large,low-dense layer throughout

the snowpack. This corresponds to the decrease in snow ¿ and the increases in volume

scattering. The rise in o" over both multi-year and first-year ice indicates increasing

volume scattering within these drained hummocks and snow, respectively (see Fig.2 and,

3 in Barber, 2005). This also leads to a great decrease in Tss, especially at higher

frequencies.

The occurrence of layering on and within the snowpack also significantly affects

the microwave radiometric signatures. Reber et al (1987) found that Tss at higher

frequencies (21,35,94 GHz) decreased while Ts at 10 GHz remained constant, while the

surface crust thickness increased from 0 to - 60 mm. Their modeling study indicates that

the microstructure of the crust had a significant impact on the balance between volume

scattering and reflections at the interfaces. In other studies, it was found that layering in

the snowpack (crust, ice lens) increased the polarization (Matzler et al., 1984) due to a

greater decrease in Ts(H), relative to Ts(V) (Ganity, I9g2). These studies clearly

indicate the importance of reflection rather than volume scattering for layered snow.

During the summer, microwave signatures are largely affected by the distribution

of melt water on the sea ice surface, which is closely related to weather conditions

(Grenfell, 1986). Refrozen melt ponds have high emissivity and low backscatter due to

smaller dielect¡ic cont¡ast and the smooth frozen melt pond surface. Once refrozen melt
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ponds thaw, at which point the melt ponds act like fresh water (i.e. higher e), and the melt

pond surface becomes a strong dielectric boundary. As a result, the wind-roughened melt-

pond had a higher o" (Yackel and Barber,2000; Barber and yackel, rggg), and is

expected to decrease its emissivity at higher frequencies. If heavy melting or rain occurs,

significant increases in liquid water content occur on the snow surface, which

correspondingly increases the surface e (i.e., surface reflectivity). This has a greater

impact on Ts(H), relative to Ts(V) due to B¡ewster angle effects. This also causes the

significant reduction in backscattering by creating a more specular reflection (Onstott et

al-, 1987).In total, these effects cause an ambiguity in microwave radiometric signatures

between sea ice and open water.

2.6. Summary and Conclusions

In Section 2.7-2.3, I showed that geophysical, thermodynamic, and dielectric

properties of sea ice are all highly interactive. This interactive nature is due to the

presence of liquid (brine or fresh water) in snow/sea ice. Therefore, any change in the

thermodynamic regime in snow/sea ice, controlled by external forcings, affects the

amount and characteristics of liquid in snow/sea ice. This also affects dielectric properties

and thus microwave brightness temperatures and scattering.

For the calculation of snow/sea ice e, the Polder-Van Santen/de Loor (pVS)

mixing rule is a good choice up to 40 GHz (Section 2.3.2). Comparable or better

estimation of snow/sea ice e can be obtained by the strong fluctuation theory. The many

layer strong fluctuation theory (SFT) model appears to be the best choice among the
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varlous microwave signature models up to 40 GHz, especially in simulating microwave

brightness temperatures of young ice (Section 2.4.1). Numerical methods or empirical

methods may be good alternatives for the many layers SFT model in the future.

During eatly freeze-up, the precise estimation of thin ice thickness is critical

(Section 2-5.1). The estimation of the thin ice thickness is likely possible using

microwave brightness temperatures. However, the role of brine-wetted snow or frost

flowers is not clear in estimation of the ice thickness. The presence of frost flowers

causes an enhancement in o" and depolarization in Te. These changes are likely due to

two factors: a slushy layer and brine wicking up. Complicated microwave signatures

were observed with the occurrence of snow over thin ice. This complex behavior is

probably due to the delicate balance between the scattering and the absorption caused by

increasing amount of liquid in snow.

During spring melt, microwave signatures appear to follow the trends in ¡adiative,

heat and salt fluxes in the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (OSA) system (Section 2.5.2). This

opens a possibility for exploring direct relationships between the heat fluxes (and

thermodynamic state) and microwave signatures. Detection of melt onset and transition to

advanced melt (funicular regime) is critical in monitoring the overall melting process.

The detection is likely possible due to the high sensitivity of microwave brightness

temperatures to such changes in thermophysical properties during those periods. The state

of melt ponds (frozen or melted) determines dielectric and microwave signatures. In

summer, the increasing liquid content on the ice surface produces a similar dielectric

behavior like open water o¡ melt ponds, causing ambiguity ìn estimating the fraction of

sea ice.
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It is apparent from the review in this chapter that more studies are required to

further address the microwave-thermophysical linkages during fall freeze-up and

spring/summer melt periods. The relationship between ice thickness of thin ice and

microwave radiometric signatures need to be further examined. In particular, the factors

linking the two need to be investigated. It is also important to examine how frost flowers

and brine-wetted snow on young ice affect the microwave-thermophysical linkages. It

would be worth exploring the relationships between microwave radiometric signatures

and radiative or conductive heat fluxes.

In spring transition, it is critical to conduct a detailed

temporal variations of both microwave radiometric signatures

properties of snow covered sea ice. One should examine how

thermophysical properties control the dielectric properties as

signatures.

examination of fine

and thermophysical

the changes in the

well as microwave

Addressing the suggested topics could be critical to enlarging current

understanding of microwave-thermophysical linkages during fall and spring seasons at

the surface scale (-meters). However, the fooþrints of microwave space-born

radiometers are so large (-tens of kilometers) that the observed satellite TB represents a

weighted mean of different su¡face types. The effects associated with this coarse satellite

resolution should also be addressed to improve current satellite sea ice algorithms.

I have provided a summary of the pertinent scientific literature, which underpins

my overarching and sub-objectives of my dissertation in this Chapter. I have introduced

the nature of snow on sea ice throughout the annual cycle; provided rates and states of

various dielectric and energy balance variables affecting these geophysical states; and I
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have provided an overview of what we know about the

with these types of surface (both emission and scattering).

descriptions and methods from the field programs, which

contributions from my dissertation.

microwave interaction theory

In Chapter 3, I provide the site

constitute the substantive new
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Chapter 3 : Data Collections and Methods

3.1. Introduction

In this Chapter I provide the site description and methods from fall and spring

field programs, and descriptions of the remote sensing data sets and models that were

used in my dissertation. Sampling strategies for the field programs were carefully

developed to address the gaps found in the literature reviews that appear in Chapter 2.

The field programs are described in two sections: fall (Section 3.3) and spring (3.4).

V/ithin these sections, I described the field observations, according to the measurement

platforms: ship-based and aircraft-based. In Section 3.5, I describe the types and sources

of microwave remote sensing data that is used in my dissertation. I present a description

of SSM/I and AMSR-E sea ice algorithms in section 3.6. In Section 3.7, I present a brief

description of dielectric and microwave signature models used in following Chapters.

3.2. Study area

My study area encompasses the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf

(Figure 3.1). This area includes the Cape Bathurst Polynya, which is a component of the

circumpolar flaw lead system (Barber and Massom, 2006). This area is important in

terms of dynamics and thermodynamics of Arctic ice, the formation of Arctic deep water,

and as habitat for some of the highest densities of birds and mammals in the Arctic. It is

marked by intensive heat transfer between ocean and atmosphere (Parkinson, 1998), large

ice production (Winsor and Bojrk,2002), and input of salt to the upper occan (yu et al.,



2001). The flaw lead forms between landfast first-year ice and the offshore mobile pack

ice which anti-cyclonically circulates most of the year in the Beaufort Sea (Barber and

Hanesiak, 2004). This anti-cyclonic motion of the Beaufort gyre is one of the principal

forcing mechanisms required to maintain the flaw lead system. This area is also affected

by runoff from the Mackenzie Rive¡ about 150 km to the west (Carmack et al., l9g9).

This riverine influence dilutes the seawater in the surface layer with terrestrial freshwater

(Carmack et al., 7989; Guéguen et a1.,2005). Ice formation in the Polynya initially occurs

during the month of October, and continues throughout the winter until about mid-May

(Anigo and van Dijken, 2004).

3.3.Fall field program

3.3.1. Ship-based program

3.3.1.1. Microwave sampling

A ship-based passive microwave measurement program was conducted to obtain

microwave brightness temperatures at a 'surface scale' during the CASES,O3 fall field

program (Oct. 18 2003 to Nov. 22 2003). Under the umbrella of the CASES project, the

Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) Amundsen (Figure 3.2) provided the platform for

the field activity and Canadian Ice Service provided tlie surface based radiometer system

(SBR). The SBR system consisted of dual polarized (vertical and horizontal) radiometers

aÏ. 19,37 and 85 GHz with l5-degree beam width antennas (Asmus and Grant, 1999). The

radiometers were mounted about 12 m above the sea surface on the portside of the ship
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(Figure 3-2). The radiometers were protected within a shed from cold and harsh weather

while not in operation. Vy'e mounted a web camera on the top of the radiometer shed

(Figure 3.2). Pictures were captured every 5 seconds to 10 minutes depending on surface

conditions. A hand-held digital camera was also used to record the visual surface

condition.

We established two measurement configurations depending on whethe¡ the ship

was at a fixed ice station or was mobile on transect. Generally two or th¡ee ice stations

were scheduled while the ship was at a basic or full station (see Figure 3.1). At basic and

full stations, collocated ice thermophysical data were sampled as a part of ice raid field

program (see section 3.3.1.2). At each ice station, the ship stoppedrightbeside a sea ice

floe so that the radiometers would have good Field-Of-View (FOV) over relatively

homogeneous surface over a full range of incident angles of radiometers (30 degree to 70

degree with 5-degree increment). This type of measurement was referred to a ..strip,,

scan. Five replicate strip scans were obtained to test the replicability of the sampling set-

up' Variables affecting replicability (and thus precision) of the measurement include ship

movements, radiometer gain variations, and contributions to emissivity from the

atmosphere, etc. When the ship was mobile along the transect line, we fixed the incident

angle of the radiometers at 53 degree and obtained the continuous measurements. This

type of measurement was called a'þoint,, scan.
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Figure 3.1 Study area. The numbers in the map denote the station numbers. The station
numbers shown here consistently used in my dissertation.
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During the fi¡st week (Oct 18 to Oct 25) ofthe observation, the icebreaker sailed

to the north along the transect line 7 into multi-year ice pack boundary and turned to the

west along the transect line 5 (Figure 3.1). We had a very good opportunity to obtain

passive microwave data for the transition of new ice to thick multi-year ice. During the

second week (Oct. 25 to Oct. 3l), the ship rnoved along the transect line I to the

southeast (Figure 3.1). Microwave brightness temperatures of young ice were mainly

measured during this period. Frost flowers were also observed frequently on the top of

the ice. The ship arrived at station 200 in the Franklin Bay on Nov 4, and then made two

transects along the line 4 and 3 for two weeks Q.Jov I to Nov 22). During the last two

weeks, we observed many floes of the thick young ice (10 cm < thickness < 30 cm), and

first-year ice (thickness > 30 cm). Total 52 ice stations were visited during the fall field

program. The collected microwave brightness temperature data includes a variety of

newly formed ice types, i.e., from very thin new ice to snow-covered first-year (Fy) ice.

In Section 6.3.2 the study region was categorized into five characteristic areas

according to ice conditions observed onboard the icebreaker, i.e., M, \-I, pAN, Fy and

MY. NI characterizes a heterogeneous area of open water and thin nilas. NI occurred

between pixel 13 and pixel 18 in Amundsen Gulf during the second week of experiment

(see Figure 3.3). Grey and grey-white ice (YI) was frequently observed in pixels l-3,

pixel 6-7 and pixels 11-12 (Figure 3.3). Between pixel 8 and pixel 10, we frequently

observed consolidated pancake ice (pAN) (Figure 3.3). Near pixels 4 and 5, the

icebreaker was located adjacent to multiyear ice pack boundary (My) (Figure 3.3). Snow

covered fìrst-year ice (FY) occurred between pixels 19 and 23 (Figure 3.3).
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We obtained calibration data on seven different days (Oct 18, Oct 24, Nov g, Nov

9, Nov 10, Nov I l, Nov 19) throughout the fall field program. One set of calibration was

used for approximately one week, or at most two weeks in the field. The calibration set

was obtained for the hot and cold load. For the hot load we inserted a hand-held

temperature probe to a blackbody (Eccosorb@) and placed each blackbody close to the

antennas (within 50 mm). We then waited until the blackbody temperature were

stabilized. The blackbodies we¡e carefully placed away from direct solar radiation to

avoid solar heating. As calibration started, voltage reading and blackbody temperature

were simultaneously recorded. For the cold load, the radiometers pointed to the sky

changing the incident angle from 120" to 160'. The multi-angle sky measurements were

extrapolated to obtain the voltage reading for the incident angle of lg0" (i.e., air

mass:1.0). The corresponding voltage reading and sky temperature (:3.0 K) was used for

the cold load. Observed voltage reading was then converted to radiometric temperature

using the hot and cold loads.

To check a long-term stability of the radiometers, we frequently measured open

water brightness temperatutes throughout the experiment. Over open water of wind

speed < 7 m s-r, the maximum standard deviation of vertically polarized Tss at 19 GHz

was < 5 K. This level of performance is likely attributable to environmental protection

surrounding the radiometers, stable power supply and the fact that the radiometers were

re-built prior to the field program (K. Asmus, personal communication, 2003).
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Figure 3.3 Ship tracks during the fall field program. The numbers in the map indicate the
nearest SSM/I pixel centers to surface data.
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3.3.1.2. Physical sampling

A field program for physical sampling (called "Ice Raid") was designed to obtain

ice thermophysical properties. We used an air-ice boat or ice cage to access the ice

surface (Figure 3.4). Ice and water surface temperatures were measured using a handheld

temperature probe (Hart Scientific Model 1522). The manufacturer calibrated the

instrument to a temperafure accuracy of *0.005"C. For ice surface temperature, the probe

was placed directly on the surface and shaded when necessary from direct solar radiation

either by the air-ice boat or the observer. For snow-covered ice, the surface temperahrre

refers to the snodice interface temperature. For thicker ice, temperature profiles were

measured immediately in the field from ice cores taken using a MARK II coring system

(9 cm internal diameter, Kovacs Enterprise). This was done by drilling holes at specific

depths in towards the ice core center and immediately inserting the temperature probe to

record the temperature.

To determine ice salinities, 5 cm or shorter ice core sections were placed in

airtight Ziploc plastic bags and melted overnight onboard the icebreaker. The

conductivity of the melt water was measured using a handheld conductivity meter

(Hoskin Scientific Cond 330i) and converted into salinity unirs using TINESCO 19g3

algorithms (Fofonoff and Millard, 1983). Some brine drainage will have occurred during

the process of cutting and bagging the samples, even though efforts were made for quick

handling of ice samples. The reported salinities may thus to some extent underestimate

the actual salinity and consequently the brine volume calculation. To compare salinity

profiles of sea ice with variable thickness and type, the midpointlayer depths of the ice
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slabs were segmented into top, middle and bottom one thirds of the total ice thickness.

The exception to this normalization procedure was dark nilas, whose small thickness (< 5

cm) did not permit any sub-sampling. For surface salinity, a thin layer of the surface was

scraped into a bag and determined as described above. When snow was present on the sea

ice, snow samples were collected for salinity determination following the same approach

as for sea ice. Layers in the snow were described categorically (if more than one was

present, e'g., slush layer, new snow layer, intermediate layer). From the temperature and

salinity profiles it was possible to estimate the brine volume fraction of the sea ice using

equations given in cox and weeks (1983) and Leppäranta and Manninen (19gs).

Figure 3.4 Pictures of air-ice boar (left) and ice cage (right).

3.3.1.3. Meteorological sampling

Meteorological conditions were monitored throughout the fall field program

onboard the icebreaker. An automated station was located at the bow of the ship with

sensors mounted l0 m above the foredeck, about 17 m above the sea level. Barometric

pressure, temperature, wind speed and direction were recorded as l-minute means. In
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addition, temperature (air and sea surface), barometric pressure, wind speed and

direction, GPS location were displayed on the AXYS Automated Voluntary Observation

Ship (AVOS) system, and were manually recorded on hourly basis by an observer. Wind

speed and direction displayed in AVOS system were located above the wheelhouse

roughly 30 m above sea level. The manual meteorological observation also includes

cloud fraction, precipitation and synoptic weather conditions. Cloud height, atmospheric

profiling, visibility and integrated column water were continuously measured as well.

3.3.2. Aircraft-based program

3.3.2.1. CASES'02 helicopter survey

3.3.2.1.1. Instrumentation and survey description

In late September 2002, the research icebreaker (CCGS Pierre Radisson) was

located at about 71-501"N and 132.006 'W immediately adjacent to the ice edge of the

Beaufort Sea central pack ice about 180 km from coast of the Tukpeninsula. Two aerial

surveys were conducted, on September 26 and27 2002, from a helicopter launched from

the icebreaker. A digital video camera system and two down-looking instruments, a Li-

Cor pyranometer (LI-200S4) and a spectral radiometer (VNIR: Analytical Spectral

Devices Inc.), were installed on the bottom of a mounting plate attached to the helicopter

(Figure 3'5). An Elmo-type camera lens attached to a digital video camera was used for

surface photography. The nadir-looking pyranometer (LI-200S4) measured reflected

solar radiation (280-2800 nm in W m-2) from the surface. The spectral radiometer

(VNIR) measured the reflected spectral radiation (w *-'nm-'; from 350 to 1050 nm ar a
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resolution of 1.4 nm. The data from LI-200S4 were logged to a CR-I0X data logger

every 2 s on the September 26 survey.

The first survey was conducted between 2ll4IJTC and 2219 UTC on September

26 (hereinafter 526) and the second between 2l l5 UTC and2218 UTC on September 27

(hereinafter S27). Figure 3.6 shows the two aerial survey tracks, 526 survey (a) and S27

suryey (b), overlaid on moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) RGB

composite images (R: Band 1 (650 nm), G: Bandz (860 nm), B: Band 3 (470 nm)). clear

sky conditions prevailed on the 526 survey, but it was partly overcast on the S27 survey

(see Figure 3.6). The same sky conditions were observed from both the helicopter and the

icebreaker. On the S27 survey the cloud base was higher than the survey altitude (about

800 m), so that the survey was not intem:pted by cloud. The multi-year ice pack extended

along the west coast of Banks Island into the survey a¡ea and the survey areas were a

mixture of different surfaces consisting of a mosaic of open water, newly forming ice and

multi-year ice floes (Figure 3.6).

Incoming solar irradiance was measured on the nearby icebreaker. On the 526

survey, irradiance linearly decreased from 270 W m-2 to 245 W m-2 with increasing solar

zenith angle (not shown here). The standard deviation from the mean is 5.36 W m-2.

Incoming solar irradiance measured during the S27 survey was smaller than that of the

526 survey and has larger variation (not shown here). The smaller and more variable

values are mainly due to partial cloud cover over the survey area (see Figure 3.6).

Because of the large variations and lack of data from the LI-200S4 and IR hansducer for

the 527 survey, I only presented the results from the 526 survey data for radiation

characteristics in Section 6.3.
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Figure 3.5 Instruments attached to the mounting plate attached to the helicopter.
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Figure 3'6 Aerial survey tracks on September 26 (526) (top) and Seprember 27 (SZ7)
(bottom) are superimposed with MODIS RGB image. Rád, green ãnd blue for the
composite are Band I (650 nm), Band 2 (860 nm) and Band 3 (470 nm).
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3.3.2.1.2. Im age classification

The video images were captured every 10 s as still images. The images were

indexed from'001', incrementing by 1 for every l0 s. The geographical positioning

system (GPS) data were linearly inte¡polated to create a combined table, which contained

GPS information for each image index. To remove extreme tilting and altitude variations,

which normally happened when the helicopter turned and met turbulent air, the GpS data

with the altitude outside two standard deviations and with ground speed less than two

standard deviations from the mean were removed. The mean altitude (plus/minus one

standard deviation) after the data quality check was 87.48*6.53 m. The mean ground

speed (plus/minus one standard deviation) was 45.04*9.03 m s-' for the 526 survey. For

theS27 survey, corresponding altitude and speed was 861.39*21.50 m and 49*12 ffi s-r,

respectively. The scaling factor for the video image was determined by the known field-

of-view of the lens (20.8'by 27.5') and the number of pixels (a80 by 640) as follows:

Meters per pixel: 0.00076 x Altitude (m)

Using this scaling factor, the mean spatial resolution of a video image is about 0.67 m per

pixel for the 526 survey and 0.66 m per pixel for the 527 survey. The image size is 640

by 480 pixels, so that each image frame covers an area of about 430 by 320 m2.

The classification scheme for the aerial survey photography included an

unsupervised classification method followed by a subdividing. An ISODATA clustering

algorithm was f,irst applied to histogram-shifted images (based on a global minimum)

(Figure 3.7a), which generated six clusters (Figuïe 3.7b). The raw video image (Figure
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3.7a) shows the clear distinction between open water and dark-looking ice and between

dark-looking ice and white-looking ice. It is obvious that the dark-looking ice represents

newly forming thin ice and white-looking ice represents thicke¡ ice with snow. From the

observations from the ship and helicopter I found that the white-looking ice was My ice

including second-year ice. In Figure 3.7b the open water (cluster 0) was well delineated

from other clusters, and clusters t-3 and clusters 4-5 represented the dark-looking ice and

white-looking ice respectively. These six clusters were subdivided into open water, dark-

looking ice (hereafter 'new' ice) and white-looking ice (hereafter 'old' ice) as seen in

Figure 3-7c' This subdividing process was done by an automated program and then

carefully re-examined through visual inspection frame by frame. The terminology .new

ice' often refer to frazil ice, grease ice, slush and shuga all together (wMo, l9g5),

whereas in this study 'new ice' represents newly forming ice including frazil jce, grease

ice, and nilas and the 'old ice' represents the snow-covered thick My ice floes_
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3.3.2.2. CASES'03 twin-otter survey

3.3.2.2.1. Instru m entation

A twin-otter airplane was mounted with a camera system and radiation sensors.

Digital camera system, two Li-Cor pyrometers (LI-200S4, LI-COR Biosciences), a

spectroradiometer (FieldSpec@Pro FR, Analytical Spectral Devices Inc.) with cosine

receptor, and an IR transducer (4000.42L, Everest Inte¡science Inc.) were mounted on the

camera hatch (see Figure 3.8). The digital camera system included one Nikon Dlx digital

camera and a Sony MiniDV camcorder. The Nikon digital camera was programmed to

fake a picture every 10-15 seconds with fixed shutter-speed with an automatic exposure.

The images were directly transferred to a laptop computer througþ an IEEE 1394

interface (firewire).

The Nikon camera was equipped with AF Zoom-Nikkor l8-35 mmf/3.5-4.5D lens

that has picture angle of 61-100 degree. I set the focal length to be 35 mm to obtain the

widest FOV (100 degree). Each irnage has 3008 by 1960 pixel resolution and contains all

the camera exposure and GPS infomation. As a backup system, the camcorder recorded

surface pictures continuously. The camcorder was connected to VMS 200 GpS system.

VMS 200 convert GPS information to audio signals and these audio signals are recorded

on an audio track. One Li-Cor pyranometer was mounted on the top of the twin-otter and

the other mounted on the bottom of the twin-otter (see Figure 3.8). The pyranometer

mounted on the top measured incoming solar irradiance (W m-') and the one on the

bottom measured the reflected solar radiance (W rn-t). The spectroradiometer mounted on

the bottom of the camera hatch (Figure 3.9) measured the reflected spectral radiance (W

m-' nm-'¡ from 350 nm to 2500 nm. The IR transducer mounted on the bottom of camera
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hatch (Figure 3.9) measured emitted infrared radiance from the surface. The signals from

two LI-2000S4 pyranometers, one IR transducer were logged into a CRI0X data logger

every 2-5 seconds. One hand held GPS unit (Trimble GeoXT) also recorded the GpS

information.

3.3.2.2.2. Survey description

During fall freeze-up, one aerial survey was conducted. Figure 3.10 shows the

aerial survey track conducted on Septemb er 19 2003. It was overcast over the survey

region- At the begiming of the survey, a detailed survey was conducted around the ship

in small area around the Amundsen, and. after that larger scale survey was conducted.

General surface conditions during aerial survey are shown in Figure 3.11, in which the

darkest area is open water, dark grey is new ice, and grey-white ice.

During the aerial survey, the ice thickness measured from surface-based

observation ranged about 0.05 - 0.10 m, and mostly covered with wet slush on top of the

ice but occasionally covered with traceable amounts of snow. Air temperature remained

around -2 to -4"C during this period, but the ice likely formed during earlier cold days.

using downwelling and upwelling irradiation (w m-t) measured from Li-cor

pyranometers, the shorlwave albedo was calculated as

K,
G- "

Kil
[ 3.1]
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Figure 3.8 Twin-otter airplane used for aerial survey and locations of instruments
mounted on the fwin-otter.

Figure 3.9 Instruments mounted on the camera hatch. LI-200S4 was mounted on the
bottom of the wooden plate.
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Figure 3.10 Aerial suryey track conducted on September 19 2003. Plus symbols denote
the location of 25-km AMSR-E and SSN¡Í/I pixels and triangle symbol denóte the location
of the icebreaker. Small dots indicate the survey points. Tñe AMSR-E and SSÀí/I pixels
are numbered 1,2,3, 4 and 5 from the south to the north. The survey lines are numbered
1 to 6 from left to right. These pixel and line numbers are consistently used in Section 6.3
in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.ll Example aerial photograph taken by the Nikon D1x camera (Twin Otter
Survey).
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3.4. Spring field program

3.4.1. Ship-based program

3.4.1.1. Microwave sampling

During the sprìng period, the same surface based radiometers (SBR) system used

during fall-freeze up (described in Section 3.3.1.1) was used to obtain the surface-scale

microwave brightness temperatures. During this period, the icebreaker was frozen into

landfast FY ice forthe 2003-2004 winrer (70" 02.j370,N, 126o lg.052g,W), about 20

km from shore in the Franklin Bay, Northwest Territories, Canada (Figure 3.12). The

period of interest for my study extends between April 4 (Year Day (hereinafter yD) 95)

and May 30 (YD 150), 2004. During this period, the ice thickness was approximately

2+0.25 m around the field site. The snow depth at the observation site was relatively

deeper (about 0'34-0.68 m) than surrounding areas where the spatial snow thickness

variations were large, from several centimeters on smooth ice up to tens of centimeters in

ridged areas.
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Figure 3.12 Geographic location of the CASES over-winter site.
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3.4.1.2. Physical sampling

During the spring field program, sea ice cores were taken on a weekly basis and

ice temperature and salinity were coincidently measured using the methods described in

Section 3.3-1.2- Sea ice density was determined by cutting core pieces into a cubical

shape and using a digital caliper and a scale for size and mass.

Snow thermophysical properties were obtained from snow pits at the ship

observation site immediately adjacent to the undisturbed area that was reserved for the

radiometric observations. The total area was approximately l0 by t0 meters in size

including both the snow pit and radiometric sampling areas. This site is seen as

representative of similar smooth landfast FY ice sites in the Canadian Arctic

Archipelago. snow temperature (2,), salinity (Ð, density (p,), wetne ss (m,, percentile

volume of liquid water (%o)), and grain size were measured at the vertical resolution of 2

cm to tens of centimeters. Further details on ice and snow pit methods are described

elsewhere (e.g., Langlois et al., 2006; Ehn eta1.,2007).

Once the snow pit was dug, a temperature probe (Hart Scientific Model l52Z) and,

a capacitance plate (a dielectric moisture meter with a flat capacitive sensor) were

inserted into the snow wall at a targeted depth to measure T, and snow conductivity. The

measured snow conductivity was later converted to permittivity. After measuring T, and

capacitance, a density cutter was carefully inserted into the snow wall immediately beside

where 7l and conductivity were measured. The snow samples from the density cutter

were put into a whirlpak@ bag, and immediately brought to the cold room onboard the

ship for density and snow grain mcasurements. Snow density (ø) was then calculated
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using the measured mass of the sample and the volume of the cutter (66.36 cm3¡. The

snow sample was then melted at room temperature, and conductivity of the melted

sample was measured using a handheld conductivity meter (Hoskin Scientific Cond 330i)

and converted into salinity units using LINESCO 1983 algorithms (Fofonoff and Millard,

1983). Using known snow s and p,, mv was then calculated by using the formula

descrìbed in Denoth et al. (1984). Mean values of the thermophysical properties of snow

were obtained for three vefical layers: the upper, mid and bottom layers. The upper and

boftom layers constituted to the upper and lower 25%o of the snowpack, respectively. The

mid layer was assigned to remaining middle 50o/o of the snowpack, following Barber et

al. (199s).

3.4.1.3. Meteorological and flux sampling

The same sampling method described in Section 3.3.1.3 was used to collect

meteorological data aboard the icebreaker during the spring field program. In addition, an

automated micrometeorological station was set up on the ice surface, which was located

about l-5 km east of the icebreaker. At the station, radiative fluxes and snow-ice

temperature were continuously measured (Langlois et al., 2005). Net shortwave and

longwave radiation and snow and ice temperature were continuously measured from

January 23 (YD 23) to May 25 (yD 145), 2004. Shortwave downwelling (K¿) and,

reflected (K,,) fluxes were measured using Eppley@ pyranometer (model psp), longwave

downwelling (Lò and upwelling (L,) fluxes were measured from Eppley@ pyrgeometer

(model PIR), and air temperature (7,) and relative humidity were measured from Vaisala

temperature and humidity probe (model HMP45C). The instrurnents described above
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were located ^2. m above the snow surface. Snow temperatures weïe continuously

measured from a series of thermocouple sensors embedded into the snow, at 15 mm

increments starting 5 mm above the snodice interface. The net all-wave flux (p*) was

calculated from the measured shortwave and longwave fluxes, and shorlwave albedo (o)

was calculated from shorfwave fluxes (:K,/K¿). Positive fluxes are denoted towards the

icelsnow volume from the atmosphere

3.5. Satellite and Ancillary Data

3.5.1. Microwave Satellite Data

3.5.1.1. SSM/I data

In my dissertation, three types of the Special Sensor Microwavellmager (SSÀ4/Ð

data were used: swath Ts data, daily TB data and daily ice concentration data. SSM/I

swath Tn dafa were collected from the Global Hydrology Resource Center (GHRC)

where original swath data were re-sampled into low resolution (25 km) for 19.35 GHz,

22.235 GHz and 37.0 GHz channels and high resolution (12.5 km) for 85.5 GHz

channels. Expected geolocation errors of the SSÀ/il swath data are less than 6.5 km

(Hollinger et al., 1987; Porcu et al. 1999). This swath Ts dara set was collected for

September 26 and27 2002 and used for the comparison study with aerial survey data

presented in section 6.2.Two swaths were selected for the two surveys: l) the descending

swath passing 1900 UTC on Septemb er 26 2002, 2) and, the ascending swath passing

0100 UTC on the next day. Swath passing time was within 4 hours of aerial survey time.

Geolocation errors due to the time difference befween SSI\{/I swath and aerial survey v/as
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-4-5 km' Using the two swath Tss sets, sea ice concentrations were derived using three

ssÀ/il sea ice concentration algorithms described in section 3.6.1.

SSM/I daily averaged Ts data (Maslanik and Stroeve, 2007) were obtained from

the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) for October 19,2003 and for the period

between January I and June 30, 2004. The data set in the year 2003 was used for the

sfudy in Section 6.2to investigate scaling effects. The data in the year2004was used in

Section 6-4 and compared with the in-situ microwave brightness temperatures measured

at the CASES over-wintering experiment during the spring melt. For the comparison, the

daily Tss of the nearest pixel to the wintering site were extracted. As the sampling

interval of the in situ observation is less than24 hours, I also used the SSM/I swath Tes

described above for the comparison with in situ observation. For the comparisons, the

pixels of SSN¡Í/I swath Tss were extracted within O.2-degree box at the center of the

wintering site.

SSM/I daily sea ice concentration data sets (Cavalieri et al., 1990; Comiso, 1990)

were collected for September 19 2003. These data were used in Section 6.2 where the

SSN4/I derived sea ice concentrations are compared with ice concentrations from aerial

survey data.

3.5.1.2. AMSR-E data

The Advanced Microwave Scan¡ing Radiometer-EOS (AMSR-E) Daily L3 25-

km TB, sea ice temperature and concentration data (Cavalieri and Comiso, 2004) were

collected from the NSIDC. The data were collected for four days in the year 2003

(October 79,20,27,28 2003). The ice temperature and concentration of these data we¡e



produced using the ve¡sion B02 algorithm (htþ://nsidc.org/d ata/amsrelversions.html),

and later I received the updated version (806) of the ice temperature and concentration

products from Robert Gersten (private communication, 2006). In Section 6.2, theAMSR-

E data set for October 19,2003 was used for comparison with aerial survey daTa.

3.5.1.3. Radarsat data

A set of Radarsat ScanSAR images were collected from the Alaska SAR facility

(ASF) for September 26 and 27, 2002. These ScanSAR images were geo-coded and

radiometrically calibrated for incident angle by using ASF provided software tools

(www.asf.alaska.edu). The detailed calibration metliods are described in ASF web site. I

selected two ScanSAR images that were close in time to the aerial survey conducted

during September 26 (526) and 2l (527), 2002. For the 526 survey, the nearest image

was 0205UTC on S27, which was about 5 hours behind the 526 survey time. For the 527

survey, the nearest image was 1541UTC on S27, which was about 8 hours ahead of the

S27 survey time' The two ScanSAR images captured the considerable movement of the

ice edge during the 13 hours. To estimate this ice edge motion, three points along the ice

edge were selected. Based on the three points the radial speed was calculated with the

rotation point at 78"N and 150'W. The calculated radial speed was about 0.092./hr

(2.2"/day). This instantaneous radial speed was much faster than the known anticyclonic

flow due to a predominant surface high pressure system over the region in winter, which

rotates about 35o To 45" per year (i.e., 0.095"/day to 0.12"lday) (Barber and Hanesiak

2004).
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For the ScanSAR classification, a set of signature (training) was first build up

with aid of survey images. The 30 polygons for each case were selected where a

relatively homogeneous surface type was observed in the survey images. I fìrst applied

the LEE filter for a7x7 pixel window (700x700 m) to reduce coherenr fading (speckle). I

then used a Grey Level Occur¡ence Matrix (GLCM) for a 7x7 pixel window (see Barber

et al, 1993; Mundy, 2000). GLCM defînes the distribution of co-occurring values at a

given offset, and is specified by the relative frequency ofgrey level co-occurrences from

grey level i with grey level T within the pixel window. GLCM can be expressed as

follows (Haralick et al., 1973)

Pr(.r) : (c,la,a), ana

P..cr:-J-'
)"u
t=r

13.21

[ 3.3]

In above equations, P¡ is the frequency of occurrence of grey levels i and, j, and n is the

total number of pixel pairs. Seven texture statistics we¡e calculated from a GLCM (Table

3.1). A supervised classification method (Maximum Likelihood) in IDRISI software was

then used to create an ice type map from the ScanSAR image using six texture statistics

for a 7x7 pixel window (e.g., Barber and LeDrew l99l; Mundy and Barbe¡ 2001). All

the six texture statistics we¡e used in equal prior probability for each signature. The

resulting ScanSAR classification contains four surface types: open water, new ice, old ice

and ice edge. The addition of ice edge type in the classification is due to its high
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backscatter caused by the presence of small ice floes along the ice edge. The ice edge was

considered as old ice later, based on visual inspection ofaerial survey photograph.
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Table 3.1 Seven texture statistics in grey-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) in a7 by
7 window.

Texture statistic Definition Description
Homogeneity tr cu

1?"t+ (i - j)'
This statistic measures the local
homogeneity.

Contrast

)ic,,a- n'
It measures the amount of local
variation.

Dissimilarity
))t' ti- j t

It works similar to contrast, but is
not as sensitive to large values as
in contrast.

Mean i2' ,,, It measures the mean of row i

Entropy
-)).r bg"c,,

It measures the amount of
disorder within a GLCM.

Angular second
momentum (Energy) i2.,; It sometimes called uniformity

and works opposite to enhopy.

Correlation (i - pt,)(j - t-t,,)C u

Õray))
¡.q and p, refer to the mean of row
I and j, respectively, and o* and
o, refer to the equivalent standard
deviations.
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3.6. Satellite sea ice algorithms

3.6.1. SSM/I sea ice concentration algorithms

3.6.1.1. SSM/I NASA Team Algorithm

The NASA Team (NT) algorithm (Cavalieri et al., 1984) assumes that the

brightness temperature (Ts) observed from space-born radiometers can be expressed by

an incoherent linear combination of fractional contributions from three types of surface as

follows:

To : C,¡n T6,r,u + C,r,Tur,, + C rrTu* 13.41

where Tnow, Tnrv, and Tpvv are brightness temperatures of open water, first-year ice, and

multi-year ice, respectively, and cow, cry, and c¡ay are fractions of each of the three

surface types' From Eq.[3.41, ice concentrations are calculated by paramete¡ization of

two independent variables: PR(19) and GRV(37,19) defined by

PR(19) -TBQ9V)-TB09H) .rr0gn*Tr(1gr)' [ 3'5]

GRV(37,1I¡:\(?7,v)-r'Qev). r 3 6r
TBQTV) +T.Q9V)'
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where Tss is the brightness temperatures for two SSN4/I channels. From Eq.l3.5l and

[3.6] the ice concentration for first-year ice (cey) and multi-year ice (cvv) are calculated

using

(- _ a0 + alPR(l9) + a2GRV(3j,19) + a3pR(19) + GRV(37,19)

(- _ ltj + blPR(19) + \2GRV (37,19) + b3pR(t 9) + GRV (37,19)

where D : c0 + clPR(|9) + c2GRV (37,19) + c3pR(19) + GRV (37,19).

13.71

[ 3.8]

The total ice concentration is the sum of first-year ice and multi-year ice concentrations.

The coefficients (ai, bi and ci (i:0,3)) are given functions of a set of tie points. These tie

points are the observed SSM/I Tss over areas of known open water, first-year ice and

multi-year ice for each of the three SSM/I channels. The major advantage of using

radiance ratios is that they minimize the effects of fluctuations in physical temperature,

both in time and space. More detailed description for the algorithm is available online

(http://nsidc.orsA.

3.6.1.2. SSM/I Bootstrap Algorithm

Detailed description of the Bootstrap2e (BT) algorithm was made in a series of

papers: comiso (1983), comiso (1986) and comiso and sullivan (19g6). In summary,

this algorithm is based on cluster analysis of observed SSN4/I radiances in the polar

region. Comiso (1986) performed the cluster analysis (i.e., ISODATA) for winter Arctic

2e Bootstrap, in statistics, is a modern, computer-intensive, general purpose approach to statistical inference.
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sea ice and found the distinctive clusters (about five clusters) of sea ice in combination of

different channels. He identified the three clusters (called A, D and H) that apparently

indicate the first-year ice, multi-year ice and open water areas, respectively. He made a

logical inference based on the fact that the geographic origin of data point and the history

of ice cover at the point are known. This technique was further investigated for the Arctic

in Comiso (1986), and for the Antarctic and its marginal ice zone in Comiso and Sullivan

(1986). The results from these two papers were implemented in the current BT algorithm.

In this algorithm, the observed Tes were assumed as linear combinations of open

water and ice, which can be expressed as follows;

TB:T;vCv +TlC,, [ 3.e]

wlrere T! and T{ are brightness temperature of ice and open water, respectively. C, and

C,,, represent the fraction of ice and open water which are added to unity. Equation 13.9]

can be modified for ice concentration (C,) as follows;

c, : (r, -r{ ¡ tgj - r{ ). [ 3.10]

From Eq-13.101, two unknowns (Tlv and {) need to be determined ro calculate ice

concentration. Depending on how well these two variables can be determined, the

algorithm uses two different spectral domains: HV37 (37V vs. 37H) and Vlg37 (37V vs.

l9V). In the Arctic, the HV37 scheme is applied to data that represent more than 90%o ice

concentrations, and theY1937 scheme is applied to the rest of the data. The reason for
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this is that the consolidated ice line in the HV37 scheme was less distinctive than the

V1937 set in the marginal ice zone (Comiso eta7., lggT). Different tie points and slope

parameters were predetermined for winter and summer seasons (Comiso, 1995). This

algorithm is less affected by absolute calibration of the instruments and atmospheric

contamination and has better ability to detect the small fraction of open water when

compared to the NT algorithm. The weather filter utilizes the difference betwee n22y and,

l9V and compares this difference with a threshold value. If the difference is greater than

the threshold, the pixel is assigned to open water. The thresholds change with hemisphere

and season and are derived empirically.

3.6.1.3. Enhanced NASA Team algorithm for SSM/I

Description of the enhance NASA Team (hereinafter NT2) algorithm is

thoroughly discussed in Markus and Cavalieri (2000). The motivation of the development

of this algorithm was to improve tlie problems associated with the NT and BT algorithms

and to maximize the advantage of radiance ratio approaches in the NT algorithrn. The

two problems are the influence of sea ice temperature variability on the BT algorithm and

surface reflectivity variability on the emissivity at horizontal polarizatLon in the NT

algorithm (Markus and Cavalieri, 2000).

The algorithm utilizes rhe th¡ee ratios (pRr(I9), pR{gs), 
^GR 

or GRV(37,19)) to

derìve ice concentration defined as follows:

AGR : GRH (85,19) - GRV (85,1 9),

PRr(v) : -GRV (37,1 9) x sin Q,, + pR(v) x cos @",

[ 3.1 l]

13.121
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where @, is the angle in radians between the GRV(37,19)-axis and the Fy-My ice line in

PR(19) and GRV(37,19) domain, v is the spectral channel. As an additional feature, if

GRV(37,19) is greater than -0.01, GRV(37,i9) instead of ÂGR is used for the rerrieval

(Comiso et a1.,2003). This addition was aimed fo¡ the retrieval of thin ice. The NT2

algorithm utilizes an optimization scheme minimizing the difference (¡R ) defined as:

AÀ:(À-.At)', [ 3.13]

where R is the calculated set of three ratios from the SSM/I data and <R> is the set of

three modeled ratios for all ice concentrations and atmospheric conditions which are

listed in Table 2 in Markus and Cavalieri (2000). A¡other feature in the NT2 algorithm

is the addition of a new tie point for the thin ice. The three surfaces modeled in the NT2

algorithm include open water, thin ice and first-year/multi-year ice. In particular, the thin

ice type was indistinguishable in the NT algorithm, but the thin ice type is expected to be

more distinguishable by virtue of the thin ice tie point. In my dissertation, the source

codes of SSM/I NT and BT algorithms were acquired from NSIDC data center, and the

source code of SSM/I NT2 was obtained from Dr. T. Markus (personal communication,

2004).
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3.6.2. SSM/I thin ice thickness algorithm

Martin et al. (2004) presented an empirical relationship between SSÀ4/I ratio R37

?TBQTV)|TB(37H)) and Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-derived

ice thickness. The AVHRR ice thickness was produced according to the algorithm of

Drucker et al (2003). The empirical relationship was summarized to an exponential curve

as follows,

¡A|'HRR: exp[(a 'R37 + þ)-t]-y , l3.t4l

where h',lvann is AVHRR-derived ice thickness, a:230.47, þ:-243.60. and y:1.00g0. To

obtain the regression coefficients, they assumed that y had a value close to unit, so that

the curve is asymptotic to zero. Then, they define i, û:oRr, + B:lllog(ho +l). Linear

regression is applied to determine cr and B. For a range of ice thickness 0-20 cm, that

equation resulted in a 4Yo discrepancy from the expected value of zero. Then they

corrected the offset by adjusting the value of y from I to 1.008. They srated that ice

thickness derived by this relationship is valid for ice thickness less than 10-20 cm.

3.6.3. AMSR-E sea ice concentration and temperature algorithms

3.6.3.1. Enhanced NASA Team algorithm

The enhanced NASA Team algorithm for AMSR-E (AMSR-E NT2) is basically

the same as SSI¡íI NT2 algorithm desc¡ibed in Section 3.6.1.3 (see Comiso et al.,2003).
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However, the AMSR-E NT2 algorithm utilizes diffe¡ent frequencies and the

corresponding sets of tie points.

3.6.3.2. AMSR-E Bootstrap algorithm

The AMSR-E Bootstrap algorithm (hereafter ABA) algorithm utilizes the ice

emissivity for 19 and 37 GHz estimated from 6.9 GHz data instead of brightness

temperatures (Comiso et a1.,2003). It is expected that the use of emissivity instead of

brightness temperature reduces the effects of temperature variations relative to Ts-based

algorithm (Comiso et aL,2003). Sea ice concentration using ABA algorithm first requires

tlre physical temperature within the footprinT (T) at 6.9 GHz as following (Comiso et al.,

2003)

T Tu6V)
' e(6V)

e(6V) = e,(6V)C! + e,,.(6V)(l -C,;) ,

[ 3.1s]

[ 3.16]

where e¡(6V) and e*(6$ are ice emissivity and open water emissivity at verfjcal 6.9

GHz, and Cf denotes the sea ice concentrations used to estimate e(6Ð and may differ

from final ASMR-E sea ice concentration products (Cù.lt initially utilizes Ts(37V) and

TB(6V) channels and iterates to find the final sea ice concentration products (R. Gersten,

personal communication, 2006). In the algorithm, e*(6V) is set to be 0.5600 all year

around and e;(6V) is set to 0.9388 during January I - June 30 and during September l5 -
December 31 (R. Gersten, personal communication, 2006).
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For the retrieval of ice concentration, the emissivities (e) within the pixel for fou¡

channels (18V, l8H, 37V and 23V) are calculated by

e(vvorH) -Tu(vvorH)
Tn L 3.171

The distance between the data point and predetermined open water tie point (OB)

and the distance between a point along the 100Yo ice line and open water tie point (OI)

are calculated. Then, the ice concentrations are determined from the ratio of the distance

OB and OI. A more description of the algorithm is given in Comiso et al. (2003). The

predetermined parameters (slope and intercept) are determined through a fìtting process

unique to each day (R. Gersten, personal communication, 2006). In Section 4.3, we used,

e(l8V):9.5785xe(371) + 0.4195 and e(37H):t.07t9xe(37V) - 0.133 j. t 3.181

3.6.4. AMSR-E thin ice thickness algorithm

AMSR-E thin ice thickness algorithm is basically idenrical to the SSM/I

counterpart described in Section 3.6.2. AMSR-E algorithm uses the same Eq.[3.14] but

with new sets of regression coefficients derived for AMSR-E (Martin et al., 2005). The

advantage of AMSR-E is its higher resolution. In Martin et al. (2005), the heat losses

estimated from AMSR-E ice thickness are greater than those estimated from SSM/I ice

thickness. This is mainly because the higher resolution (12.5-km grid) of AMSR-E
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catches the variability even when its area is the order of a

grid).

single SSI/fl pixel (25 km-

3.7. Models

3.7 .1. Dielectric models

In Chapter 5, the complex dielectric constant (i.e., complex permittivity) of snow

cover can be derived by dielectric mixture models using the in-situ thermophysical

properties (e'g., Barber et al., 1995).I divided wet snow into brine free (salinity:0 ppt)

snow and brine wet (salinity > 0 ppt) snow. In my dissertation, brine free wet srlow was

considered as a mixture of dry snow and fresh water, and the permittivity and dielectric

loss are independent of volume temperature and salinity. Dry snow is considered here as

"host dielectric" and liquid water as "inclusion dielectric". The complex dielectric

constant of wet snow is then calculated using the permittivity and dielectric loss of both

dry snow and pure water. Brine wet snow was considered as a mixture of dry snow and

brine, and brine is considered as "inclusion dielectric" within a dry snow ,.host dielectric,,

(see section 2.3; also Barber et a\., 1995 and Drinkwater and crocker, lggg).

We used the mixture model to calculate the complex permittivity of brine or

liquid water wet snow as (Drinkwater and Crocker, lggg)

: 8,i., - tur: XVoÂs.
w

-c

c_

lr)o,+

t12

[ 3.1e]



where A6 is the dominant depolanzation factor, V6 is rhe volume fraction of brine, e6 is

the complex permittivity of brine, e'¿ is the real part of complex permittivity of dry

snow, and Xis a coupling factor representing the fraction of brine that can be represented

by Ao- For isotropically oriented oblate spheroids, the X is 213. A0 is set 0.053. The above

equation [3.19] is almosr the same as rypical pvs mixing equarion (i.e., Eq.[2.271).The

difference between the two is Eq.[3.19] uses a coupling factor for prolate ellipsoids

(:1/3) or fo¡ oblate ellipsoids (213), as compared with a fixed factor in typical pVS

equation. It also uses the dominant depolarization factor, as compared with a sum of three

depolarization factors inEq.l2.27]. In my study, the dominant depolarization factor was

fixed at 0.053. This range of depolarization factor appears to be too small, as compared to

the results in Sihvola and Kong (1998). Hallikainen er al. (1gg6) showed depolarization

factors in wet snov/ were nonsymmetrical and depended on water content. As a result,

Eq.[3.19] may underestimate the complex permittivity, especially large amount of water

content (or brine). Howevet, in my study I used Eq.13.19] for relative comparison with

the observations, not absolute comparison.

For brine-free snow, the corresponding brine values are replaced by f¡eshwater

values. The complex permittivity of dry snow (e k) was calculated using a simple

empirical relationship (e.g., Tiuri eT al., r9B2; Hailikainen et al., l9g6; section 2.3).

s¿ : 1.0 *2p,,", 13.201
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whe¡e Pa, is the density of dry snow. The empirical equation compares well with the

observations and other mixture rules such as Tinga model, or PVS-type mixture model in

dry snow of snow density below 0.5 g cm-3 (see Hallikainen et al., 1986 and section 2.3).

In snow or sea ice, the scattering and absorption losses control the penetration

depth. If scattering losses are assumed to be negligible, the penetration depth (òo) in lossy

(wet) snow is approximated as (Drinkwater, 1989)

':#{i( '.(?)') -,1î}'' 13.211

where À is the wavelength (m). In Chapter 5, òo was calculated for snow at 19 and 37

GHz, using the complex permittivity calculated by Eq.[3.19].

3.7.2. Many layer strong fluctuation model

In Chapters 4 and 5 we rely upon a forward scattering/emission model published

by Winebrenner et aL. (1992) to help us understand the physics that give rise to observed

emissions in the microwave portion of the spectrum. The mode code was received from

Dr. T.G. Grenfell (personal communication, 2003). We use the forward model in a

diagnostic sense to understand how the seasonal evolution of new sea ice affects the

complex permittivity and therefore microwave emission. If the snow or ice temperature

gradient is not so large, microwave emissivity of snow or sea ice (e^(k6)) can be

approximated by Kirchhoff s law as (see Section 2.3.3)
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€,,(ko): I - lrl' - * Ï r, 
",,(ko,k) 

+ y.,.(ko, k)lsin 0d0rÌQ, 13.221

where a is the polarization (h : horizontal or v : vertical), f is the effective reflection

coefficient, and yuu and yun are the bistatic scattering coefficients for the layered media.

The many layer strong fluctuation theory (hereinafter SFT) assumes the snow or sea ice

as a piecewise-continuous random medium and accounting for the interference between

waves reflected and transmitted coherently by the various planar layers. Thus, it do not

account for the rough surface scattering effects (see Figure 2.5). The model accounts for

the mean propagation and first-order multiple scattering effects by using bilocal and

distorted Born approximations (for details see Section 2.3.3 andsection 2.4.1).

Bilocal approximation computes the coherent field in the strong fluctuation theory

(see Section 2-3.3)- The wave equation with dyadic Green's function can be expressed as

an integral equation containing the homogeneous dyadic Green's function. This integral

equation can be expanded into the Neumann series for dyadic Green's function and can

be solved by iteration. If it is assumed that the random fluctuations (e,. in Eq.[2.33]) is a

Gaussian stationary random (i.e., .e".(F)>=0), it can be written as distinct pairs of

random flucfuation. It then can be analytically solved in low-frequency limit, which

requires the condition that the inclusions should be much smaller than wavelength as

follows

k'l'y,' <. l.

il5

13.231



In above equation, È is wave number, / is correlation length and x¡ is normalized

permittivity fluctuation. This condition is not well satisfied at 19,37 and g5 GHz over

newly formed young ice due to high b¡ine volume. For example, the wave number at 19,

37 and 85 GHz are 0.634 cm-', I .234 cm't and 2.g35 cm-I, .espectively. The length of

brine tubes within newly formed sea ice was observed about I mm (i.e.,0.1 cm). The

brine ¿ is an order of magnitude higher than ice e (see Section 2.3). This might cause

discrepancies in the observed and calculated emissivity in addition to the neglect of rough

surface scattering effects.

The many layer SFT model is based on dielectric models for snow and sea ice as

described by Stogryn (1985 and 1987) respectively. For calcularion of sea ice emissivity,

the model requires the physical parameters (i.e., temperature, density anrd salinity) as well

as microstructural parameters (i.e., geometry of brine inclusions) (see Table 3.2). The

observed physical parameters determine sea ice brine volume using the formula provided

by Cox and Weeks (1983). For calculation of snow emissivity, the model requires snow

wetness along with temperature, density and snow grain size (see Table 3.2). The snow

dielectric model only account for freshwater wet snow and assumes the liquid water

partly exists as wet film around snow grains as well as exit in pore spaces between snow

grains (Stogryn, 1985; also Section 2.3.2.2).
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Table 3.2 Input and output parameters used in the many layer sFT model.

Parameters

Input
parameters

Sea

ice

temperature, salinity, density, ice grain size (mm), air bubble size (mm), the
ratio of the length and diameter of the brine inclusions, and the angle oithe

brine inclusions with respect to the vertical

Snow temperature, density, snow wetness (fractionar volume), snow grain size (mm)

Ouþut parameters Microwave brightness temperature (Ts), backscattering (o)

3.8. Conclusions and summary

In this chapter I have described the methods used to collect a unique in-situ

thermophysical, radiative and microwave brightness temperature data-set during the fall

and spring seasons (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). In these data, we were able to access thin ice

type to collect geophysical properties, thanks to innovative sampling methods including

an air-ice boat, which gave us access to very thin ice types (see section 3.3.1.2). An

important characteristic of these data is the fact that the data were collected 'coincidently'

in both space and time. This is critical to address the interactions between microwave

brightness temperatures and sea ice thermophysical and radiative properties in Chapters 4

and 5. Satellite remote sensing data and sea ice algorithms described in Sections 3.5 and

3.6 are used to address scaling issues in Chapter 6. Dielectric and many layer SFT models

described in Section 3.7 are used to evaluate the field observations in Chapte r 4 and 5.
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In Chapter 4, I present my first substantive research Chapter which has been

published in peer-reviewed publications (Hwang et al., 2006; Hwang et al., 2007a;

Hwang etal.,2007b). This work presents an analysis of the geophysical, thermodynamic

and microwave characteristics of the young ice in the southern Beaufort Sea. The dafa are

unique in the lite¡ature due to the coincident nature and the level of geophysical and

thermodynamic measurements collected.
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chapter 4 : Microwave Radiometry and FaIl period

Geophysics

4.1. Introdu ction

Chapter 4 presents in-situ analysis of fall field data described in Chapter 3. In rhis

analysis, I focus on newly formed sea ice (from new ice to fìrst-year ice), since in-situ

studies on this ice type is very ¡are in the literature. This Chapter addresses sub-objective

(l) stated in Chapter 1: "What is the relationship between microwave brightness

temperatures and sea ice thermophysical and radialive stcrte during the falt freeze-rtp

period? ". The pertinent scientific questions are:

l) What are the microwave radiometric characteristics of the various types of

newly formed sea ice (e.g., nilas, young, first-year)? Are the radiometric

signatures distinctive of the different ice types? What are the factors causing

the differences?

2) What is the nature of the correlations between the ¡adiometric signatures and

sea ice thermophysical properties (i.e., thickness, temperature, salinity)? what

are the limitations in the correlations?

3) What is the nature of the correlations between the radiometric signatures and

sea ice albedo? How useful are the correlations in estimating sea ice albedo?

Are they more effective than the parameterizations used in climate models?
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In addressing sub-objective (l), I need to understand how microwave brightness

temperatures are distinctive between various ice types. Question (l) addresses this and

leads to the next two questions. In questions (2) and, (3), the microwave-thermophysical

(and radiative) relationships directly address sub-objective (1).

These questions are addressed in Sections 4.2-4.4.In Section 4.2, fow ice types

were classified according to ice surface conditions and formation mechanism: bare ice,

consolidated pancake ice, thin and thick snow-covered ice. Thermophysical and

microwave radiometric properties are statistic ally analyzed according to the classified ice

types to address question (1) and (2). In Section 4.3 impacts of ice temperature on

microwave brightness temperatures of thin bare ice are specifically examined, and this

addresses question (2). In Sections 4.2-4.3,I also include modeling studies using the

many layer strong fluctuation theory (SFT) model to evaluate the results from in-situ

analysis. In Section 4.4 I explore statistical relationships between microwave radiomet¡ic

signatures and sea ice albedo, and thereby address question (3).
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4.2.rnvestigation of Microwave Radiometry of Newly Formed

Sea Ice

4.2.l.Introduction

Detailed and coinciden| in-siÍu physical and microwave radiometric observations

of newly formed sea ice during the fall freeze-up period are r¿ìre due to logistical

difficulties. During the Coordinated Eastern Arctic Research Experiment (CEAREX,gg)

the microwave radiometric data of newly formed ice were obtained, but no coincident

surface or bulk salinity measurements, or detailed surface characteristics, were obtained

(Wensnahan, 1995). During LEAD Experiment (LEADEX'92) derailed sea ice physìcal

properties were measured coincident to microwave measurements over fast growing sea

ice in leads (Wensnahan, 1995) but the observational period was short (about 3 days) and

occurred in spring rather than fall. The absence of detailed in-situ physical and

radiometric measurements over the fall freeze-up period makes it difficult to rigorously

define the related physical-microwave radiomet¡ic mechanisms responsible for observed

changes in microwave brightness temperatures during this phase of sea ice formation.

In addition to field observations, theoretical modeling has been an indispensable

tool for the increased understanding of physical-microwave radiometric interactions of

newly formed sea ice (Grenfell et al., 1992; winebrenner et al., 1gg2). Some physical

parameters thought to be critical components of the interactions (e.g., surface roughness,

ice microstrucfure, snow/ice brine volume and liquid water content) are difficult to obtain

through in-situ field measurements (Wensnahan et al., 1993a; Barber et al.,l99g). In
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general' it is known that the results from theoretical models agree well with observational

data at lower frequencies (below 40 GHz) for artificially grown thin ice sheets

(Winebrenner et al., 1992;Barber et al., 1998). However, above 40 GHzthe results from

theoretical models fail to agree with observed values due to limitations in the models, as

described in Section 3.7.2 and Winebrenner et al. (lgg2).

In what follows, I elucidate the major physical-microwave radiomet¡ic

interactions of newly formed sea ice during the fall sea ice growth period using both in-

sil¿r observations and theoretical modeling. Coincid ent in-situ measurements of both

physical and radiometric properties of newly formed sea ice were conducted during the

fall freeze-up period (October l8 - November 13, 2003) in the southern Beaufort Sea and

Amundsen Gulf. Here I specifically focus on the control that variable sea ice geophysics

play in affecting microwave radiative transfer. To further explain the observed

relationships between thermophysical properlies and microwave brightness temperafures,

the many layers strong fluctuation (SFT) model (Winebrenner et al., 1992) isernployed. I

conclude this section with a discussion of the implication of in-situmicrowave brightness

temperatures for satellite sea ice algorithm development. I note that the results in this

Section have been published in the peer-reviewed literature (Hwang et a1.,2007,

Investigations of newly formed sea ice in the Cape Bathurst polynya: 2. Microwave

emission, J. Geophys. Res., lr2(cs), c05003, doi:10. t02g/2006JC003703).
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4.2.2.F ield Obs ervatio ns

4.2.2.1. Atmospheric Corrections

To compare our in-sit¿l surface radiomehic measurements with

in-situ radiometric data is corrected for atmospheric contrjbutions.

corrected in-situ Ts (Ts(sat)) is estimated by (Grenfell et al., lgg4b)

satellite data, our

The atmosphere-

T"(sat):e(v,p,0)7",e-rosecq +7"0,(v,p,0¡+(T,or(v,p,6)+3)(l _e(v,p,g))e-,,,"""0

where v is frequency (GFIz), p is polarization (horizontal or vertical), and á is

angle. Three parameters are needed to estimate Ts(sat): optical tliickness at

angle (0 : 0) (2,), sky brightness temperature ([¿r) and effective emissivity

surface (e). r" is calculated according to (Mätlzer, 1992) as

l4.rl

the zenith

the zenith

of the ice

T,, =
secO - 7 Tn,u, -7", ,,ur(v,O)

where [,,, stands for the effective atmospheric temperature and, Tr¡r_o6, the sky z¿

observed when the radiometers viewed the sky. T¿¡7¡¡ wãs set to be the ambient air

temperature measured -17 m above the surface onboard the icebreaker. 2,r,, was then

calculated using z, as

14.21

T,r,(v, 0) : 7,,.(l - e-r¡, 
(r')seco 

)
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Here T,¡, calculated using Eq.[4.3] may differ from Tsky_obs inEq.l4.zl. Given Tp_o6, and

physical ice surface temperature (?l), effective emissivity of the ice surface (e) was

estimated using

e(v, p,0) :[7, 
_,,u"(v,p,0) -7",,_uu,(v,0)lIlT", - T,n _,,u,(v,0)l 14.41

I did not measure the sky Tn (T,ry_o*) at every ice station, and therefo¡e I estimate the

range of 6,7,6, and e (and in turn Ts(sat)) for two ext¡eme cases: completely clear sky

and completely cloud covered sky conditions. For the clea¡ sky case, the measurement at

0500 UTC on October 24,2003 was selected, in which completely clear sky conditions

prevailed. For the cloudy sky case, the measurement at 1800 UTC on October 26, 2003

was selected, in which the sky was completely overcast and the cloud base was low (less

than 200 m)- This cloud-covered case represents an optically thick cloud case fairly well.

The optical thickness at 50o zenith angle (i.e., ro sec 50') was estimated to be about 0.05

for the clear sky case and about 0. 17 for the cloud covered case.

4.2.2.2. Environmental Conditions

During the study period, I observed various types of sea ice (ice thickness 0.01 to

0-45 m). Air temperatures as low as -74"C were observed prior to the sampling program,

but relatively warm temperatures prevailed (-2 to -4'C) for the first week of the

observation (YD 292 - 299). Light snowfall was observed on YD 2g3, Zg4, 295 and 29g.

Howevet, the amount of snow accumulated on the ice was negligible and quickly merged
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with the brine-wetted surface and formed a soft surface slush layer. I first observed frost

flowers on YD 296 at station 508, closest to the multi-year ice pack. As air temperature

was relatively warm C4 "C) during the observation, the frost flowers observed this week

had been likely formed during the previous week when cold temperature had occurred.

Areal coverage of frost flowers at station 505 was about 60 % (Table4.l). Canadian Ice

Service (CIS) ice charts for YD 293 and,300 indicate that a mixture of new ice, nilas,

grey ice and grey-white ice was dominant in the area.

In the second week of the observation, sudden changes in air temperatures

occurred. Air temperatures decreased to -16 'C on YD 303 and quickly increased to -1 oC

two days later (YD 305). Snowfall events were frequently observed throughout the week,

and snow accumulation was visible on grey and grey-white ice types. During the third

week of the observation (YD 307 - 3 13), grey and grey-white ice types were frequently

observed from the ship, and CIS ice chart for YD 310 confirmed that. Sudden changes in

air temperature occurred between YD 309 and 311, showing decrease in temperature to -

14 oC on YD 309 and the increase to -2 "C on YD 31 l. Snowfall was frequent during this

week' During the second and third weeks frost flowers were frequently observed from the

ship, as low air temperature prevailed (-12 "C). Areal coverage of frost flowers on dark

nilas (station 2008 and E) had coverage of 1-5 %. For the last of the observation, air

temperafure decreased below -15 oC, which provided a favorable condition for rapid ice

growth. The dominant ice types seen from the CIS chart for YD 314 were grey-white and

thin first-year ice.
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4.2.2.3. Sea ice Classification

A summary of the ice type and descriptive surface conditions for each observed

microwave radiometric site is contained in Table 4.1. In this study the sea ice was

categorized into four types with distinct mic¡owave radiometric signatures and visual

surface condition: bare (i.e., snow free) nilas (BN), bare consolidated pancakes (Cp), thin

snow (< 0.02 m) (TS), and thick snow (> 0.02 m) covered ice (KS). The first rwo types

(BN and CP) are categonzed by their formation mechanism, while the latter two types

(TS and KS) are distinguished by their surface characteristics (i.e., the presence of snow).

BN had a smooth surface and ranged from 0.03 m to 0. 12 m inthickness, with a mean of

0'09 m (Table 4.2). At BN sites, the ice surfaces were generally characterizedeither by a

wet brine skim or a slush layer, but no snow was visible. However at station 2008, frost

flowers covered 1-5Yo of the ice surface (Ehn et a1.,2007), and was categorized as BN.

Station 505, where frost flowers covered aboú 600/o of the ice surface, was categor ized, as

TS' CP consisted of pancakes surrounded by nilas or grey ice that had consolidated when

calmer conditions prevailed. The pancakes were 0.05-0.08 m thicker (mean thickness of

0'22 m) than the surrounding smooth ice and were characterized by their elevated rims

(Table 4'2). The TS sites had a slightly thicker ice cover (by 0.02 - 0.13 m) than the BN

sites (Table 4.2). All the KS sites were observed after YD 305 due to frequent snowfall

after YD 304 combined with the presence of thicke¡ ice. The surface of the KS sites was

observed to be homogeneous and white, making the presence of pancakes visually

undetectable.

The desalination of sea ice during growth is a well-known phenomenon and is due

to brine expulsion and drainage as the ice grows. Kovacs (1996) reported a curve-linear
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formula for the reduction of bulk ice salinity with ice thickness using observations of

both Arctic and Antarctic sea ice cores. A similar curve-linear formula describing the

desalination also was found in our field data (Ehn et a1.,2007).If only the BN sites are

considered, the relationship befween ice thickness and ice surface salinity can be

summarized by a linearregression (see Figure 4.1). It should be noted that station 709C

(marked by open dot) stands out from the other BN stations in terms of its salinity and

was excluded from the regression analysis. At station 709C the observed ice surface

salinity was much lower Q .a ppt) than that of other BN stations (18.3 ppt in mean) (see

Table 4.2)-The lower salinity at station 709C may be attributable to melted snow that

diluted the surface slush layer as well as the upper ice layers.
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Table 4' l. Summary of ice classification and descriptive surface conditions of the sea ice
at the microwave radiometric stations. More detalled information on the ice physical
parameters is presented in Ehn et al. (2007).

Station Ice Surface descriotion
718C
7t8D
7 t5A
7l5B
709C
t03E
703F

505

504

503

t24A
I24C
119

1t2C
206A
2068
2008
200c
400

409

415

312
303

BN
BN
TS

BN
BN
TS

TS

TS

CP

CP

BN
BN
BN
TS
KS
KS
BN
KS
KS
KS
KS
KS
KS

brine skim/slush, smooth
brine skim/slush, smooth
rafting
brine skim/slush, rafting
brine skim/slush
patches ofsnow
patches of snow
frost flowers (-60%), soft & slushy
upright rims (- a few cm), size (- a few m)
upright rims (- a few cm), size (- a few m)
brine skim/slush, smooth, tlrin pancakes inside the ice
brine skim/slush, smooth
brine skim/slush, smooth
pancakes visible
snow (2 cm), pancakes visible
snow (3 cm)
frost flowers (-l-5%)
snow (13 cm), dry (9 cm)+wet slush(4 cm)
snow (10 cm)
snow (2 cm, dry), pancakes visible
snow (4-6 cm) slush (2 cm)
snow (2.5 cm)
dry fresh snow (3.5 cm) old snow (2 cm)

*Four ice and surface types (BN, CP, TS, KS) were categorized. BN indicates .,bare nilas,,, Cp for ..bare
consolidated pancakes", TS for "thin (< 0.02 m) snow covered ice", and KS for .,thick (>0.02 m) snow
covered ice". At site 2004 the less than 5o/o of ice surface was covered with frost floiers, and it was
classified into BN. The site 505, where the flowers covered about 60% of the surface, was classified into
TS. These terms were consistently used through this paper.
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Table 4'2 Statistical summary of ice thickness (h¡), ice surface salinity (Sy") and bulk icesalinity (s¿) of the four sea ice types. In the tabie, the value follow 
"d,' 

iy',,*- indicates
one standard deviation, the numbers within parenthesis are the minimum and maximum
values. Total number of sites for BN, cp, T-s and KS are g, 2, 5 and g respectively. No
standard deviation is listed for cp, as only two cp stations are available.

h¡ (m) S,r" (ppt) S¡¡ (ppt)

BN 0.09t0.03
(0.03 - 0.12)

0.22
(0.21 - 0.22)

0.14+0.04
(0.10 - 0.19)

0.21r0.08
(0.14 - 0.38)

18.3t5.9
(1.4 - 28.0)

10.7

21.1=5.5
(13 .t - 28.1)

20.9+9.8
(1.8 - 37.6)

6.2t1.9
(4.2 - 10.s)

5.0
(4.8 - 5.1)

5.7=0.8
(4.7 - 6.1)

4.3*0.8
(3.2 -5.s)

KS

25

o-g
àzo
.c
ña
8ts
$t
J
U)

810

Y=27.9684 - 84.1493X
R2=0-79, P-value< 0.05

BN+6P Ostation 709C

6
0 .00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

lce Thickness (m)
0.25

Figure 4' I Relationship between ice thickness and ice surface salinity for bare ice case:bare nilas (BN) and bare consolidated pancakes (CP). The regiession anaþsis is
conducted without staJion 709C (indicated 

-by 
open dot), ih"r" relatively low ice surfacesalinity was observed likely due to melted snorr.
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4.2.2.4. characteristics of in-síta Microwave signatures

The mean observed TB spectra for the four ice types are shown in Figure 4.2.The

difference between vertical and horizontal polarizations decreased from BN sites to KS

sites. The mean PR(19) is 0.110 at the BN sites, 0.048 ar TS sites and 0.029 at KS sites

(Table 4'3). The microwave brightness temperatures of BN sites are distinguishable from

those of TS and KS sites in terms of PR(19) and PR(37) outside one standard deviation

(Table 4'3)' This indicates a distinct difference in microwave brightness temperature

ratios between bare and snow (even thin snow) covered ice (t-test for pR(l9), p-value <

0'001). This highlights the significant role that even a small amount of snow has on

microwave brightness temperature. wensnahan (1995) reported pR(19):0.0g as the

lower boundary for the smooth bare ice. This value is equivalent to our lowest pR(19)

value for the BN sites (Table 4.3). Another feature is the decrease in the spectral gradient

ratios (GRVs) from BN sites to KS sites. For instance, the mean GRV(g5,37) decreased

from 0'018 at BN sites to -0.007 at KS sites (Table 4.3). This type of decrease in the

GRVs can be attributable to increased volume scattering loss within the snow pack and

was observed previously by Grenfell et al. (1998). The Te spectrum of Cp is distinct, and

shows very little change in polarization difference at different frequencies; for example,

the PR(l9), PR(37) and PR(85) at station 504 are 0.058,0.051 and 0.050 respeôtively

(Figure 4.2). TB(19H)'s at cp sites are warïner than those at BN sites, while Te(gSH),s at

cP sites became colder than those at BN sites. The cause of this unique Ts spectrum of

CP is not clea¡.
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Figure 4.2 Spectral brightness temperatures for four ice types: bare nilas (BN), bare
consolidated pancakes (cp), thin snow-covered (< 0.02 rrù'ice (TS) a¡d tÀick'snow_
covered (> 0'02 m) ice (KS). The closed (vertical polarizâtion)'aná open (horizontal
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no standard deviation is calculated, as only two stations are available.
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Table 4'3 Polanzation ratios (PRs) and spectral gradient ratios (GRVs) calculated from
the in-situ Tes for the four ice types. In thã table, t-he value followed by i.*,, indicates one
standard deviation, the numbers within parenthesis are the minimum and maximum
values' No standard deviation is listed for CP, as only two CP stations are available.

PR( I 9) PR(37) PR(8s) GRV(37,19) GRV(85,19) GRV(8s,37)

CP

0.tt0*0.022
(0.078-0. I 35)

0.05 I

(0.042-0.0s9)

0.048*0.00s
(0.042-0.0s3)

0.029r0.013
(0.014-0.0s8)

0.059t0.024
(0.027-0.099)

0.047
(0.043-0.0s I )

0.022*0.006
(0.0 r 8-0.029)

0.022t0.01 3

(0.009-0.0s0)

0.028=0.02 I
(0.009--0.074)

0.043
(0.035-0.0s0)

0.006r0.003
(0.003-0.009)

0.0 I 7t0.01 3

(0.00s-0.0s0)

0.026t0.005
(0:015-0.032)

0.000
(-0.002-0.001)

0.017t0.006
(0.013-0.024)

0.012t0.003
(0.008-0.019)

0.044=0.017
(0.0 r 3-0.06s)

0.000
(0.000-0.00 r )

0.035t0.017
(0.024-0.0s6)

0.005=0.01 2

(-0.0 r 2-0.01 8)

0.01 8r0.013
(-0.002-0.033)

0.000
(0.000-0.000)

0.0 I 710.01 I

(0.01 0-0.032)

-0.007t0.01 0
(-0.024-0.006)

4.2.2.5. Linkages to ice physical properties

Thin ice thickness is an important geophysical state variable due to its strong

control over the surface heat flux (Maykut, 1978) and albedo (perovich, lgg6).Martin et

al' (200fl attempted an empirical approach to estimate the thickness of thin ice using the

SSIí/I ratio R37 (see Section 3.6.2).I compared the reported relationship with our in-siru

data. The curve by Martin et al. (2004) shown in Figure 4.3 results in comparable ice

thickness estimates for the bare ice cases (BN and CP) (closed dots). The above is true

for all BN, except for station l24A and C that showed a very small R37 similar to snow

covered ice (Figure 4.3). The exact cause for the distinctively low R37 values at station

124A and C are not clear as observations confirm these stations were not snow covered,

but the low values may be partly related to the presence of fine-grained variant of

granular ice (termed fg in Ehn et ar., (2007)), which appears to originate from snow. An
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approximately 1O-mm-thick fg (fine-grained variant of granular ice) surface layer was

observed at station 124A and C, however there were two other bare ice stations (7158

and 119) where a 5 to 7-mm-thick fg surface layer was observed without low R37.

Another distinctive feature of stations l24A and C is the presence of surface roughness.

Micro-scale photography showed the existence of small lumps (- 0.01 m in horizontal

scale)' In general, increasing surface roughness decreases the polarization difference (i.e.,

R37) (e.g., Grenfell et al., 1994c; Wensnahan, 1995).

' The curve by Martin et al. (2004) fails to estimate the ice thickness for the snow-

covered ice (both TS and KS) (open dots), indicating the limitation associated with thin

ice thickness estimation- It is interesting to note that approximately 0.15m ice thickness

(grey-white ice) was required to sustain a snow cover (Ehn et a1.,2007),and that this ice

thickness is comparable to the limit of thin ice thickness estimation (0.10-0.20 m)

discussed by Martin ef al. (2004). Another interesting feature is that R37:1.06 is useful to

delineate snow-covered ice (TS and KS) from bare ice (BN and cp) (Figure 4.3). The

results indicate that the limitation of thin ice thickness estimation can be attributed to the

presence of snow or dense frost flower coverage (>60%) on the ice surface (Figure 4.3).

I now attempt to elucidate the physical causes behind the relationship between

bare ice thickness and microwave brightness temperature characterized by R37. The ice

thickness itself is unlikely to be' a major controlling factor for the changes in the

microwave brightness temperatures mainly due to very shallow penetration depth for

brine-rich newly formed sea ice. For instance, at 0.05 m thick ice I expect the ice to be

optically thick so further thickness increases of the ice will have little impact on the

microwave brightness temperatures. Based on a theoretical study, Wensnahan (1995)
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argued that decreasing the brine volume on the ice surface would be a major factor in

determining the evolution of microwave brightness temperatures for ba¡e new sea ice.

A comparison befween measured bulk ice salinities and in-situ microwave

brightness temperatures (i.e., PRs and R37) showed no statistically signifìcant correlation

(not shown here)- This indicates that variation in interior ice salinity has a very small

impact on the evolution of bare new ice microwave brightness temperatures. However, in

the case of bare ice, it showed a relatively good correlation between the surface salinity

and microwave R37 (R2:0.54, p-value < 0.1) (Figure 4.4a). A similar, even stronger

relationship exists between surface ice salinity and PR(19) (Figure 4.4b). Note that

stations 709C,l24Aand C were excluded from this regression analysis, as station 709C

showed very low ice surface salinity and station s l24A and C showed very low ratio

values compared to other bare ice sites. These correlations suggest that the ice sqrface

salinity, rather than interior ice salinity likely controls the microwave brightness

temperatures at these frequencies and polarizations.

At higher frequencies the Tss decreased as the snow thickness increased (Figure

4.5). The relationships between snow thickness and GRV(85,19) (and GRV(g5,37)) were

statistically significant, while the relationship between snow thickness and GRV(37,19)

was not strong. The weak and non-significant correlation of the latter is most likely due

to the occulrence of a thin snow layer (0.02-0.13 m thick) on the ice surface which was

too thin to cause substantial changes in volume scattering loss at 37 GHz, while at g5

GHz the scattering loss became considerable. The results suggest that the g5 GHz

frequency is approprìate fo¡ the estimation of thin snow thickness on newly formed sea

ice.
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4.2.3. Theoretical Evaluations using the Many Layer sFT Model

The observations presented in the previous sections revealed that l) R37 and

PR(19) were cor¡elated to the surface salinity of ice without a snow cover,2) for snow

covered ice (TS and KS) the R37 and PR(19) were distinctively smaller than for bare ice,

and 3) GRV(85,19) and GRV(85,37) are strongly correlated with snow rhickness.

Although our study included a detailed geophysical sampling program (Ehn et a1.,2007),

it is still inadequate to fully characterize our observed microwave brightness

temperatures. The field observations raised several questions: l) is desalination of the

bare ice surface layer responsible for the observed trends in R37 and pR(19), and 2)

what are the contributing factors that make snow covered (even a thin snow layer) ice

distinct from bare ice signatures? I use the observed data and the many layer SFT model

to further address these questions.

The observed ranges of sea ice temperatures and salinities were used for the

model simulation. The bulk density for the sea ice was constant at 0.930 g cm-3 (Ehn et

al', 2007). This resulted in sea ice with a very small amount of gas bubbles, for existing

gas bubbles their diameter was set to 0.01 mm (Ehn et a1.,2007).

4.2.3.1. Bare Ice

To simulate bare ice, I added a 16-mm-thick saline surface layer. The surface

layer thickness was chosen to be optically thick aL 19 GHz, The model was run with

varying ice surface salinities, and two ice temperature regimes were specifìed by the ice
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surface temperatures (7,¡") of -3"C and -10"C and a linear temperature decrease to the

ice/seawater interface. Figs. 4.6a and b show the theo¡etically calculated R37 and pR(lg)

according to ice surface salinity and the two temperature regimes. With respect to the

optically thick surface layer, the simulated R37 and PR(19) values increase with

increasing surface ice salinities at both surface temperatures. A similar increase is seen in

the observed R37 and PR(19) (dots in Figure 4.6). The results shown in Figure 4.6

support the assumption that the t¡ends of observed R37 and PR(l9) are due to changes in

ice surface salinity. Both observations (Figure 4.4) and simulations (Figure 4.6) clearly

indicate that changes in ice surface salinity over a thick surface layer has significant

impacts on both the R37 and PR(19). However, at Tç: _3oC (Figure 4.6b),rhe model

predicted increase with salinity is more comparable to observations than at Tç: -10"C
(Figure 4'6b)' The difference in absolute values may be related to local variability in

surface roughness or salinity over the radiometer fooþrint.
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4.2.3.2. Snow Covered ice

As for bare sea ice, the same sea ice salinity was used for the snow covered ice

model simulations. The snow/ice interface temperature was set to -5"C and a linear

temperature decrease to the icelseawater interface was specifìed. The snow density and

grain size in diameter were set to be 0.35 g cm-3 and I mm respectively (Grenfell and

comiso, 1986) and the model was run for varying snow thickness and wetness.

The distinctly different PR(19) and PR(37) values for snow (even thin snow)

covered ice and bare ice (Table 4.3) may be attributed to high snow salinity during fall

freeze-up' The snow on new ice quickly becomes wet due to the relatively warm surface

temperature and high salinity of the sea ice below by capillary action. With increasing

snow wetness (mu), i.e., the fractional volume of liquid water content, both the

permittivity and the dielectric losses of the snow increase conespondingly.

The simulated PR(19) shows oscillations with varying snow thickness (Figure

4'7a) caused by interference between layers (Wensnahan et al., 1993a).In drier snow

(i'e', m,: 0.01), oscillations persist until a snow thickness of 90 mm is reached. In wetter

snow (mu:0.06) oscillations cease around a snow thickness of 50 mm (Figure 4.7a).The

oscillations quickly disappear in the case of very wet snow þ15 mm thickness when mu

:0'20)' In Figure 4.7b fluctuations are smoothed out using a fast Fourier t¡ansform (FFT)

filtering technique. For all mu values, dramatic decreases in PR(19) occur when the snow

thickness increases from 0 to 7 mm, however, very small changes occur with further

snow thickness increases (Figure 4.7b). As m,, increases up to 0.04, pR(19) decreases

toward the observed range of PR(l9) for snow-covered ice, as indicated by thc shaded
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box in Figure 4.7b). However, fufher increase in mu from 0.04 to 0.20, results in

increases of PR(19) up to 0.09.

The above results present very interesting features of a highly saline snow cover

over newly formed ice during the fall freeze-up period. Increasing snow wetness appears

to be responsible for the distinct PR(19) and PR(37) values of thin snow covers, yet there

is a delicate balance between snow microwave optical thickness and snow wetness. when

the snow is dryer (m, < 0'02), it is so optically thin that a significant contribution to the

microwave emission comes from the underlying saline sea ice, which results in a large

PR(19)' As the snow wetness increases the optical thickness of the snow cover, the

contribution from snow cover becomes dominant resulting in a lower pR(19). However,

as mv > 0'06, the increased liquid water content in the optically thick snow layer leads to

further increase in PR( l9).
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4.2.4. Conclusions

In this section I examined how thermophysical propefies of newly formed ice

create and alter microwave brightness temperatures using both an observational dataset

and a modeling approach. The observed ice was classìfied into four ice types: bare nilas

(BN), consolidared pancake ice (cp), rhin snow (< 0.02 m) (TS) and thick snow (> 0.02

m) (KS) covered ice. The observational data showed very distinctive microwave

signatures (specifically PR(l9) and R37)) between bare and snow-covered ice. BN ice

was characterized by larger PRs (PR(19) > 0.078) compared to snow-covered ice (pR(19)

< 0'048) (Table 4-3)- A distinct microwave Ts spectrum was found for the Cp class,

which showed almost constant polarization difference at diffe¡ent frequencies in the

observed brightness temperatures.

Atmosphere-corrected satellite R37 values were found very comparable to the

previously reported relationship befween R37 and thin ice thickness (Martin et a1.,2004)

(Figure 4'3)' The physical basis behind this relationship is mosr likely nor simply related

to the increase in optical thickness as the ice thickens, because the penetration depth in

saline new ice is so shallow (less than 0.05 m at l9 GHz). Mo¡e direct physical linkages

can be found from the desalination process of newly formed ice. Without snow cover the

contribution of ice surface salinity can be seen from the results of the BN sites (Figure

4'6), which showed that the R37 and PR(19) are correlated with ice surface salinity.

I also found that the observed spectral gradient ratios (GRVs) were correlated

with snow thickness. The GRV(g5,I9) and GRV(g5,37) values were more strongly

correlated with the snow thickness than GRV(37,19). This is becausc the snow cover was
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too thin to produce a significant amount of volume scattering at these frequencies while

volume scattering at 85 GHz was much stronger. My results also conf,irm the suggestion

by comiso et al- (2003) that the use of a higher frequency (g5 GHz) is more appropriate

for estimation of thin snow thickness on new ice.

The modeling study confìrms that the reduction in ice salinity is one of the major

factors in determining the signatures of bare new sea ice. The results show that the

modeled R37 and PR(l9) decrease as the ice surface salinity decreases. Liquid water in

the snow was found to play a significant role in determining microwave brightness

temperafures of snow covered sea ice. As snow wetness inc¡eases the optical thickness of
the snow increases, and the resulting contribution by snow significantly lowers the

PR(19)' This explains why the snow (even thin snow) covered ice has dìstinctively

smaller PRs than bare ice (i.e., pR(19) < 0.04). This fype of wet snow can occur as it

sucks up brine from the ice surface by capillary action. However, as the snow becomes

very wet (m,> 0.06), the increased liquid water content in the optically thick snow cover

causes PR(19) to increase due to the higher complex permittivity of the liquid water

(Figure 4'7b). A comparison to our field results suggests that the snow cover on newly

formed ice likely has m, close to 0.02-0.04.
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4.3. Impact of Ice Temperature on Microwave Brightness

Temperature

4.3.l.Introduction

In previous sea ice studies, microwave brightness temperatures (i.e., a function of

ice temperature and emissivity) were strongly affected by the sea ice surface conditions

such as surface temperature, salinity, frost flower, slush or snow over thin ice (Hwang et

al', 2007a; Wensnahan et al., 1993a). Kwok et al. (1998) also found that active

microwave signatures were affected by surface flooding by seawater. Besides the direct

contribution of ice temperature on microwave brightness temperature, the ice temperature

itself can have a strong impact on microwave emissivify through the temperafure-control

on the brine volume in thin ice. In Grenfell et al. (1994b), the effects of near-surface

brine volume to ice emissivity were examined by correlating the theoretically calculated

emissivity (given brine volume) with the corresponding observations in the weddell Sea

during austral winter and early spring. Their results showed no correlation (-zero), and

the cause was attributed to the large spatial variability in snow cover, surface roughness,

and salinity. Howevet, they acknowledged that the theoretical emissivity was comparable

to the observed temperatures near the melting point where the brine volume was large.

They did not, however, examine the effects of range of ice temperature (e.g., -2to -12"C)

on ice emissivity.

In this Section, my objective is to examine the effects of ice surface temperatures

from the melting point (-2'c) to -12'c on the emissivity of thin newly formed sea ice.

The motivation is the idea that the physical and electrical properties of these thin ice
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types will become increasingly important for the analysis of satellite microwave

brightness temperature as we see an overall warming trend in the Arctic and a larger

proportional area of thin ice types for longer periods of time. Here I constrain myself to

thin bare ice (i.e' no visual snow cover) to avoid the complexity caused by a snow cover

(Grenfell et al., 1994b; Hwang et a1.,2007). To achieve my objective, I use both in sit,

data and theoretical modeling. I conclude with a discussion of the impact of variation in

emissivity on satellite algorithms for ice temperature and concentration retrievals. I note

that the results in this Section have been published in the peer-reviewed literature

(Hwang et al., 2007,Impact of ice temperature on microwave emissivity of thin newly

formed sea ice during fall freeze-up. J. Geophys. Res.2006JC003930, in press).

4.3.2.ln situ Study

Six ice stations were selected to investigate the impacts of ice temperature on thin

bare ice microwave brightness temperature (Table 4.4). These were categorized into

warrn and cold ice stations depending on the range of ice temperature. The ice

temperature at the wann stations was above -3oC, and the ice temperature at the cold

stations was below -3"C (see Table 4.4; for location of station see Figure 3.1). The warïn

stations included two bare (no visual snow cover) ice stations (7lgD and 7l5B). The cold

stations included three bare ice (r24c, 1r9 and 2008) and one thick snow (0.13 m)

covered ice station (200C) (Table 4.4). For purposes of reference I also include a thick

snow covered ice site so as to contrast the thin ice with a thick first-year ice counterpart.
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Table 4.4 Observed
su¡face temperature,
salinity).

physical properties for the
To: air temperature, ,Sr¡: ice

ice stations. (h¡: ice
surface salinify,,S6¡:

thickness, Z"¡: ice
ice bulk (interior)

Site 718D 7l 5B t24C lr9 2008

wann/cold

h¡(m)

T'¡ ("C)

T" ("C)

292 (Oct t9)
I94OUTC

293.70

BN

warm

0.10

-2.36

-2.25

20.3s

4.18

293 (Oct20)
I63OUTC

293.69

BN

warm

0.09

-2.08

-2.55

r 3.68

5.83

299 (Oct27)
I82O UTC

299.76

BN

cold

0.085

-3.16

-5.03

19.26

5.93

300 (Oct 28)
I93O UTC

300.81

BN

cold

0.09

-4.21

-8. r

23.55

7.20

308 (Nov 4)
lSIOUTC

308.76

BN

cold

0.03

-4.62

-t I .73

27.95

10.5 r

308 (Nov 4)
I85O UTC

308-79

KS

cold

0.1 9

-10.s/-4.33

-11.98

0.88/16.81

5.09

S

(psu)

S,;

Su¡
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4.3.2.1. Effective emissivity

4.3.2.1.1. Calculation of effective em issivity

The effective emissivities (e) for the six ice stations were calculated from

observed brightness temperature (23) folowing Grenfell et al. (l99ae;

L 4.sl

where v is the frequency (GHz) and P denotes either vertical (V) or horizontal (H)

polarization, Z,; is the airlice interface temperature, and T,¡, is the sky brightness

temperature. Zrr.¡, was not coincidently observed at the ice stations. To estimate T,¡, for

each ice station, I use open water measurements, close to the ice station measurements.

The time differences between open water measurements and ice stations were less than 3

hours (Figure 4.8). Very little change occurred befween open water and ice

measurements, indicating that changes in sky (i.e., cloud) conditions were small (Figure

4'8). The wind speed among the open water measurements varied from 4.0 m s-, to 10.3

m s-' lFigure 4.8).

During clear sky conditions on 24 October 2003, both open water and sky Ts

were measured simultaneously. The coincident wind speed was measured to be 4.4 m s-r.

I used these clear sky data to calculate the open water emissivity from Eq.la.5]. Figure

4.9 shows the angular sky Ts and calculated open water emissivity for the clear sky day.

My open water values are comparable to values at l9 and 37 GEzby Eppler et al. (1992).
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The cross symbols in the same figure indicate the open water emissivity calculated using

the empirical equations in Table 4 and 5 in Aziz et al. (2005), which were derived from

field observations at l0-8 GHz and 36.5 GHz. According to their study, the differences in

open water emissivity, in the wind speed range from 4.0 to 10.3 m s-t, are up to 0.02 at

horizontally polarized 36.5 GHz, but the differences are much smaller (i.e. less than

0.005) at lower frequencies (see Figure 4.9).

Figure 4-10 shows an open water ratio TsÆow observed at an angle of 50.

adjacent to the ice stations. Assuming the same open water emissivity across the

measurements, the differences in Te/Tow are attributable to changes in reflected sky Tss.

The colder open-water Tes at the 718D, 2008 and 200c are coincident with lower values

in z¿ (Figure 4'8), indicating less cloud cover. The warmer open water Tes at station

l24c are coincident with the occurrence of thick stratus (cloud ceiling _ 200 m).
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Assuming the same open water emissivity at 79 and,37 GHz,I calculated sky 73s

for each open water measurements adjacent to each ice station using Eq.[4.5]. Here I

discarded 85 GHz due to its stronger sensitivity to wind speed (i.e., surface roughness).

Using the calculated sky Z¿ from the open water data, I finally calculated the ice

emissivity for the six ice stations.

4.3.2.1.2. Vertical effective emissivity

Figure 4' I 1 shows the ice emissivity calculated at the six ice stations measured at

a 50" incident angle' The most striking feature in Figure 4.1 I is the distinctive difference

in the ice emissivity bet'ween warïn and cold ice stations. At the warm ice stations the

q(l9V) and e;(37V) were about 0.81 and 0.86, respectively. These values increased by up

to 0'l for the cold ice stations. Between the 7158 and,l24C, the difference in Te/Tow of

open water measurements was less than 0.025. The values of Ts/T6y¿ include the effects

of variable sky condition, and are more sensitive to absolute calibrations than the

observed ice Tes. The large difference in vertical ice emissivity is therefore unlikely due

to any calibration difference and/or changeabre sþ conditions.
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Eppler et al. (1992) teported typical sea ice emissivities for dark and light nilas.

Typically dark nilas is 0-0.05 m thick, and light nilas 0.05-0.10 m thick (WMo, 19g5).

The reported e¡(19v) and e¡(37V) for dark and light nilas are 0.760 and 0.950,

respectively (Eppler et al., 1992). Based on ice thickness, the four bare íce stations are

classified as light nilas (see Table 4.4). The vertical ice emissivity for the cold stations

approached the reported value for light nilas, however, the vertical ice emissivity for the

wann stations approached the reported value for dark nilas (Figure 4.11a). The ice

thickness at200B was 0.03 m, which is technically classifìed as dark nilas, however, the

values of vertical emissivity atthafice station are close to the Eppler's light nilas values.

Thus it appears that ice thickness alone cannot explain the observed emissivities.

4.3.2.1.3. Horizontal effective emissivity

Horizontal emissivities for bare ice are increased at the cold stations similar to the

vefical emissivities, but with less magnitude. For example I see differences of about 0.05

in ice emissivity between the warm and cold stations (Figure 4.11b). The horizontal

emissivity is much more variable within the cold stations compared to the warm stations.

The e¡(19H) and e¡(37H) ranged 0.60-0.64 and 0.70-0.74 aïthe warïn ice stations, while

emissivities ranged from 0.70-0.75 and,0.75-0.90 at the cold ice stations, respectively

(Figure 4.11b). In Eppler et al. (1992), the reported e;(l9H) and e¡(37H) are 0.67g and

0'769 for dark nilas and 0.890 and 0.930 for light nilas. Again, the range of observed

horizontal emissivities for warm stations is close to the values of dark nilas, while the

observed range for cold stations is close to that of light nilas. At the warm stations, the
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variation in horizontal ice emissivity was below 0.05, while the horizontal ice emissivity

varied up to about 0.15 within the cold ice stations. The high variability in the horizontal

emissivity is likely due to the effects of rough su¡face scattering and/o¡ ice

microstructural properties.

4.3.2.1.4. Polarization ratios

Despite the absolute difference in vertical and horizontal emissivity, the

polarization ratios (PR) at 19 and 37 GHz are comparable between the warm and cold

stations (Figure 4.l lc and d). This is mainly due to the fact that the horizontal emissivity

increased as much as the vertical emissivity increased at the cold stations. The pR at the

124C is however quite distinctive from other bare ice stations. Especially, the pR(37) is

as low as 0'05-0.10 relative to other bare stations (Figure 4.lld). The physical cause for

this low PR(37) is not clear.

4.3.2.2. Relationships with brine volume

Figure 4'12 shows the brine volume, e'and e" aÍtdpenetration depth of the ice

surface (surface-scraped) layer for each ice station. Brine volumes were calculated from

The in situ data given in Table 4.4 using equations from Cox and Weeks (19g3). The brine

volume for the surface layer at the warm stations vr'as as much as 44%o, while the brine

volume was about 30%o af the cold stations (Figure 4.12a). The associated penetration

depth (ðr), e' and €" also reveal the difference between waÍn and cold stations (Figure

4'12b-d)' For instance, the permittivity and dielectric loss aï 19 G%zdiffered as much as

2 and 1.8, respectively.
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Scatter plots between in situ emissivity and brine volume are presented in the

Figure 4'13a and b. The fìgures show that the ice emissivity is strongly correlated to brine

volume (R2 : 0.96-0.98) at 19 GHz. The correlation at 37 Gïzis a little lower but still

quite strong (R' : 0.79-0.85). These strong correlations clearly illustrate that the brine

volume (controlled by ice temperature and salinity) has a significant role in explaining

the observed ice emissivity. The relationships befween polarization ratios (pR(19) and

PR(37)) and brine volume, shown in Figure 4.16c, are rather weak (R2:0.41_0.55) and

less significant (P value:0.09-0.17) compared to what I saw in ice emissivity.
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4.3.3. Sensitivity Study

In what follows, I examine the sensitivity of ice emissivity to variations in ice

temperature- I used the many layers strong fluctuation theory (sFT) (see section 3.4.2 in

Chapter 3 and Winebrenner ef al., 1992 for details). Over artificially grown thin ice,

effective emissivities simulated by the many layers SFT model agreed with observed

emissivities within 0.05 for both polarization at l9 and 37GHz for incident angles less

than 55" (Winebrenner et al., lg92).

For the sensitivity test, I decreased the ice surface temperature (as well as ice

interior temperature) from -2.1 to -12"C, while all the other input parameters were kept

constant. The salinity of the wet slush/brine skim layer was set to be 20.35 ppt (i.e., the

surface salinity of the station 7l5B). The ice grain size diameter was kept at I mm and

the ice density was set to 0.93 g cft-3, following observations by Ehn et al. (2007). The

orientation and aspect ratio of brine inclusions was set to 24" and to I/15

(horizontal/vertical), respectively, to be consistent with Wensnahan et al. (1993a). I

assumed a S-mm-thick brine skim/wet slush layer on the thin bare ice, as brine skim/wet

slush layer is frequently observed on the surface of new forming sea ice in the fall (Ehn et

a1.,2007) and in leads later in winter (perovich and fuchter-Menge, lgg4).

Results fo¡ the simulated emissivity in the range of ice temperature from -2.1 to -
12'0"C is presented in Figure 4.14, where the significance of the temperature range is

clearly illustrated' The most rapid change in the ice emissivity occurs when the ice

temperature decreases from -2.1 to -3.0"c (Figure 4.I4). For instance, the simulated

vcrtical emissivity at 19 GHz increases from 0.83 to 0.89 with a decreasing ice
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temperature from -2'1 to -3.0"c (Figure 4.18). with further decreases in ice temperature

the simulated e;(19V) and e¡(19H) approach to 0.93, which are close to the observed

values at the 2008 (Figure 4.14a).

The simulated e¡(l9v) and e;(37Y) values at the ice temperature of -2.1"c differ

from the observed values at the warrn stations within 0.02 (Figur e 4.14a). However, the

simulated values for the horizontal polarization are much lower than the observed values

(Figure 4'14b)' This large discrepancy at the horizontal polarization is likely due to the

higher sensitivity of horizontal polarization to rough surface and volume scattering.

The model simulation shows a continuous decrease in the polarizafion ratios as

the ice temperature decreases from-2.1"c to-12.0"C (Figure l4c and d). The values in

PR(19) and PR(37) are much higher than the observed values (Figure 4.llc and d).

However, it is interesting to note that the PR(19) and pR(37) values at -12"C are very

close to the observed values of the station 2008 (Figure 4.llc and d). The very low

PR(19) and PR(37) can not be fully explained by the changes in brine volume (i.e., by ice

temperature), which may be attributable to rough surface or volume scattering and/or ice

microstructural effects.
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4.3.4. Conclusions

The impact of ice temperafure on microwave emissivity over thin bare (without snow

cover) ice has been examined. Six ice stations that fulfilled the above requirements were

selected: five thin bare ice and one 0.13 m thick snow covered ice. The six ice stations

were categorized into warrn (above -3"C) and cold (below -3"C) ice stations depending

on the range of ice temperature. For the sensitivity study, the ice temperature was

decreased from -2.-l "C to -12"C, while other parameters were kept constant. Both in situ

and sensitivity studies resulted in the following conclusions:

' In sil¿¿ observations reveared a difference of 0.1 in ice emissivity

polarization, and associated differences in brine volume and dielectric

between the warm and cold ice stations.

at vefical

properties

Brine volume showed a strong correlation with vertical 1R2-o.ee_0.99) and

horizontal ß2-0.79-0.85) ice emissivity. However, the cor¡elation between brine

volume and polarization ratios (i.e. pR(19) and pR(37)) was much weaker

(R2-0.41-0.55) and less significant (p value : 0.09-0.17).

A sensitivity study clearly showed the impact of temperature on ice emissivity. It

revealed that an ice surface temperature change from -2.1.c to _5.0"c can cause

a difference in vertical ice emissivity of up to 0.1 .

The effects of the observed variations in emissivities were examined for the ice

concentration retrieval. Results suggest that the low emissivity (i.e., e¡(lg or

19V) at the warnl stations resulted in about 55-% underestimation when the
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v1937 set (emissivity) was applied in rhe ABA algorithm. A bener ice

concentration was estimated when the vH37 set was applied, as the increasing

brine volume (in warmer temperature) similarly decreases the emissìvities at both

vertical and horizontal polarizations.

Nevertheless, I argue that the range of ice temperatures could be the significant

factor in estimating sea ice concentration, especially near the melting point (-2'c)

during early fall freeze-up.
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4.4. Relationship Between Microwave Radiometry and sea Ice

Albedo

4.4.l.Introduction

Sea ice albedo in climate models is mostly parameterìzed as a function of surface

temperature (Tç) and/or ice thickness (ft¡) (Cattle and C¡ossley, 1995; Hall,2004) or

precipitation and time (Melia,2002).In Cattle and Crossley (1995) (hereinafter cC95),

sea ice albedo is set to 0.8 at -10'C and linearly decrease to 0.5 at 0"C. In Hall (2004)

(hereinafter HA04), the sea ice albedo increases from a minimum value of 0.1 to a

maximum value of 0.8, as ice thickness increases from 0 m to 1 m and surface

temperafure decreases from 0"C to -10"C. The dependence on ice thickness (/z) has a

parabolic form, while the Î"¿-dependence is linear. In Mélia (2002),the sea ice albedo is

set to 0'71 for bare ice and to 0.50 for melting ice, and both the precipitation and time are

included in the parameterization scheme to account for an albedo change due to fresh

snowfall or melting.

only a few studies have examined the relationship between microwave

emission/backscattering and sea ice albedo (e.g., Barber and LeDrew, 1994; Grenfell et

al', 1998). A rather strong (Rt - 0.92) conelation was found between microwave

backscattering (5.3 GHz) and albedo (at 550 nm) (Barber and LeDr ew, r994),however a

weaker (Rt ' 0.58) conelation was found between microwave emission signafures

(vertical emissivities above 18.7 GHz) and albedo (at 550 nm) (Grenfell et al., t99g).

This weaker correlation was attributed to tlie opposite trend of microwave eniissivities

between thin bare and thicker snow-covered ice (Grenfell et al., l99g).
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In the seasonal or marginal ice zone, the simple sea ice albedo parameterization

schemes described above may fail to produce correct sea ice albedo estimates. For

instance, in-silu observations reveal that the sea ice albedo is more related to surface

condition rather than simply ice surface temperature (Tç) and/o¡ ice thickness (å) (Ehn

et al', 2007). On the other hand, space-born passive microwave sensors continuously

monitor ice extent and concentration ove¡ most of the Arctic Ocean independent of cloud

cover or solar zenith angle. Therefore, the retrieval of surface shortwave albedo from

passive microwave satellite data can aid future surface energy balance studies, if
sufficiently strong relationships can be found between the two. I examine the question of

whether a significant relationship between microwave emissions and albedo exists for

thin newly formed ice. Here I examine this question by statistically analy zing in-situ

measurements of spectral albedo (350-1050 nm) and microwave emissions (1g,37 and g5

GHz), collected as a part of Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES) during fall

freeze-up' I then compare the albedo estimated using the simple albedo parameterization

schemes CC95 and HA04 described above wirh in-sirtt and microwave-derived albedo. I

note that the results in this Section have been published in peer-reviewed literature

(Hwang et al., 2006, Relationships between sea ice albedo and microwave emissions

during fall freeze-up, Geophys. Res. Lett.,33,LlZs03, doi:10.102 g/2006GL027300).

4.4.2. Calculation of Sea fce Albedo

Nadir surface-leaving spectral radiance and incident irradiance was recorded. at

the 29 ice stations on 16 geographical locations (see Figure 3.1) using a dual-headed

spectroradiometer (FieldSpec, Analytical Spectral Devices Inc., Boulder, Colorado),
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which simultaneously measures radiation in the wavelength region 350-1050 nm with

two separate f,rber optic probes. The surface-leaving spectral albedo (ø^) was calculated

as described in Ehn et al- (2007) assuming a diffusely reflecting surface. This is a good

approximation for overcast conditions and certainly for a snow covered ice surface. The

broadband albedo (a¿) was calculated as

o, :1,"ï,o 
^E ̂ d)" 

+ i {: n^] l 
"ï: 

n ^, 14.61

where ø, is the albedo at infrared wavelengths. Assuming that the percentage of incident

shortwave irradiance above 1050 nm is around 10% during overcast conditions (Allison

et al., 1993),8q.14.61reduces ro

au : 0.9.Gn,¿ * 0.1 .a,, 
, 14.71

where ao,¿ indicafes the albedo integrated over the 350-1050 nm range, and. a¡,.a constant

value. To obtain an uncertainty in ctp,wa follow Allison et al. (1993) and set the upper

limit of a¡,' to olsss¡n' and the lower limit to zero. Thus the mean uncertainty was found to

be *0.002 (or 2.7%) for bare ice and =0.01g (or 3.g%) for the sno\¡/-covered ice.

4.4.3. Thin Sea Ice Classification

A total of 33 ice stations were categorized into three different ice types largely

determined by their surface conditions. This classification is based on the fact that both
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albedo and microwave emissions are very sensitive to the surface condition of the sea ice

(see Section 4.2; Ehn et al., 2007; Hwang et al., 2007). The three ice types are bare nilas

(BN), thin (less than 2 cm) snow-covered ice (TS), and thick (more than 2 cm) snow

covered ice (KS). The ranges of sea ice thickness for BN, TS, and KS are 0.05_0.14 m,

0.11-0.29 m, and 0.14-0.38 m, respectively.

In general, ice thickness (å¡) increases in conjunction with decreasing ice surface

temperature (z'¡") from the BN, to the TS and to the KS sites. The h¡ values at the BN

sites are statistically different from those at the TS sites (t-test, p-value < 0.01). This is

likely because the sea ice at the BN site is too thin to support a sno,ù/ cover on top of it. h¡

is statistically quite similar between the TS and KS sites (t-test, p-value-0.g). On the

other hand, the Tç is not found to differ between the BN and TS sites (t-test, p-

value-O'2), but is significantly different between the TS and KS sites (t-test, p-

value-0.02). The separability of h¡ and. Tç is meaningful in albedo parameterization.

Albedo parameterizations using only Z"¡ would differentiate the albedo values between

the TS and KS sites, but not between the BN and TS sites. parameterizations using only

/z¡ would differentiate the albedo values between the BN and TS sites, but not between

the TS and KS sites.

The three ice types have distinctive microwave and optical characte¡istics in terms

of PRs and spectral albedo (ar) (Figure 4.15). In terms of microwave emission

characteristics, using PR(l9) the BN sites are well separable from the TS sites (t-test, p

value < 0'001) or from the KS (t-test, p value < 0.001) sites. At higher frequencies, the

separability between the BN and TS sites become weak (p value - 0.14 for pR(37), p

value - 0'91 for PR(85)), because the higher frequencies have shorter penetration depths
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and are thus more readily affected by variable surface conditions (Grenfell et al., 199g;

Hwang eT a1.,2007a). Between the BN and KS sites, the separability become strong even

using the PR(37) (p value < 0.001), bur nor when using the pR(gs) (p value -0.62).using

optical characteristics, the BN sites can be separated from the TS sites based on the result

of a t-test using the albedo at 531 nm (ø537) (p value < 0.01). The t-test has not been

applied between the TS and KS sites, as only one KS site is available.

The separability among the three ice types using PRs and a^is explained by the

absorption and scattering mechanisms in microwave and shortwave wavelengths. The

distinctive PRs between the BN and TS sites are due to contrasting dielectric properties

(see Section 4.2; Hwang et a1.,2007a). At the BN sites, the large pR(I9) is caused by the

high complex permittivity in the hyper-saline surface layer (leading to Fresnel-like

reflection at the ice surface) or by optically (in the microwave region) thin sea ice (e.g.,

station 2008). The addition of brine-wetted snow at the TS sites increases the absorption,

resulting in low PRs (see section 4.2;HwangeT a1.,2007a). At the KS sites, volume

scattering in the sno\¡/ cover takes a dominant role and further decrease pRs (Grenfell et

al., 1998).

The differences seen in cr^ are explained in a much similar way. At the BN sites,

the low G^ are attributed to the occurrence of optically thin sea ice or, for longer

wavelengths, the presence of a brine wet slush layer on the ice surface that increases

absorption (Ehn et a1.,2007). The increase in a^at the TS and KS sites is due to the

presence of snow, which increases the near-surface scattering, resulting in more

shortwave radiation being reflected (Ehn et ar., 2007). At the BN sites, the a^ in the

visible wavelength (400-780 nm) varied from 0.02 up to 0.16, but the a^around 970 nm
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varied only between 0.02 and 0.025 with the exception of one site (station IZ4C).
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Figure 4.15 (a) Polarization ratios (PRs) and (b) spectral albedo (o^) for three ice types:
bare ice (BN), thin snow cover (TS) and thick snow cover (KS). The gray shaded are
indicate the one standard deviation around the mean.
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4.4.4. Statistical Relationships

Figure 4.16a shows the statistical characteristics befween pR(l9) and, as, and

associated standard devìation error bars. Clearly the three ice types are well defined by

the combination of PR(19) and qa. Another notable feature in Figure 4.16a is that ag

exponentially increases as the PR(19) dec¡eases. Similar relationships were found

between PR(19) and asst and as5s (not shown here). A similar strong relationship was

found between the PR(l9) and as (R2:0.96) for the coincident sites (Figure 4.16b). The

regression curve for the coincident case is steeper relative to that for the categorized case

(Figure 4-16a). This steeper curve is likely due to the two data points (i.e., station s l24EI

and 12482) in which PR(l9)s become smaller while qn remains small. The cause of the

low PR( I 9) at the stations I 24E I and 2 is not clear, but is likely relared to effects of local

surface roughness or ice microstructure (i.e., formation of snow-ice). When these two

points are removed from the regression analysis, the regression results follow more

closely that from the categorized case. At higher frequencies (i.e.,37 and g5 GHz), the

regression analysis failed, because G,B roo rapidly increases from 0.06 to 0.7 in a very

short range of PR(37) or PR(85) (not shown here). This is related to the fact that higher

frequencies have shorter penetration depths, and are thus more readily affected by surface

conditions (e.g., snow or frost flower) (Grenfell et al., 199g).
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4.4.5. Comparison with Albedo parameterizations

The CC95 and HA04 albedo parameterization values are compared to in-situ

values in Figure 4'17a. The cc95 scheme (purely surface temperature dependent)

overestimates the albedo for BN ice types (i.e., thin bare ice with low albedo an < 0.4),

while being comparable to the in-situ values for KS ice types (i.e., thick snow-covered

ice with a high albedo an > 0.6) (Figure 4.17a).In contrast, rhe HA04 (borh surface

temperafure and ice thickness dependent) values are comparable to fhe in-situ values for

low albedo ice' but underestimates values for high albedo ice (Figure 4.17a).comparison

between microwave-derived and the two param eterized d'.r show a similar pattern

(Figure 4'17b)' The underestimation of albedo using the cc95 parameterization scheme

is due to the fact that it is more focused on thicker snow-covered sea ice than thin newly

formed sea ice' optically thick snow generally occurs during winter/spring period over

first-year and multi-year ice before melting. A sea ice thickness-dependence included in

the HA04 scheme results in a better agreement between parameterized and microwave

albedo for low albedo cases (Figure 4.17). However, it fails to account for the effects of
snow on thin newly formed sea ice, which can significantly increase albedo. The lower

albedo estimates using the HA04 compared to in-situ (or microwave albedo) for higher

albedo ice (i.e., snow covered thin ice) clearly shows this effect (Figure 4.r7).
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4.4.6. Conclusions

This study examines the relationship between thin newly formed sea ice albedo

and microwave emissions using in-situ measurements collected between October l9 and

November 13,2003 in the Cape Bathurst Polynya, the southern Beaufort Sea. A total 33

ice stations are categorized into three ice types: bare nilas (BN), thin (< 2 cm) snow_

covered ice (TS) and thick (> 2 cm) snow-covered ice (KS). Spectral albedo was

measured on 29 of these ice stations, while 23 included microwave measurements. At g

stations, spectral albedo and microwave emission were measured coincidentally.

The BN, TS and KS sites are statistically distinguishable using the pR(19) (t-rest,

p-value < 0'001). Similarly the albedo at 531 nm (a537) are statistically differeni among

the three ice fypes (t-test, p-value < 0.01). For both the categorized andcoincident cases,

statistical relationships exist between the PR(19) and broadband albedo (or) (Rt - 0.96)

(see Figure 4.16) giving the possibility of using pR(l9) to improve albedo

parameterizations in climate models for treatment of the fall freeze-r:p period in the

seasonal or marginal ice zones. However, the higher frequencies (i.e., 37 and g5 GHz),

gave no statistically significant relationship with albedo.

The ø¿s estimated using the two parameterization schemes CC95 and HA04 (i.e.,

Cattle and C¡ossley, 1995; Hall,2004) were compared to i7-situ as well as microwave-

derived c[es' Here the microwave-derived d¡s w€r€ de¡ived using the relationship

between the PR(l9) and as found in this study (Figure 4.16b). The results showed that

the temperature-dependent CC95 scheme overestimat€s d¡s over thin sea ice relative to

in-situ and microwave-derived a¿s, while the temperature-and-thickness dependent
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HA04 scheme underestimates c,ns over thicker snow-covered ice. Thus, when

considering the fall freeze-up period, the assimilation of satellite passive mic¡owave data

into climate models could be considered in order to improve the treatment of surface

albedo. At present, the application of satellite passive microwave data is difficult over

spatially heterogeneous surface, due to the large footprint of satellite microwave

radiometers. However, the results of this study may be valuable as advances in satellite

microwave radiometers allow better spatial resolution or when future shrdies improve the

treatment of the sub-pixel problem.

4.5. Conclusions and Summary

In Sections 4.2-4.4, important factors affecting microwave-thermophysical

interactions of various newly formed sea ice types were found. Statistical relationships

between radiometric signatures and sea ice geophysical and albedo were explored. The

relationships found in chapter 4 are depicted in Figure 4.18. I will give a concise answer

for each question followed by a more detaired expranation.

Question (1): The radiometric signatures distinguished

covered ice. The distinguishing factor was v/et snow

affected the microwave signatures.

between bare and snow-

cover that significantly

In Section

using polarization

4.2,1 found that

ratios (PRs). The

bare thin ice was separable

distinction between the two

from snow-covered ice

ice types was attributed
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to the moderate liquid (brine or freshwater) content (liquid fraction -0.02-0.04) within

snow cover that significantly depolarized the microwave signatures relative to bare ice.

Question (2): The radiometric signatures (pR(I9), R37, GRV) were statistically

correlated to bare ice thickness and snow thickness (section 4.2), and also

correlated to brine volume on bare ice surface (Section 4.3). The limiting factors

were the presence of wet snow cover and dense frost flowers that destroyed these

correlations that existed for bare ice.

In Section 4.2 there was an exponential relationship between microwave R37 and

bare ice thickness very comparable to that reported by Martin et al. (2004). This was

ascribed to the reduction of bare ice surface salinity based on both observational and

modeling sfudies. However the relationship quickly became invalid for even thin snow

covered ice, due to significant impact of thin wet snow on microwave signatures. Thin

snow (:0'02-0.13 m) thickness was significantly corelated with the spectral gradienr

ratios GRV(85,19) (R2:0.55, p-value<0.05) and GRV(SS,37) (R2:0.66, p_value<O.05),

but not with GRV(37,19) (R2:0.19, p-value>O.2).

In Section 4.3 significant correlations were observed between brine volume and

ice emissivity over bare ice (R2:0.8, p-value < 0.05). These correlations resulted in a

difference of 0.i in microwave ice emissivity between warm (above -3"C) and cold

(below -3'C) stations. This was because of the impact of ice temperature on brine

volume, dielectric properties as well as ice emissivities. A modeling study using the

many layers SFT model demonstrated that decreasing ice temperatu¡es from -2.1 to -
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5-0'C explained the observed difference of 0.1 in ice emissivity. The results suggested

that the temperature of thin bare ice could be the critical factor in determining ice

emissivity near the melting point (-2'C), and a slight decrease in ice temperature (i.e.,

from -2 to -5"C) significantly reduced the brine volume, thus resulting in high ice

emissivity.

Question (3): Microwave PR(19) was statistically correlated with sea ice albedo

over newly formed sea ice ß2 - 0.96). Albedo parameterizations used in climate

models could significantly underestimate the albedo over thin ice and

overestimate the albedo over thick snow-covered ice. Assimilation of microwave

PR(19) could be usefulin reducing effors in climate models.

In Section 4.3, regression analysis showed that statistically significant

relationships existed between the microwave PR(19) and sea ice albedo. The albedo

derived from the relationship with the PR(19) was compared to the albedo calculated

from two parameTerization schemes used in the climate models. The results showed that

the parameterized albedo was signifìcantly underestimated over thin ice and

overestimated over thick snow-covered ice in comparison to both the in-situ and

microwave-derived albedo. This study suggested that assimilation of satellite passive

microwave data should be considered in order to improve the parameterization of surface

albedo in climate models.

In Chapter 4, I have identified the relationships between microwave brightness

temperafure and the thermophysical and radiative state of newly formed sea ice to
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address sub-objective (1)' The results confirmed and extended previous investigations

into the complex interactions among geophysics, thermodynamics, dielectrics and passive

microwave signatures over newly formed sea ice. In Chapter 5, I will continue to

examine the interactions between microwave brightness temperaure and the

thermophysical and radiative state of snow covered sea ice during winter to spring melt

season, which is the other significant climate period considered in my dissertation.
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chapter 5 : Microwave Radiometry and spring period

Geophysics

5.1. Introduction

In the previous Chapter, I presented detailed in-situ studies on the relationships

between passive microwave signatures and the thermophysical and radiative properties of

newly formed sea ice during the fall period. In this chapter, I continue to conduct the in-

sila studies on these relationships during the spring melt period. I rely on spring f,ield data

collected at the over-wintering site over landfast fìrst-year ice, as described in chapter 3

(section 3'4)' During the winter to spring transition, energy fluxes vary significantly as

do the thermophysical and radiative properties of snow-covered sea ice. Therefore, the

relationships can be investigated according to temporal evolution rather than according to

ice types as was done during the fall period. It is also useful to divide the period into

several stages according to characteristic changes in these properties to address the

relationships.

This Chapter addresses sub-objective (2) stated in Chaprer I (Section 1.2). The

pertinent scientific questions are:

l) How do microwave brightness temperatu¡es and

radiative properties of snow_covered Fy ice evolve

transition? What are the important events that

properties?

the thermophysical and

during winter to spring

significantly alter both
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2) How do these events affect the relationships between microwave brightness

temperatures and the thermophysical and radiative properties of snow covered

sea ice?

3) How do these relationships affect satellite algorithms in monitoring spring

melt processes?

Question (l) is necessary to address sub-objectiv e two (2). To deal with question

(l) it is useful to divide the spring period into several stages according to characteristic

thermophysical and microwave radiometric changes. This temporal analysis can help to

identify critical events affecting the microwave-thermophysical interactions. The nature

of therelationships according to the critical events is addressed in question (2). euestion

(3) firrther expands on question (2) anddiscusses the relationships with respect to satellite

algorithms.
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5.2. Temporal Examination of Microwave and rhermophysical

and Radiative Properties over the Snow-covered First-year sea

Ice

S.2.l.Introduction

The changes in thermophysical and radiative state of snow-covered sea ice are

closely related to the rates of spring melt. Due to the complexity of spring melt, this

period is often divided into several stages: early melt, melt onset, advanced melt, and

ponding (Livingstone et al., 7987;Yackel,200l). Each stage is defined by characteristic

changes in thermophysical properties (i.e., temperature, wetness, density) and microwave

scattering/emission signatures in snow and sea ice. Early melt is defined by a diurnal

cycling of phase changes of water from solid to liquid. Melt onset occurs when liquid

water is continuously present in the snowpack throughout the diurnal cycle (i.e., snow

wetness - 1-2%) (Yackel, 2001), but not yet at a level to allow drainage of the liquid

through the snowpack. This period is also often termed the pendular regime as the water

is held within the intersticies of the snowpack. The advanced melt stage is defined when

the proportion of water in liquid phase is sufficiently high to allow gravity drainage to

occur' This period is often termed the funicular regime as water volumes break intergrain

boundaries and drainage occurs towards the bottom of the snowpack (Barber and yackel,

1999)' This period also corresponds to the formation of large polymorphic aggregate

grains and the desalination of the basal layer of the snow volume (Colbeck , 19g6;
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Garrity, 1992; Batber and Yackel, 19gg). The ponding period occurs when melt ponds

form on the surface ofthe first year sea ice.

These changes in thermophysical properties closely link to electric (i.e., complex

permittivity) properties and in turn microwave scattering/emission. Variable liquid (liquid

water or brine) volume within the snowpack significantly affects the microwave

scattering/emission through the changes in complex permittivity. warmer temperature

during spring melt can increase brine volume in the snow basal layer, which can increase

the backscattering due to increased volume scattering (Barber and Nghiem , lggg). In

slightly wet snow, increased liquid content in the upper snowpack enhances surface

scattering mainly due to increased dielectric loss (imaginary part of complex permittivity)

(Livingstone and Drinkwater, lggl; Barber and LeDrew, 1994; Barber, 2005), and

increases the microwave emissivity (and in turn brightness temperafure (T3)) until the

funicular regime occurs (Foster et al., 1984; Garrify, lggz). This increase in dielectric

loss in the upper layer is mo¡e sensitive to backscattering than emission so that the melt

onset (i'e', pendular regime) dates estimated from satellite backscattering data tend to be

earlier than those estimated from satellite microwave brightness temperafures (Kwok et

a1.,2003).

Considerable knowledge, on the interactions between microwave

scattering/emissions and thermophysical properties, has been acquired from previous

studies, as stated above. Howevet, previous studies focus on microwave backscattering

interactions with terrestrial snow cover rather than snow on sea ice. In particular, the role

of brine on microwave brightness temperatures is still not clear and these interactions

have not been examined from the perspective of melt detection algorithms using space
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borne remote sensing data. In this section, I will elucidate the critical factors of snow

thermophysical properties that affect microwave brightness temperatures during spring

melt, and examine how these factors affect the melt indicators commonly used in the

passive microwave melt detection algorithms. For this, I analyzethe temporal evolution

of in-situ measurements of thermophysical properties and coincident microwave

brightness temperatures of landfast snow-covered first-year sea ice during spring melt,

collected during the spring fìeld program (Section 3.5). In addition, theoretical modeling

is conducted to explain the observed behavior of microwave brightness temperatures.

Throughout this sfudy I attempt to address the three questions proposed in Section 5.1. I
note that the results in this section have been published in the peer-reviewed literature

(Hwang er'al',2007' on detection of the thermophysical state of landfast first-year sea ice

using in-situ microwave emission during spring melt, Remote sens. Environ.,RSE-D-06-

00435R2, in press).

5.2.2. Temporal Evolutio n of ht_situ Data

Seasonal evolution of radiation fluxes, surface air temperature (7.) and snow/ice

interface temperature (2"¡) measured at 1300 local apparent time (LAT) showed

considerable diurnal and seasonal variability (Figure 5.1). over the period I increased

from -35"c to 5"c, varying with short-term warming and cooling events. The warming

(cooling) events were generally associated with high (low) downwelling longwave flux

(z¿)' Net all-wave flux (p*) started to become positive (i.e., flux toward trre snow

surface) around YD 90, and then showed a steady increase between yD I l0 and yD 120.

shortwave albedo (a) stayed in the range of 0.g to 0.g5 until yDr44,when a very abrupt
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decrease in a occur¡ed. Unfortunately no radiation flux data were available after yD

145'8, but aerial photography taken on YD 147 showed considerable snov/ melt (i.e.,

initial melt ponding) around the study area.

The study period was divided into eight characteristic periods; Wl, W2, W3, W4,

C7, C2, C3 and C4 based on the difference between snow/ice interface temperature (2,¡)

and air temperature (f) (Figure 5.r). Here 'w' denotes a wafin period (i.e., To> [¡) and

'C' a cool period (i.e., To S Z"). The number 7,2,3 and 4 denote the first, second, third

and fourth wann (or cool) periods, respectively. The Wl period spans yD 95-10g, the Cl

period YD 102-118, the w2 period yD ilg-126, the c2 period yD 126_131, the w3

period YD 131-134, the c3 period yD 134-140, the w4 period yD 140_146, and the c4

period YDl46-150.

The Wl and Cl periods are charact e¿rizedby a steady increase in downwelling

shortwave flux (K¿) and a steady decrease in albedo (a) (Figure 5.1). Strong diurnal

fluctuations of air and snow surface temperature were observed during the Cl period (not

shown here) under clear sky conditions (indicated by low downwelling longwave flux

(Z¿)). The period between theW2 and the C4 was marked by more scattered K¿ and, L¿,

mainly due to variable cloud conditions. The W2 period was characterizedby a sharp

increase in L¿ and a, which was caused by the thick low-level cloud and the occurrence

of fresh snowfall and a blowing snow event. The W4 period was marked by an increase

in 7} above 0"C, and an increase in L¿ up to 300 W m-2 while K¿ remained about 600 W

m-2' The W4 period was also marked by a sharp decrease in ø from yD 144 which

coincided with the occurrence of a rainstorm.
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s.2.2.1. Wl (YD 9s-t0s) and Cl (yD 103_tts)

The wl period was marked by high snow salinity (Ð in the mid and bottom

layers (Figure 5'2). The layer-averaged salinity increased up to 4 ppt in the mid layer and

more than 40 ppt in the bottom layer. The upper layer m, was measured at more than 2yo

on YD l0l, even when ?l remained below -10'C at the surface at local noon (yD

101'79) (Figure 5.3a). The observed high m,in the upper and mid layers is attributable to

both upward water vapor transfer along the temperature gradient and capillary suction

associared with the brine-rich (h> 20%) snow basal rayer (Langlois et ar.,2006). A

brine-rich snow basal layer can be formed by upward brine expulsion during growth of
young ice (e.g., weeks and Ackley,lgg2; Drinkwater and crocker, lggg; perovich and

Richter-Menge, 1994) and/or surface flooding associated with hydrostatic pressure (i.e.,

rise in freeboard)' The former mechanism is common in the Arctic f,rst-year ice, while

the latter event is common in the Antarctic but not in the Arctic (Barber and Massom,

2006)' The observed Z¿s showed large polarizarion differences (ôp) atboth 19 and,37

GHz (Figure 5.4), which can be explained by large e, and, e 
,, jn theupper and mid layers,

ultimately associated with the high moisture levels as described above (Figure 5.3a and

Figure 5.5).

Early part of the c2 period (i.e., YD 103 - YD 105) was marked by a decrease in

salinity in the bottom layer (Figure 5.2). This period corresponded to a noticeable

decrease in ôp at 19 GHz (i.e., T6(l9V)-Te(l9H)); ôp:l2K on yD 103 decreased ro

ôp:6K on YD 106 (Figure 5.4). This increase in óp is ascribed to the smaller e,,inthe

upper and mid layer that increases tlie penetration depth (Fig 5.3b and Figure 5.5). The
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combined effect is an increase in the volume scaftering and subsequent decrease in óp.

Another feature during this period is a lower TB(37V) and Te(g5) than those during the

Wl period, which are attributable to both colder Z" (Figure 5.2) and higher volume

scattering loss.
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s.2.2.2. W2 (YD tt$-tz6) ro C3 (yD 134_140)

At the end of the W2 period (i.e., YD 124.6),I observed a noticeable increase in

ôp at 19 GHz (ôp:14 K ar 19 GHz) (Figure 5.4). Unforh-rnately, no coincidenr physical

snow pit data we¡e available because of inclement weather (i.e., strong wind and blowing

snow), and therefore the physical cause of the increas e in ôp is not clear. However, it

should be noted that the large 6p was coincident with the occurrence of higher ø (Figure

5.2), which was associated with a blowing snow (strong wind (-lg m s-,) accompanying

fresh snowfall). The combination of strong wind and snowfall often creates a wind-slab

layer in the upper snowpack that is characterized by fine snow grains (0.3 to 0.g mm) and

high p" (-0.4 g cm 3¡ 
1st"m et a1.,2002). This rype of highly packed snow (i.e., high p")

may be responsible for the increase in ðp, through increases in ¿'. Further study would be

required to clarify this speculation.

At the end of the c2 period, the 4 profile was restored to a typical winter pattern

(i.e., colder snow surface) and p, in the upper and mid layers increased up to _0.4 g cm-3

(Figure 5'2)' This increase caused s'in the upper layer to increase up to 1.7 at all three

frequencies, while e"remained constant (Figure 5.5). Despite the increase in e,in the

upper layer, the observed Zrs did not show any significant change during this period

(Figure 5'4). This appears to contradict our speculation mentioned above that the

increasing p, would be responsible for larger ðp. The difference, though, exists befween

the w2 and c2 periods. In the c2 period, the z, in the upper layer are below _10"c and

the m, is too small to measure, but I note that a wet snowfall with To:-4.Ioc was
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recorded during the W2 period. This difference suggests that the larger ôp onyDl24 is

likely related to not only p" but also 2".

5.2.2.3. W4 (YD 140-146) and, C4 üD 146_150)

The W4 andC4 periods were subdivided into several distinct stages, based on the

changes in snow thermophysical properties. During YD 140-144, the z" consistently

remained above -5'C with small diurnal variations (Figure 5.1). The weather conditions

during this period consisted of wet snowfall and 100 percent stratus cloud cover.

5.2.2.3.1. Mett Onset (yD 144)

YD 144 was regarded as snow'melt onset', as muin the uppe¡ and mid layers

consistently remained near or above 2%o afterward (Figure 5.2). This hansitional point

was coincident with an increase in To of mo¡e than -5oC. Correspondingly, the observed

z6s slrowed a noticeable increase in ðp at 19 Gtzrelative to yD 143 (i.e., rrom ôp:3.2 K

on YD 143 to ôp:9'3 K YD 144) (Figure 5.4). This indicates rhat the melt onset signarure

is more related to an increase in óp (mainly caused by a decrease in Ts(l9H)), which is

related to an increase in s,,in the upper layer (Figure 5.5).

After YD 144 the snowpack remained isothermal even when intensive coolìng in

To (i.e', Ta - -70"c) occuned overnight on yD 144.5 (Figure 5.2),likely due to the

presence of water in liquid phase and the associated latent heat available from this water.

After this point 7} consistently increased and the reverse (i.e., warmer in the upper layer

than lower layer) in vertical L prof,rle became more evident (Figure 5.2). Theobserved
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Zrs showed corresponding increases in ép (Figure 6), due to the increases in both e,and

t" inthe upper layer (Figure 5.5).

5-2.2.3.2. Advanced MeIt (funicalar regime, percolation andfreezing (yD 145.60-IS0))

YD145.60 was marked by a rain event in which approximately 9 mm of liquid

water was received. On this day, the measurable mv was about 7o/oin the upper snowpack,

but the very surface of the snow was saturated (i.e., far greater than the measurement

range of the moisture meter). This clearly indicates the transition from pendular (i.e., melt

onset) to funicular regime at the surface layer (Colbeck, 1986). This transitional point

coincided with a very rapid increase in ôp in Z¿s (Figure 5.4). The ôps increased by about

17 K at 19 GHz and about 5 K at 37 GHz. These increases are credited to both increasing

e'and e" inThe upper and mid layers (Figure 5.5) which increases the reflectivity in the

upper snowpack, especially at Ts(H). On YD 145.6, the observed Z¿s at 85 GHz behaved

quite differently from those at the two lower frequencies, showing increases

corresponding to the increase in [, without any increase in ôp (Figure 5.4).

During YD 145.6-146.6, m, in the upper layer decreased over a period of 24

houts, whlle m,, in the mid layer remained high (Figure 5.2). The evolution of vertical z,
profile during this period more clearly showed this downward percolation of liquid water

(Figure 5.6), where rhe m, in the uppermost snowpack showed a sharp decrease from yD

145.9 to 146.6. During this 24-hour period, the ôp in las gradually decreased (Figure

5.4), and this dec¡ease is credited to the decrease in both t'and t" in fhe upper layer

(Figure 5.5).
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After the percolation of the liquid water, an intense freezing occur¡ed in the upper

snowpack on YD 146'6. Across this point, zo decreased up to -12,c during cold and

clear nights. Intense freezing in the drained upper snowpack formed large (> 5 mm),

cluste¡ed melt-freeze.snow grains (colbeck, 1986). The layer of melt-freeze snow grains

was about 50 mm thick on YD 146.2, and thickened to 160 mm thick on yD 146.6.

surface crust of l0 mm thick was also observed on yD 146.2 o,and thickened to 20 mm

on YD 146'6, and again to 40 mm thick on YD 147.5.Ice lens were also observed within

the snowpack during this period.

on YD146 '6, the observed 7¿s showed a sharp decrease at all three frequencies

(Figure 5'4). The r¡s were decreased by about 14Kat 19 GHz,about 3r K at 37 GHz,

and about 64Kat 85 GHz. ôp at 19 and37 GHz were increased by about l0 K and 5 K at

l9 and 37 GHa respectively. The rapid decrease in Tss (Figure 5.4) is attributable to a

decrease in s in the upper layer that increases the penetration depth (i.e., more volume

scattering)' Large melt-freeze snow grains can also significantly enhance the volume

scattering loss. The increases in ôp are attributable to two factors. One is the increased

reflectivity due to thickening of surface crust and formation of ice lenses (Mafzler et al.

1984)' The other is the increasing brine volume in the mid layer (i.e., increasing e 
,and

e ') (Figure 5.5).
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5.2.3. Model Simulations

The in-situ analysis revealed five important microwave-physical linkages,

namely: 'brine-rich', 'blowing snow', 'melt onset', ,funicular, 
and,freezing,. The brine_

rich case refers to the occulÏence ofbrine-rich snow basal layer and associated increases

in snow wetness (m,) in the upper and mid snowpack during the w1 period (see section

5'2'2'1)' The blowing snow case refers to a combination of strong winds and blowing

snow which I suspect formed a dense snow layer during the w2 period (see Section

5'2'2'2)' The melt onset case refers to the point when rz,, consistently remain s above 2o/o

and the funicular regime refers the point when the m, values exceed 7%o inthe upper

snowpack' The latter is related to a rain event during the W4 period (see Section 5.2.2.3).

Freezing occurred as the supersaturated liquid water was drained from the upper layer

where large clustered melt-f¡eeze snow grains were formed during the c4 period (see

Section 5.2.2.3).

The microwave characteristics of the five events noted above are summarized in

Figure 5'7' Before melt onset, most data points are clustered around the cross point

between the 5 K 
^TB(H) 

and 260 K TB(r 9Fr) and between rhe -0.005 xpGR and 260 K
TB(19H) (marked by grey-tone cross in Figure 5.7). Here using eirher 

^TB(H) 
or XpGR,

the melt onset is not distinctive from either the b¡ine-rich or blowing snow case, however

they become distinctive by additional use of Te(l9H) (Figure 5.7). The funicular regime

is clearly distinctive from those two occasions by using either 
^TB(H) 

or XpGR (Figure

5'7)' The freezing data points are quite distinctive from any other points by a combination

of either 
^TB(H) 

and Ts(l9H) or XpGR and rs(l9H) (Figure 5.7). The resulrs indicate
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the limit of melt onset detection using 
^TB(H) 

or XpGR alone. However, it should be

noted that this particular study is based on a single point observation over smooth

landfast fìrst-year sea ice and more studies are required to examine this issue further.

To further illuminate the processes controlling the microwave emission

mechanism, I used the many layer SFT model. For the simulation, I used two fixed snow

temperature (z') profiles. The temperature profile I (hereinafter Tt) had an airlsnow

interface temperature of -18'c and linearly inc¡eased to -8'c at the snow/ice interface

that' based on the observation, is typical fo¡ the brine-rich case. The snow temperature

profile 2 (hereinafterT2) had an isothermal temperature at -6octhat was likely typical of
blowing snow and melt onset cases. In fact, no in-situ snow sampling was available

during the blowing snow event (YD 124), but the snow temperafure on proximate dates

(i'e'' YD 121'7 and YD 126.8) measured approximately isothermal temperatures of -6oc.

Three sets of model simulations were conducted: i) simulations for melt onset to

fllnicular transition, ii) the brine-rich event and iii) the blowing snow event. Transition

from melt onset to the funicular regime (hereinafter melt onset-funicular) was simulated

by increasing snow wetness (m,) throughout the snowpack using the T2 profile. This

simulation consisted of five model runs with different snow \¡/etness: tny : 0.5%o, r.5%o,

3 '0o/o' 7 'jYo and 15 '0% respectively. For the brine-rich event, I used the Tl temperature

profile and used snow wetness corresponding to 0.5%o, 1.5o/o, and3.\yo,nicely covering

the observed range in snow wetness. The blowing snow event was simulated by

increasing snow density (ø:0.33 g cm-3, 0.35 g cm-j and 0.40 gcm-3¡ at the snow surface

layer and holding the snow wetness constant at m,,:0.5%o. t, and, t,, for the three

simulations are presented in Figure 5.g. All other parameters were kept constant.
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To further illuminate the thermophysical processes controlling the microwave

brightness temperatures I used the many layer SFT model. For the simulation, I used two

fixed snow temperature ([) prof,rles. The temperafure profile I (hereinafter Tl) had an

airlsnow interface temperature of -18'c and linearly increased to -g"c at the snow/ice

interface that, based on the observation, is fypical for the brine-rich case. The snow

temperature profile 2 (hereinafter T2) had an isothermal temperature at -6"c that was

likely typical of blowing snow and melt onset cases. In fact, no in-situ snow sampling

was available during the blowing snow event (YD 124), but the snow temperature on

proximate dates (i'e', YD l2l .7 and YD 126.8) measured approximately isothermal

temperatures of -6"C.

Three sets of model simulations were conducted: i) simulations for melt onset to

funicular transition, ii) the brine-rich event and iii) the blowing snow event. Transition

from melt onset to the funicular regime (hereinafter melt onset-funicular) was simulated

by increasing snow wetness (m,) throughout the snowpack using the T2 profìle. This

simulation consisted of five model runs with different snow wetness: r7?r, :0.5o/o, r.5o/o,

3'jyo'7'\Yo and 15'0% respectively- For the brine-rich event, I used the Tl temperature

profile and used snow wetness corresponding To 0.5%o, r.5%o, and 3.}yo,nicery covering

the observed range in snow wetness. The blowing snow event was simulated by

increasing snow density (p,:0.33 g cm-3,0.35 g cm-3 and 0.40 gcm-r¡ ut the snow surface

layer and holding the snow wetness constant at m,:0.5%o. e, and t,, foÍ the three

simulations are presented in Figure 5.g. All other parameters we¡e kept constant.
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5.2.3.1. Melt Onset to Funicular

In the melt onset-funicurar simuration, noticeable changes in both ÂTs(H) and

XPGR were observed as mu increased from 0.5%o (run 1) to 1.5%o (run 2) (Figure 5.9),

demonstrating the impact of a slight increase in m" (_1.5 o/o) onthese values. Note that the

changes in modeled values from the model run 1 to 2 are relafively comparable to the

changes in in-situ values from pre-melt onset cluster (marked by the cross in Figure 5.9)

to the melt onset. For example, the modeled 
^TB(H) 

was decreased from g.5 K for the

model run I to -1.6 K for the model run 2 (i.e., decreased by 6.9 K) and the in-situ

^TB(H) 
was decreased from 5 K for the pre-melt cluster to -2.2K for the melt onset (i.e.,

decreased by 7.2 K). similar resurts were also found for XpGR.

For the model runs 2-3' the modeled 
^TB(H) 

values become comparable to the in-

situ melt onset value, while the modeled TB(l9H) was lowe¡ than the observed value by

-ll K (Figure lOa). Note that the m,values for the model runs 2_3 (i.e., I .5_3.0%o) are

comparable with the observed m, (-2o/o) in the upper and mid layers during the melt onset

case (see Figure 5.2)- rt is also worthy to note that the difference in Ts(l9H) between the

melt onset and the model run 3 (i-e., -11 K) is relatively comparable to the difference in

TB(I9H) between the pre-melt cluster and the model run 1 (-9 K). For the model run 5

(i'e', mu:I5'0o/o), the modeled XPGR and Ts(19H) are comparable to observed values

within the snow funicular regime, but not for ÂTs(H) (see Figure 5.9a and b).

Our results show that the model simulations generally agree with the

observations. Some absolute differences existed between modeled and observed values,

and are possibl¡r attributable to the limitations of the many layers SFT modei
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(Winebrenner et al., lg92). However, the model adequately

changes by increase d m,, as observed in the in-situ data,

evolution correctly.

simulated the magnitude of

and captured the temporal

5.2.3.2. Brine-rich and Blowing Snow

In the brine-rich simulation results, for the model runs 2-3, the modeled 
^TB(H)

and XPGR become comparable to the in-situ brine-rich values (marked by patterned

ovals in Figure 5'9a and b). These results are similar to those observed for the melt onset-

funicular simulation' This indicates that increased rzu associated with brine-rich s'ow

basal snow had a similar impact on ÀTn(H) and XpGR to the increases in løu by snow

melt' This result supports the argument, based on in-situ observation, that the use of
TB(l9H) could be useful in delineating the melt onset signal from the brine-rich signal.

In the blowing snow simuration, both modeled ars(H) and XpGR showed a

noticeable change as p" increased from 0.35 g cm-, 1run l) to 0.40 g cm-3 (run 2) (Figure

5'9a-b), and become more comparable to observed value during blowing snow events

(marked by patterned oval in Figure 5.9a and b). However, the modeled XpGR became

larger than the observed (Figure 5.9b). The modeled TB(I9H) agreed with the in_situ

value' This ¡elatively strong agreement between model and in-situ data is likely

attributable to the increased contribution of surface reflectivity (i.e., Fresnel-like

reflection) due to the increase d, e'at the snow surface (see Figure 5.gc). The model results

generally support the argument that the noticeable changes in microwave radiometry (i.e.,

ôp) are likely caused by the increased p" in wind_packed snow.
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5.2.4. Conclusions

The results in this Chapter showed the significant relationships between microwave

radiometry and the thermophysical and radiative properties of snow covered sea ice

during spring melt period. These relationships were identified by the characteristic five

events: 'brine-rich', 'blowing snow', 'melt onset,, ,funicular, and ,freezing,. 
The brine_

rich snow basal layer was associated with increases in snow wetness (during wl) that

could signifìcantly increase dielectric loss (eJ in the upper and mid layers, which in turn

increased polarization difference (ðp) in 19 and 37 GHz. Cold air temperature (during

cl) froze the upper and mid snowpack, and decreased €,, in the upper layer which

enhanced the volume scattering and in turn decreased óp. The blowing snow event was

associated with the formation of dense wind-packed layer ìn slightly wet snow (during

w2)' This considerably increased the snow density (p,) atthe snow surface layer that

could result in high s'in the snow surface layer and corresponding increase in ôp at 19

GHz and 37 GHZ A sustained warming (during w4) of the snowpack above -5oC caused

melt onset, defined as the continuous presence of liquid water in the upper layer of the

snow cover. This melt onset corresponded to increased, ðp up to 9.3 K at 19 GHz. The

occumence of a funicular regime (during W4) in the uppermost snowpack considerably

increased the ôp at 19 and 37 GHz (up to 17 K at 19 GHz), which was ascribed to an

abrupt increase in e" in the uppermost snowpack. Within the funicular regime large melr

freeze snow grains and snow crust/ice lens were formed within the snowpack. These

factors increased the volume scattering loss (i.e., decrease Tns atthe higher frequencies),

and increase óp.
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Both observational and modeling studies ¡evealed that the effects of the brine-rich

snow basal layer resulted in ÂTs(H) and XPGR values which were very close to those for

melt onset- These values were due to the fact that complex permittivity (e), in the brine-

rich case, increased as much as the melt onset values. However, the brine-rich case could

be separable from the melt onset case by using TB(I9H) values, as the brine-rich snow

basal layer occurred at much colder snow temperatures than the melt onset. Blowing

snow (i'e', wind-packed snow) was characterized. by increasin1 p, and consequent

increase in e'in the snow surface layer. The model results demonstrated the effects of

increasing p,, although the simulated ÂTs(H) and XpGR were slightly different from the

observed values. At the same time, the simulation results also showed that the Ts(l9H)

for blowing snow would be lower than that of melt onset. The funicular regime was

unambiguously detectable by the ATg(H) or XPGR value in each case examined.

Freezing is also clearly detectable using a combination of ÀTs(H) and Ts(l9H) and/or

XPGR and Ts(19H).

I found that the factors described above (i.e., brine-rich snow basal layer, wind-

packed dense snow surface layer and melt and funicular onsets) are the critical factors in

estimating snow melt process using microwave radiometry. The results suggests that the

absolute value of TB(l9H) would be a good indicator along with 
^TB(H) 

(or XpGR) to

delineate the melt onset unambiguously from other events (i.e., a brine-rich and blowing

snow), and that a funicular regime would be clearly detectable by either ÂTs(H) or

XPGR unambiguously.
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5.3. Conclusions and summary

In Section 5.2 temporal variation s of in-sitz.r thermophysical, radiative and

microwave radiometric properties of snow-covered first-year ice were examined. Critical

events affecting these properties were identified. The impacts of these events on typical

melt detection indicators were also discussed. I will give a concise answer for each

question followed by a more detailed explanation.

Question l: considerable changes in both thermophysical and microwave

radiometric properties were observed during winter to spring transition. Five

events affecting these properties were identified: brine-rich, blowing snow, melt

onset, the onset of funicular regime, and freezing.

In section 5.2.2 the temporal variations of both thermophysical and microwave

radiometric properties were analyzed. The results clearly showed that all-important

electro-thermophysical properties change as a function of the surface energy fluxes over

the period of dry to saturated snow. From the temporal analysis, I identified the five

major events affecting those properties: brine-rich, blowing snow, melt onset, the onset of

funicular regime, and freezing. A brine-rich snow basal layer considerably increased the

snow wefness in the upper and mid layers, resulting in a significant increase in complex

permittivity that in turn increased polarization difference (óp) at l9 and 37 GHz. A dense

(- 0.40 g cm-3) wind-packed snow surface layer, during a blowing snow event, was found

to increase the surface albedo (a) and permittivity Q) that in turn increased óp. Melt

onset caused by sustained warming (above -5"C) corresponded to increased ôp of -9 K aï
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19 GHz The most dramatic increase in both a and. dp (up to 17 K at 19 GHz) coincided

with the occurrence of a rainstorm. During a freezing, melt-freeze events enlarged snow

grains and led to formation of ice lenses and layers within the snow, thereby significantly

decreasing microwave Tss.

Question 2: These five events signifîcantly affected the relationships between

mic¡owave radiometry and the thermophysical and radiative properties of snow

covered sea ice. complex permittivity played a significant role in these

relationships (see Figure 5.10 for the summary).

During the three events (brine-rich, melt onset and funicular), increasing snow

wetness (m',) significantly affected complex permittivity (e) of snowpack. During brine-

rich and melt onset events, the increase in m, in the upper and mid layers was moderate

(-1-2%) as did s in the upper and mid layers. As a result, the increase in óp was moderate

(-5 K). During the funicular event, the increase in m,, in the upper snowpack was very

large (more thanT o/o) and,the corresponding increase in 8"was significant. This caused

significant increase in polarization differen ce (ôp) (up to l7 K).

The blowing snow and freezing events were associated with inc¡ease in snow

density and snow metamorphism (grain size, surface crust and ice lens), respectively. The

blowing snow event caused a wind-packed layer in a slightly wet snowpa ck (m,,-0.5%)

that had a high snow density (-0.a g cm-3).This resulted in increase in s,and in turn ðp.

The magnitude of the increase in ðp caused by increasing p, during the blowing snow

event was comparable with those caused by increasing m,, during the brine rich and melt
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onset events' During the freezing event the decrease of saturated water in the upper

snowpack results in significant increase in snow grain size and formation of surface crust

and ice lenses' The former factor decreased s and thus increased volume scattering losses.

The latter two factors increased s'andthus increased reflectivity between interfaces. The

combination showed the dec¡eases in Z¡s but increases in ôp.
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Question 3: These five factors were signif,rcant for detecting different stages of
spring melt processes using fypicar melt indicators (i.e., 

^TB(H) 
and XpGR). The

funicular stage was detectable using these indicators, but brine_rìch, blowing

snow' melt onset and freezing were ambiguous. An additional variable such as

TB(l9H) was necessary to.detect the events.

Five factors were critical to the mert indicators (ì.e., 
^TB(H) 

(TB(19H)_TB(37H)

and XPGR ([TB(19H)-TB(37V)]4TB(l9H)+TB(37v)l)) commonly used in rhe sareuire

melt detection algorithms. The results suggested that the absolute value of TB(tgH)

would be a good indicator along with 
^TB(H) 

(or XPGR) to delineate the melt onset from

ambiguous events (i.e., a brine-rich slush layer or wind-packed layer). The funicular stage

of snow melt on sea ice courd be unambiguously detected by either 
^TB(H) 

or XpGR.

The findings in this chapter are representative of thermophysical-microwave

radiometric characteristics over smooth first-year, which accounts for a growing

proportion of the total ice in the Arctic as we loose the multiyear sea ice. However, sea

ice types and conditions are highly variable in space and time, and this in-sitztstudy may

not be applicable for other ice fypes (i.e., murti-year ice, rafted or ridged ice).

Development of satellite algorithm needs to account for spatial heterogeneity of variable

ice types' In chapter 6' I deal with this scaling problem (i.e., spatial heterogeneity) using

multi-scale data sets (from surface scale to sate
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chapter 6 : Scaling Effects on sateltite sea rce

Algorithms

6.1. Introduction

In Chapters 4 and 5, in-siltr studies on the relationships between microwave

brightness temperatures and sea ice thermophysicavradiative properties during the fall

and spring seasons were addressed. The in-situ relationships identified in Chapters 4 and

5 provided some answers for my scientific question; what are the possibilities and

limitations of the use of microwave radiometry in estimating the thermophysical state of
snow covered sea ice, especially during fall and spring periods? However, satellite

radiometry includes contributions from the atmosphere and different surface types within

the footprint' In developing satellite sea ice algorithms, therefore, both atmospheric

effects and spatial heterogeneity within the footprint (hereinafter sub-pixel heterogeneity)

must be taken into account (hereinafter the ,scaling problem,).

This Chapter addresses sub-objective (3) srated in Section 1.2. The pertinent

questions are:

what ¡ole does the atmosphere over homogeneous thin ice play in retrieving

thermophysical state information from satellite-scale brightness temperatures?

what role does sub-pixel heterogeneity play in sateilite-scale brightness

temperafures?

1)

2)
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3) what role does sub-pixel heterogeneify play in retrieving thermophysical state

information from satellite brightness temperatu¡e data?

Brightness temperafure observed at satellite radiometers is a combination of the

atmospheric emission, surface emissivity, and spatial heterogeneity. The various

combinations of these effects can result in complex ensembles of microwave emission

from various ice surfaces. In addressing scaling issue of sub-objective (3), therefore,

these factors need to be addressed separately. Ice emissivity can be characterjzed by ice

types (Eppler et al', 1992) and can be also affected by certain thermophysical factors.

Increasing emission from moist cloud or fog can signifìcantly affect the satellite

radiometry at high frequencies (e.g., Liu and curry, 2003). The impacts of these factors

need to be understood prior to examining spatial heterogeneity.

In add¡essing the effects of spatial heterogeneity, we need to unde¡stand how the

sub-pixel variability affects satellite microwave brightness temperature. For example, we

need to understand whether satellite-scale brightness temperatures can be characterized

by a Gaussian-like distribution or whether ìt is charac terized by some other probability

density function' These issues a¡e addressed in question (2) and are further explored in

question (3) where I examine how satellite sea ice algorithms are affected by the sub-

pixel heterogeneity.

To address the three questions, I use multi-scale data sets: in situ or surface

scale' aircraft scale and satellite scale. In section 6.2 I use surface-scale mic¡owave

brightness temperafures that was corrected for the atmosphere to examine the effects of
atmosphere and ice emissivity. I assume the atmosphere-cor¡ected surface-scale
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brightness temperatures to be satellite-scale brightness temperatures over 100%

homogeneous ice surface. In Section 6.3 in-situ brightness temperatures measured during

transits are statistically compared with satellite brightness temperatures to address

question (2) and(3)' In section 6.4, a casestudy is presented to further examine the sub-

pixel heterogeneity with respect to candidate satellite sea ice concentration algorithms.

6'2.rmpact of Atmosphere and Ice Types on Sea Ice

Algorithms

6.2.l.Introduction

Microwave brightness temperature is relatively less affected by the atmosphere

than visible and infrared imagery. However, atmospheric contributions become

significant at higher frequencies (-90 GHz) (Liu and curry, 2003). There have been

several studies addressing the usefulness of higher frequencies in monitoring sea ice

conditions' svendsen et al. (1987) suggested that the 90-GHz data would be useful to

delineate sea ice from open water. Due to smaller fooþrints at higher frequencies, higher

frequency data are also useful in monitoring polynya-related processes (Markus and

Burns' 1995; Martin et al., 2004 and 2005). However these studies also pointed out

potential impacts of moist cloud and dense fog on the high-frequency data. These impacts

would be more significant in detecting thin ice rather than thicker ice, mainly because

thin ice emissivity is intermediate between open water and thick ice (Eppler et al., lgg2).

For example, Sevendsen et al. (1987) suggested the threshold for the difference between

vertical and ho¡izontal polarizations at 90 GI-Iz to delineate ice from open water. This
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threshold may be valid for thicker ice but not for thin ice. In section 6.2.2, raddress this

atmosphere-related issue focusing on the role of the atmosphere in detecting thin ice

rather than thicker snow covered ice.

In Section 6'2'3,I address the impact of homogeneous thin ice type on SSÀ¡f/I NT

CNIASA Team) and NT2 (NASA Team-Z) algorithms. Secrion 6.2.4 addresses rhe impact

of ice emissivity of bare thin ice on AMSR-E Bootstrap sea Ice concentration (SIC)

algorithm' In sections 4.2-4-3,I found that ice emissivity was dependent not only on ice

types but also on ice temperature ranges. In these sections, I rely on surface-scale

brightness temperature data, assuming that surface-scale data would be representative of
satellite-scale data over a 100% homogeneous surface. The surface-scale brightness

temperafure data used in sections 6.2.1-6.2.3 is atmospherically corrected following the

methods described in section 4.2.2.1. The terminology BN, cp, TS and KS used in

section 6'2'3 are the same ice classification described in Section 4.2.2.3.In section 6.2.4,

the ice emissivity is calculated by the methods described in Section 4.3.2.1 and the

distinction between warm and cold stations is made based on ice temperature as

described in section 4-3 -2. The results in this Section have partly published in the peer-

reviewed literature (Hwang et a1.,2007a: Hwang et a1.,2007b).

6.2.2. Effects of the Atmosphere

Svendsen et al. (1987) found that the difference in emissivity at90 GHz(e(9OV)-

e(90H), òe(90)) is useful to delineate sea ice from open water, as a series of surface-based

observations showed ðe(90) was almost invariant at about 0.044 for thick first-yea¡ and

multiyear ice and that it jumped to a high value for open water (Grenfell, lgg2). In-situ
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observations confirm this, but also demonstrate a potential problem with thin bare jce. In-

sirz ôe(85) for snow-covered ice is less than 0.05 but the value for thin bare ice becomes

as much as 0.157 for a dark nilas at station 2008 (see Figure 6.la). These intermediate

ðe(85) values for thin bare ice are likely attributable to the high brine volume at the

surface of the thin bare ice type combined with the shallow penetration depth at g5 or 90

GHz, which makes it difficult to delineate the thin bare ice from open water using ðe(g5)

or òe(90).

In othe¡ studies, PR(85) was used in delineating sea ice from open water in an

Antarctic polynya (Markus and Bums, 1995) and in an Arctic polynya (Martin et al.,

2004)' Their studies and Svendsen et al. (1987) addressed a potential problem caused by

low level cloud or dense fog in using polari zattondifference at 85 or 90 GHzto delineate

sea ice from open water. The observation clearly demonsfrates that atmosphere-corrected

PR(85) is potentially susceptible to low level cloud or dense fog (Figure 6.lb).

Atmosphere-corrected open water PR(85) values for clear sky were larger than the 0.045

PR(85)' Using PR(85) open water points were clearly separable from sea ice with the

exception of thin nilas at station 2008 (Figure 6.lb). For cloud-covered sky, however,

atmosphere-corrected open water PR(85) values we¡e much smaller than those for clear

sky, and a threshold of 0.02 PR(85) was found to be more appropriate in delineating sea

ice from open water (Figure 6.1b). The above results suggest that the pR(gs) values are

useful when delineating sea ice from open water as long as the threshold is dynamically

adjusted to account for cloudy or foggy conditions, but this approach may require

adjustment for dark nilas and bare consolidated pancake ice.
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6.2.3. Effects of Homogenous Thin Ice Type

Figure 6.2a shows the GRV(37,19)-PR(19) diagram for rhe SSM/I NT algorirhm,

where the cluster of BN sites lies midway befween the open water and first-year ice tie

points, and slightly above the open water-first-year ice line. This caused the SSÀzVI NT

algorithm to regard the BN sites as a mixture of open water and first-year ice, resulting in

an underestimation of the total SIC. For the SSI/fl NT2 algorithm, which is designed

with thin ice SIC rekieval in mind, the PRr(19) values of the BN sites are smaller by

roughly 0.04 than the NT2 tie point for thin ice (Figure 6.2b), and the mean GRV (37,1g)

value is 0.027, about 0.03 higher rhan the thin ice tie point (GRV(37,19) : 0.00). similar

high GRV(37,19) values were also observed by Hwang and Barber (2006b) using SSM/I

data. In Wensnahan et al. (1993b), however, the GRV(37,1g) values were observed to be

close to zero, while the PR(l9) values are comparable to our values. Observed pR(g5)

values for the BN sites are lower than the thin ice tie point by 0.06, except for station

2008 (Figute 6.2c). At station 2008 very thin ice (-0.03 m) with a very saline surface

layer was observed, resulting in PRr(85) values of 0.032 and 0.047 for clear and cloudy

skies respectively.

The unique radiometric characteristics of the CP sites position their values near

the fìrst-year ice tie point in the both SSIWI NT and NT2 algorithms (Figur e 6.2). The

bare consolidated pancake ice observed in this study was about 0.22 m thick, and thus the

SSI\4/I NT2 algorithm misrepresents CP as first-year ice (see Table 4.2). The effect of

thin snow (TS) on thin ice results in a substantial underestimatìon of thin ice

concentration. As seen in Figure 6.2,the TS sites are all located near the first-year-ice tie
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points' However, the ice thickness of the TS sites was simila¡ or slightly larger than the

BN sites (Table 4'2)' Evena thin snow cover on thin ice significantly alters the observed

microwave brightness temperatures, causing the SSM/I NT and NT2 algorithms to

misrepresent ice type and therefore thin ice concentration. The observed pR(lg) and

PRr(19) at the KS sites are relatively close to the first-year ice tie points, however

Pk(85) is smaller by about 0.02 (Figure 6.2). The GRV(37,19) values are, on rhe other

hand' all slightly larger. Most of the KS sites would consequently be regarded as first-
year ice by the NT and NT2 algorithms. when I examine the range of ice thicknesses in
Table 4'2, only one KS site qualifies as thin first-year ice (thickness > 0.30 m). In some

cases' KS ice thickness was 0. r4 m, and thus regarded as grey or grey_white ice.
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Figure 6.3 illustrates the statistics of SICs derived from atmosphere-corrected Tes

with the SSN'{/I NT and NT2 algorithms. Total SICs for the BN sites are 65*9%o and

65*12%o when using the SSM/I NT and NT2 algorithm respectively. This indicates an

underestimarion of total sIC by 35% on average (Figure 6.3). At sration 2008 (0.03_m_

thick nilas), the SSN{/I NT2 algorithm estimated rhe toral SIC relatively well (i.e.,79-

89%) compared to other BN stations, while the SSÀ4/I NT algorithm resulted in relatively

poor estimates of total sIC (52-58%). This can be ascribed mainly to the small

GRV(37,19) value (i.e.,0.017) and large pR(gs) (i.e.,0.049) atthatsrarion (Figure 6.2b_

c), resulting in a good thin sIC estimate (61-72%) (Figure 6.3). Thin SIC estimares ar

other BN station were, however, less than 40o/o (Figure 6.3). For other ice types (cp, TS

and KS), total sIC ranged 88-100% on average (Figure 6.3), showing that these classes

are relatively well estimated by the NT and the NT2 algorithms. Flowever, thin SIC

retrieved using the NT2 algorithm resulted in significant underestimation (Figure 6.3).
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6.2.4. Effects of Ice Temperature

6.2.4.1. Sea Ice Concentration Retrieval

The emissivities from the six ice stations (see Table 4.4) areshown in the Vlg37

and HV37 scatter plots (Figure 6.4) and,the resulting sea ice concentration (SIC)s contain

in Table 6'l' The SIC values in Table 6.1 are derived by the program code adapted from

Delivered Algorithm Package (DAP) for Level 3 Sea Ice products Version 6 from

NSIDC' It should be noted that the parameters (i.e., slope and interceptor) are found

uniquely each day (Robert Gersten, private communication, 2006), thus the absolute ice

concentrations using a fixed set of parameters might differ from those from NSIDC.

In the Vl837 set (Figure 6.4a),the warïn stations (stations 71gD and 715B) are

located half way between the 100% ice line and open water tie point, and the estimated

SIC are abouf 45%o, while the cold stations moved more closely to the ice line, and the

corresponding SIC ate70-86%o (Table 6.1). The large deviation of warm stations f¡om the

ice line can be attributed to low e¡(l9V) at the wann stations, caused by higher brine

volume (see Section 4.3). In the vH37 plot (Figure 6.4b), the warm stations (stations

718D and 7158) are much closer to the ice line than the vlg37, and the estimated SICs

are 57-73o/o (Table 6'l). The higher ice concentrations in the vH37 set than those in the

v1937 set are attributable to the fact that the horizontal emissivities decrease as much as

the vertical emissivities decrease with increasing ice temperature (see Figure 4.ll). The

stations 124c and200C are on or above the ice line (i.e., r00yo iceconcentration), while

the stations 119 and 2008 are apart from the ice line, and the estimated sIC are 63yo and
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36%o (Table 6'1)' using the vH37 set, I derived a better estimation of ice concentration

for warm stations, however the use of the vH37 set results in very low ice concentration

at the station 200c (i.e., 30-mm thick ice). previous work (comiso et al., 2003)and our

work both suggest that the vH37 set would be more precise in estimating thin ice

concentration' This appears to be due to the fact that the increasing brine volume (at

warrner temperatures) similarly decreases both vertical and horizontal polarizations (see

Section 4.3).
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Table 6'1 Total sea ice c_oncentrations (SIC)-estimated by the ABA algorithm using the
-olserved 

emissivity at l9 and 37 GHz. For the calculatiãn, both vH37 (emissivity) andV1937 (emissivity) were used.

Ice station src vH37 (%) srcvle37 (%)
718D (warm)

715B (warm)

124C (cold)

1 19 (cold)

2008 (cold)

200C (cold)

73

57

100

45

44

63

70

75

86

63

36

100

11
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6.2.5. Conclusions

In this Section, I addressed the atmospheric effects (i.e., fogs and low-level cloud)

as well as the effects of thin ice types and ice temperature on SSM/I and AMSR-E sea ice

algorithms. In Section 6.2.2, the results showed that the snow covered sea ice was

delineated from open water using high-frequency data (85 or 90 GHz). This confirmed

theresults of previous studies (Svendsen eta1.,7987; Markus andBurns, 1995; Martin et

al', 2004)- However, my results also demonstrated the significant impacts of low level

cloud or dense fog on detecting thin bare ice. This suggests that the threshold that

delineating thin ice from open water needs to be adjusted dynamically. The results also

confirm that PR(85) successfully discriminates sea ice of all ages from open water in

most cases as suggested by Svendsen et al. (1987). We do however advise caution in the

applicability of this approach with dark nilas and consolidated pancake ice.

In Section 6.2-3, the effects of thin ice types on SSÀ¡íI NT and NT2 algorithms we¡e

examined- The obtained results underestimate the total SIC of bare thin ice by 35o/o on

average (up to 48o/o) and misclassification of the thin snow-covered ice to first-year ice

occurs with both algorithms. This underestimation was attributed to intermediate pR(19)

and higher GRV(37,19) of thin bare ice.

In section 6.2.4, the low ice emissivity at warm stations resulted in about 55-%

underestimation when the Vl937 sef (emissivity) was applied in the ABA algorithm. A

better ice concentration was estimated when the VH37 set was applied, as the increasing

brine volume (in warmer temperature) similarly decreases the emissivities at both vertical

and horizontal polarizations.
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6.3. spatial and temporal variability of microwave radiometry

6.3.1. Introduction

Sub-pixel heterogeneity is one of the limiting factors in retrieving sea ice

thermophysical state from satellite brightness temperatu re data. The problem is mainly

associated with wet periods (fall and spring) seasonally and near ice margin spatially

(Steffen et al., 1994)- For example, none of the algorithms satisfactorily resolve the

mixed pixels near the ice edge (Meier, 2005). Performance of satellite sea ice algorithm,

as a result, is relatively poor near ice margins during fall and spring seasons (Comiso et

a1.,1997 and literature therein).

In sea ice algorithms, satellite brightness temperature is expressed by an

incoherent linear combination of fractional contributions from two (open water and sea

ice) or three surface types (open water, first-year and multiyear ice) (see Cavalieri et al.,

1984; Comiso, 1983; Comiso, 1986). However, it is not clear how well the linear mixture

rule works over a heterogeneous surface. Addressing this problem requires in-situ data

sets at smaller scales. In Section 6.3.2 I present surface-scale in-silzt microwave

radiometry collected during the fall field program (see Section 3.3.1.1), which was

compared with satellite passive microwave signatures of the nearest grid.

The objective of this study is to investigate the role of spatial heterogeneity in the

satellite-scale brightness temperatures. For this, I examine the statistical characteristics of

surface-scale passive microwave signatures according to different ice conditions (Section

6.3.2.1) as well as within a l2.S-kmradius of the nearest SSlvíI grid (Secrio n 6.3.2.2).
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6.3.2- comparison Between surface-scale and satellite-scale Data

6.3.2.1. Ship-based Observation

In this sfudy, I used the along-track measurement of surface microwave brightness

temperature during the fall field program (see Section 3.3.1.1 and Figure 3.3). Ship-based

in-sittt microwave signatures show considerable variability in both space and time

(Figure 6'5)' The PR(l9) frequency distribution for all data poinrs shows three peaks at

about 0'05, 0'09 and 0.28 (Figure 6.6a). Stationary observations indicated that these three

peaks respectively represent thin snow covered young ice, bare nilas or young ice and

open water (see Section 4.2).Therefore, the highest PR(19) peak at about 0.05 suggests

that thin snow-covered young ice occur¡ed most frequently during the experiment. This

agrees with visual observations of ice conditions onboard the icebreaker.

The variability of microwave signatures is characterized according to the five

typical areas' Largest mean surface PR(I9) (0.124) occurred in the NI area where mostly

open water and thin nilas were observed (Table 6.2). The corresponding histogram of the

NI area shows rhree distinctive pR(19) peaks at abour 0.05,0.11 0.2g (Figure. 6.6b). The

locations of these peaks are close to those in the histogram for all data (Figure 6.6),

however, the highest PR(19) frequency occurs at -0.11. This indicates larger thin nilas

ice coverage within that area.
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Table 6'2Mean and standard deviations of surface PR(19) and of the difference between
surface and SSM/I PR(19).

Area Surface PR(l9) Surface PR(19) - SSM/I pR(19)

NI
YI

PAN
FY
MY

0.124=0.042
0.084t0.022
0.060=0.005
0.031=0.007
0.079¿0.000

0.032t0.017
0.013t0.010
0.019i0.007
0.005t0.001
0.0014.000

a)

Ic
=o
O

b)

Ic
f
oo

c)

I
c
=o
O

Figure 6-6 Histogram distributions of pR(I9) for total transect, ,Nr,, ,yI,, ,pAN,, .Fy,
and 'MY' areas. The solid curve in the figures is a normal distribution.
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The second largest mean PR(I9) (0.084) occurred in the yI area (Table 6.2). The

corresponding histogram shows only one distinctive PR(I9) peak at about 0.07 (Figure

6'6c) which is close to the lower limit of bare ice (see Section 4.2 and Hwang et al.,

2007a)' This indicates more frequent occurrence of thin snow covered young ice. The

third largest mean PR(l9) occurred in the MY area. The corresponding histogram shows

one peak that is similar to the YI area but more inclined toward lower values (Figure

6'6d)' This inclìnation is attributed to large concentration of multiyear ice within that

area.

Mean PR(19) in the PAN area, which were mostly covered by consolidated

pancake ice, is 0.060, the fourth largest mean PR(l9) (Table 6.2). The corresponding

frequency distribution is very distinctive; most of the data points (-60%) are located

between 0.04 and 0.06 (see Figure 6.6e). The histograms for pR(37) and pR(g5) also

show a similar shape and peaks (not shown here) resulting in very small DpR(I9,g5) or

DPR(19,37) values (Figure 6.5). I applied two-samples t-resr for DpR(19,37) for a

combination between PAN and NI, between pAN and yI, between pAN and Fy, and

between PAN and MY. The ¡esults showed PAN DPR( 1g,37) is sratistically significantly

different from any of DPR(19,37) (p value <0.05). This unique microwave signature over

consolidated pancake ice was also observed during stationary measurements (Section

4'2'2)' Figure 6.7 shows surface photographs of some of the consolidated pancake ice

encountered in the PAN area. The pancake cycle is a common process of sea ice

development in the Antarctic, mainly because of high wave action in the Southern Ocean

and the fact that the Antarctic is mostly the seasonal ice zone. pancake ice is also

characTerized by lower bulk salinity than surrounding frazil nilas and elevated rims on the
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outer boundaries of the pancakes (Doble et a1., 2003). However it has been less

frequently observed in the Arctic Ocean.

The smallest mean pR(rg) (:0.03r) occurs in Fy area (Table 6.2).rnFy area

most of the PR(19) data points (-80%) are located between 0.015 and 0.045 (Figure

6'6f)' This indicates that the area consisted of a homogeneous surface of thick snow

covered ice' The frequency distribution comes close to a unimodal distribution within the

area where the mean PR(19) is smaller. However, in the NI area the histogram is a

multimodal distribution,
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figY:t.6'7 surface photography of consolidated pancake ice frequently encountered inthe'PAN'region.
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6'3'2.2. comparison Between surface and ssM/r signatures

I only present PR(19) in addressing the differences befween surface and ssM/I
data because 19 GHz is less affected by the atmosphere compared to 37 and.g5 GHz. In
sea ice algorithms, ssM/I ratios (Rss¡zr) are depicted as weighted sum of surface-scale

ratios (R,,,7). The absolute difference between Rssutt and R,,,¡(AR) is expressed by

AR:l Rssu¡- >* L(f,tM" R,,,,.J{i)l , [ 6.t]

where'/is histogram counts for each bin (i) and,À/is total counts. The linear mixture rule

is more valid when /R is smaller.

The mean differences between mean surface and ssÀ{/I pR(l9)s varied befween

0'001 and 0'032 (Table 6'2)- The small mean differences occurred in the Fy and My
areas' which showed unimodal frequency distributions (see Figure 6.6d and f). The large

mean differences occurred in the NI and PAN areas. The NI area showed a trimodal

distribution' but the PAN area showed a unimodal distribution. Hovrever, the results of
goodness-of-fit test to normal distribution showed none of distribution was a normal

distribution.

For each ssM/I pixel, the four smallest differences between surface and ssM/I
PR(I9)s occur in pixels 1,4,5 and20 (Figure 6.8). The corresponding differences are

0'004' 0'001' 0'001 and 0'003. For these cases, the histograms are close to unimodal

dist¡ibutions' but still fail goodness-of-fit test to normal distribution (Figure 6.g). The

four largest differences occur inpixels 13-15 and 17 within the Nl area (see Figure 6.9).
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The corresponding differences are 0.036, 0.036, 0.032 and 0.058 respectively. Three of

the four histograms show strongly bi-modal frequency distributions (Figure 6.9). In

SSM/I NASA Team algorithm (Cavalieri et al., 1984), the differences between the

estimated sea ice concentrations is very small (0-3%) in areas of the four smallest

differences in PR(19). Howevet, the four largest differences in pR(19) result in a

difference of9-20%o in sea ice concentrations.

It should, howevet, be noted that surface measurements does not completely

cover the entire footprint of SSM/I. For pixel 15, Iarge numbers of surface data points

adjacent to the nearest SSM/I grid were missing (see Figure 3.3). Thus, the surface

PR(I9) shown in Figure 6.9b may not be statistically representative of the mean within

the SSM/I footprint' Furthermore, the area defined by a 12.5-km radius does not exactly

match the SSÀ'4/I footprint at 19 GHz. However, daily SSlv{/I Ts data were averaged into

a25-Wn grid. Using larger than 12.5-km radius causes overlapping between neighboring

pixels and become statistically less robust in comparing statistics of surface signatures for

individual pixel. It should also be noted that the daily averaged SSI\4/I Z¿s do not exactly

match the timing of surface microwave measurements. Significant changes in sea ice

within a day may affect the difference between surface and sSÀzf/I pR( l9)s.

Within PAN areas, surface PR(19)s were well defined around 0.05 with very little

variability. ssM/I PR(19)s in PAN area show values higher by abour 0.023 and the

corresponding DPR(19,85) is higher (Figure 6.5), and ssÀ,{/I GRV(37,19)s are

consistently smaller than those from surface observations (Figure 6.5). The limited extent

ofpancake ice is certainly one ofthe causes, but the exact causes for these differences are

still not clear.
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6.3.3. Comparison between Aircraft-scale and Satellite-scale Data

6.3.3.1. Survey Image Classification

This study presents the twin-otter survey data conducted during the fall field

program (see Section 3.3.2.2 and Figure 3.10 for the GPS tracks). The mean altitude of

the airplane was 905.65m*5.67 m. with 1O0-degree of field-of-view, corresponding

swath size of each image was estimated to be 1809.88 m by I 176.43 m, and a mean pixel

size was 0'6 m. As a part of data quality check, I removed any survey points when the

airplane was turning and tilting. I included in this analysis those images collected where

the aircraft was on transect with minimal pitch and roll. For the image classification, I

first applied a texture analysis (co-occurrence) within a 5 by 5 pixel window to obtain a

mean spatial statistical value. Then, I applied ISODATA classification using ENVI

(Research Systems Inc) software to the original survey images. This isodata classification

produced 10 arbitrary classes. The 10 classes late¡ combined into four different surface

types based on their appearances: open water, nilas, grey ice and multiyear ice. This post-

classification was done image by image through visual inspection. In this analysis, I
decided on three distinctive ice types: 'new', 'young' and .multiyear, 

ice. Here the term

'new' ice referred to the ice type which looks dark and thin. 'young, ice refers to the ice

type of brighter appearance than 'new' ice. As classification was made based on visual

appearance, the terms 'new' and 'young' ice used in this study is not necessarily identical

to the terms defined in WMO nomenclature.
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6.3.3.2. Survey Ice Types and Surface Conditions

I compared the survey-derived sea ice concentration (SIC)s with the surface

albedo (Figure 6'10). The surface albedo of 0.1 occurred south of 70.4oN where the total

SICs varied significantly and very small amounts of young ice existed (Figure 6.10). This

range of albedo indicates the presence of mostly thin new ice or open water in that area.

The albedo values as well as young ice increased with the latitude in the north (Figure

6'10)' The range of albedo values of 0.4-0.5 were measured from the aerial survey in that

area (Figure 6'10)' These albedo values were typical of thin snow covered young ice (Ehn

et al', 2007)' This suggests that the area in the north mainly consist of snow covered or

frost flowers covered young ice. However, it should be noted that the spectral response of
Li-cor pyranometer does not include the entire solar spectrum but rather an integrated

value over the limited wavelength and it is calibrated to incoming solar ¡adiation in a

clear-sky condition (http://www-licor.com). Therefore, the absolute albedo values

measured by Li-cor pyranometer may not be reliable. In this study, I used Li-cor albedo

values to qualitatively confirm the ice types classif,red from ae¡ial survey photograph.
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6.3.3.3. comparison between survey-scale and satelrite-scale Data

Both AMSR-E and SSM/I SICs underestimated total sea ice concentration (SIC)s,

relative to suwey SICs (Table 6.3). AMSR-E SlCs showed bette¡ agreement with the

survey SICs than the SSlzTI NT and BT SICs (Table 6.3). For example, the difference

between survey and AMSR-E SICs ranged 4-13% in the pixels 3-5, while the diffe¡ence

befween survey and ssM/I NT SICs was up to 28o/o (Table 6.3). unlike other ssM/I

SICs' SSN{/I NT2 sICs showed much better agreement with the survey SICs in the pixels

4-5 where the young sICs or new sICs was very high (Figure 6.11 and Tabre 6.3).

AMSR-E SICs also showed steeper increases relative to SSM/I SICs. For example,

AMSR-E SIC at the pixel I in the SSM/I line I was 48%o and increased to 76o/oat the

pixel 2' However, SSM/I NT2 SICs increased by l0% from the pixel I to the pixel 2

(69% to 76%) (Figure 6.11a). This sreeper increase in AMSR-E sICs is likely attributed

to the fìner spatial resorution of AMsR-E, relative to ssM/I.

The effects of the spatial resolution difference can be clearly seen at l9 GHz. In

Figure 6'12a, the AMSR-E PR(l9)s decreased more rapidly befween 70.0.N and 70.5
oN, but the ssM/I pR(r9)s dec¡eased slowry. For exampre, AMSR-E pR(r9) decreased

by 0'07 (i.e.,0.20 to 0.13) between pixel 1 and 2, but the ssM/I pR(lg) decreased by

only 0.03 (i.e., 0.14 to O.il) (Figure 6.12a). Both AMSR_E and ssÀ,{/I pR(r9)s

eventually came close ro 0.07 in rhe pixels above 70.5 .N (Figure 6.12a).This pR(19)

value was very close to the mean value of surface PR(lg) in the area which mainly

consisted of bare nilas and thin snow covered young iòe (see section 4.2).Thedifference

in spatial resolution likely explains the steeper decreases in AMSR-E pR(lg) relative to
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SSÀ/il PR(l9). The footprint sizes of SSM/I almost double those of AMSR-E (see the

scale bars in Figure 6.r2a and Table 6.4). Another point is that the absolute differences

between AMSR-E and SSlv4/I footprint sizes become much smaller at higher frequencies

(see the scale bars in Figure 6.12a and. Table 6.4).

Due to the larger SSÀ/fl fooþrint (especially at 19 GHz). the SSM/I pixel in the

farthest south would include the contribution from the northern pixels (see the scale bars

in Figure 6.12a and Table 6.4), resulting in less steeper decreases in pR(l9)s between the

southern and northern pixels. At the pixel I (the farthest south pixel), the lower AMSR-E

SICs (relative to SSN4/I SICs) is likely attributed to the high pR(19) in that pixel. Figure

6'13 clearly illustrates this effect of spatial resolution difference between AMSR-E and

SSM/I' In that figure, the two AMSR-E data points for the pixel I (i.e., heterogeneous

mixture of open water and ice) came much closer to the open water tie point, relative to

the ssÀ¡VI data points for the same areas. As a result, AMSR-E SICs were estimated l5-

21Yo lower than SSM/I NT2 sICs. However, in the pixel 3-5 (i.e., homogeneous young

ice dominant area), AMSR-E PR values approached the SSM/I pR ones (Figure 6.12 and

6'13), and corresponding SICs became more comparable between AMSR-E and SSM/I

(Table 6.3). Above results indicate that the difference in footprint sizes between AMSR-E

and SSIWI would be a significant factor over a heterogeneous surface, like ice edge or a

mixture of open water and thin ice. over a relatively homogeneous surface, however, an

enhancement of algorithm would be a more significant factor.

Beside these two factors (spatial resolution and algorithm enhancement), there are

two more factors to consider in discussing the differences between survey SICs and

satellite sICs- The fooþrint size of ssN4/I 19.35 GHz is much larger rhan ssM/I 37 GHz
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(Table 6.4). This factor was ignored in the SSÀ//I based algorithms. However, AMSR-E

based algorithms accounted for this factor, as the fooþrint size of AMSR-E 1g.7 GHz is

much more comparable with AMSR-E 36.5 GHz (see Table 6.4). The other factor is the

temporal resolution of AMSR-E and SSÀ¡íI Te data used for SIC retrieval. The AMSR-E

SICs are calculated from the single-swath data and then averaged daily, while SSM/I

SICs are calculated from daily averaged Te data. This difference can significantly affect

the NT2 algorithm that implements the atmospheric correction, since the atmospheric

condition can significantly change within a day.
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Table 6'3 Statistics of survey total sea ice 
_concentration (SIC)s within the 25-km pixelsize and comparisons with eil¿sn-g and sstr¡l/I sICs. For tir" li.r" numbe¡s ln itr"igrr.r,refer to Figure 3. t 0 in Section 3 .3 .3 .2.

Table 6.4 Effective
www.nsidc.org)

FOV of SSÀ4/I and AMSR-E (dara from Hollinger et al., 1990 and

Pixel
# N Mean survey

src (%)

Survey-
AMSR-E SIC

lo/^\

Survey-SSM/I
NT2 SrC (%)

t6

Survey-SSM/I
BT SIC (%)

Survey-
SSM/I NT
slc (%)

SSM/I
Line I

1 5 85tl 5 JI l9 Àa

2 JJ 78t25 2 2 6 24
3 59 95t6 4 20 t7 28
4 5l 99x.2 I3 l3 2t 28
5 20 99tl l0 I7 23 30

SSM/I
Line2

I I9 67t21 26 9 I
IO

2t
2 80 82x.21 4 l4 27
J 63 95t6 4 9 t6
4 46 92t14 l0 l2 l3 2t

Frequency (GHz)

Fooþrint (km) l5x 13
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6.3.4. Conclusions

In Section 6.3.2 | presented ship-based measurements of microwave brightness

temperatures along the ship transect. The observed microwave signatures were

statistically analyzed over five typical surfaces (i.e., NI, yI, pAN, My, Fy). Results

show considerable variations in observed brightness temperatures. The largest pR(19)s

occurred in NI areas where a heterogeneous mixture of open water and various thin ice

surface types were typically observed. The smallest PR(l9)s occurred within Fy areas

where homogeneous surfaces of snow covered sea ice dominated. The observed surface

passive microwave data were compared to SSM/I data. Results showed that differences

between surface and SSÀzf/I PR(l9)s became larger over heterogeneous areas where the

histograms showed multimodal distributions and none of the histograms were normal

distributions. This indicates that the linear mixture rule commonly used in sea ice

algorithms may be in question when describing satellite passive microwave signatures

over a heterogeneous area.

In Section 6-3.3,Ipresented the aerial survey data conducted on October lg 2003.

Aerial photography was classified into four surface types: open water, .new,, ,young, 
and

'multiyear' ice. The classified surface types were validated with the su¡face albedo

measured simultaneously. The survey-derived SICs were compared with AMSR-E and

SSM/I derived SICs' The results showed that the difference in the footprint sizes between

AMSR-E and SSN4/I (i.e', spatial resolution) was a significant factor over a

heterogeneous surface in deriving SICs from satellite passive microwave data.
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In my case study, the heterogeneous surface occurred in the southern pixel where

the area consisted of -50Yo of thin ice and -50% of open water. This heterogeneous area

occurred near the young ice dominant a¡ea. The SSM/I footprint at 19 G*zincluded that

heterogeneous area as well as the neighboring young ice area, resulting in much higher

SSÀ/fl SICs, relative to AMSR-E NT2 SICs. over a relatively homogeneous surface

where young ice prevailed, the SSM/I NT2 SICs became close to the AMSR-E NT2

SICs' This indicates that the enhancement in the NT2 algorithm became more significant

over a homogeneous area.
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6.4. Pixel-scale Evaluation of sea Ice Algorithms near rce Edge

6.4.l.Introduction

The comparison between SSM/I and Landsat sea ice concentration (SIC)s

revealed that the mean differences ranged ftom 0.6%o to -9.4%o. In the Beaufort,

Greenland and Chukchi regions, the mean difference and its standard deviation between

the SSM/I NT and Landsat SICs ranged from1.7o/ot1.4Yoto0.60/o*7.4olo during fall and

spring, and increased up to -9.4*10.7%o over the Bering Sea where new thin ice

prevailed (Steffen and Schweiger, 1991). Another comparative study showed that in

Beaufort Sea during fall the mean differences reached by -13.1 to -27.l%between the

SSN4/I NT and Landsat SICs and -16.4 to -2.5.7%o between rhe sSM/I BT and Landsat

sICs (comiso et al., 1997).In the comparison with AVHRR-derived sICs, Emery et al.

(1994) found that the SSM/I NT algorithm underestimated SICs relative to AVHRR

results by 6%o=8.0% during falr and spring, while the ssM/I BT algorithm

underestimated by 5o/o¡9.8%o relative to AVHRR-derived concentration. A case study

comparing SSM/I SICs with airborn-SAR derived SICs also revealed larger differences

toward the ice edge (Comiso et al., l99l). Agnew and Howell (2003) reported that the

NT SIC algorithm underestimated from 7.6Yo to 43.5% during fall in comparison to

canadian Ice service (cIS) ice charts in the marginal ice zone (MV).

These results generally showed that the SIC algorithms significantly

underestimated the ice concentration in a MIZ during the early fall freeze-up. The

underestimation of sSl\4/I SICs was attributed to the presence of new thin ice. To address
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this problem, Cavalieri (1994) developed an algorithm dedicated to detect thin ice in the

Mrzs, including the hrst-year ice. Markus and cavalieri (2000) and comiso et al. (2003)

developed an enhanced version of the NT algorithm, called NASA Team 2 (NT2). In this

algorithm they added a new tie point for thin ice types in the A¡ctic anticipating more

precise retrievals of SIC in the presence of thin ice types.

In this Section, I examine the ¡ole of sub-pixel heterogeneity in retrieving SICs

from ssM/I brightness temperature data. rrely on helicopter survey data collected during

September 26 (526) and 27 (527),2002. The aerial survey dataprovide high-resolution

visual observations of the surface, along with surface radiation in the short-wave portion

of the electromagnetic spectrum. sICs derived from aerial photography are compared

with SSM/I SICs afthe scare of an individuar pixer (13-6gkm scare).

The objective of this shrdy is to examine the relative precision of the most

commonly used ssl\4/I sIC retrieval algorithms. The objective in making this

intercomparison is to examine how new thin ice surfaces affect surface dielectrics (and in

turn observed brightness temperatures) in the early fall period at the scale of an individual

passive microwave pixel(s) (13-69km scales). To make a meaningful intercomparison I
rely on aerial survey data fhar. was collected to provide high-resolution visual

observations of the surface, coupled with surface radiation in the short-wave portions of
the electromagnetic spectrum. In this study I focus on how spatial heterogeneity within

the ssM/I pixels plays a role in deriving sICs using ssl\{/I data. I note that the results in

this section have been published in the peer-reviewed literature (Hwang and Barber,

2006' Pixel-scale evaluation of sSM/I sea-ice algorithms in the marginal jce zoneduring

early fall fr eeze-up, Hyd ro I o g i c a I p ro c e s s, 20, I g 0g _ I g27).
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6.4.2. Survey data

6.4.2.1. Ice concentration

Ice concentrations were calculated for three surface types ('new ice,, .old ice, and

open water) from each image using the method described in Section 3.1.2. The

terminology 'new ice' represents newly forming ice includin g frazil ice, grease ice, and

nilas and the 'old ice' represents the snow-covered thick multiyear ice floes. Figure 6.14

shows corresponding total, new, and old ice concentrations according to the image index

for the two surveys' In Figure 6-14, the data points (+) indicate ice concentrations derived

from each image frame, and the thicker solid line indicates five-point moving averages. The

large variation between images indicates the heterogeneity of the surface observed in the

camera field-oÊview' The fìve-point moving average was applied to smooth small-scale

variation' These smoothed values are more appropriate to compare the ice concentrations

with much larger spatial-scale data such as sSM/I data, which have individual pixel

resolutions of l3-67 km.

6.4.2.2. Surface optical properties

Figure 6'15 shows an interpolated surface of ice concentrations from the two

aerial surveys and contemporaneous Radarsat scansAR images and MODIS RGB

images wìthin 2 hours from the survey time. on September 26 (sz6),the ice edge was far

south of the survey box and a high new ice concentration occurred in the northwest
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corner of the box, where there is lower reflectance (black color) in the MODIS RGB

image and lower backscattering (black color) in the Radarsat ScanSAR image (upper

panel in Figure 6.15). In the southeast corner of the box, the interpolated surface shows a

relatively high old ice concentration, where the MODIS RGB image shows high

reflectance (white color) and the Radarsat ScanSAR image shows relatively higher

backscattering (grey color). The bright color in the Radarsat ScanSAR image along the

ice edge is mainly due to corner reflection from smaller ice floes. on September 27

(527), the ice edge is located north of the central point of the survey box, and an ice

tongue is extended to the south (lower panel in Figure 6.15). The interpolated ice

concentration map shows that new ice predominantly exists within the ice pack, which

agrees with the MODIS and Radarsat ScanSAR images. In both surveys, the MODIS and

Radarsat ScanSAR images show a very similar shape and location of the ice edge.

The advantage of the ae¡ial survey data is the ability to capture small-scale

variability relative to the MODIS and ScanSAR images. For instance, the rectangular box

in the upper panel of Figure 6. 15 represents a homogeneous area indicated by the MODIS

and Radarsat ScanSAR images, which contains the same ice-type classification as the

Radarsat ScansAR ice map. within the box the aerial survey data show that the total ice

concentration varies from 69 To 99o/o and the new ice concentration varies from 60 to

99%' Similar feahrres are observed in Figure 6.74, where the sudden drop in ice

concentration near image index 170 occurred when the helicopter flew across the ice

edge from the ice to the open-water area. A band of high total ice concentration (image

index 154-168) occurring right before the sudden drop consisted of small ice floes ove¡ 5
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km. The transition of total ice concentration from I00%oto 0olo occurred only over about

1.0 km, which is equivalent to one pixel resolution in MODIS.

Figure 6.16 shows two upwelling irradiance data, i.e. the measurements (+; dotted

line) from the Li-Cor pyranometer and the coincident integrated spectral irradiance (0:

solid line) (w -'nm-'; from 350 to 1000 nm, measured by the VNIR. In Figure 6.16, the

integrated ir¡adiance (0) is higher than the measured irradiance (+), especially from

weakly reflective surfaces. The discrepancy is increased to 15 W m-, oue. a weakly

reflective surface, and the difference is smaller over a highly reflective surface. The

discrepancy in albedo can be about up to 5%o in albedo over weakly reflective surfaces

and less than about l%o over highly reflective surfaces. The discrepancy is likely due to

the spectral response function of the LI-200SA pyranometer (www.licor.com).

The radiation characteristics are helpful in determining the presence of old ice.

Figure 6.17 shows the interpolated surface of the shortwave (SW) albedo. The spatial

distribution of SW albedo and old ice looks very similar. For example, higher SW albedo

values are coincident with the higher old ice concentration in the southeastem part of the

526 box and lower SW albedo coincident with the lower old ice concentration in the

northwestern part of the box. This similarity is also seen in the scatter plot between old

ice and SW albedo (Figure 6.18a). The scatter plot between old ice concentration and SW

albedo shows a statistically significant relationship (R2:0.76; p-value<g.005;

Y:0.63X+12.09).In Figure 6.18a, when there is no old ice on the surface, the sw albedo

is about 12o/o, which was reported as a typical SW albedo for open water and new thin ice

(Perovich, l99l). The SW albedo increased to 50%o when the old ice concentration is

increased to about 55%. From the linear relationship, I can estimate that the SW albedo is
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aboutT5o/o when there is 100% old ice on the surface. This value agrees with the reported

SW albedo for multi-year ice during fall freeze-up, which varies from 40 to g0%o

(Perovich et al',2002)' The relationship between total ice concentration and sW albedo

shows a wider scatter than the relationship between old ice concentration and SW albedo

does (R2:0'05; P-value<0.005) (Figu¡e 6.18b). The main reason for this is the presence of

new ice' The new ice has a lower SW albedo, so that increasing the total ice concent¡ation

in new-ice-dominated areas can decrease the sw albedo compared with old-ice-dominated

areas' Therefore, it is mo¡e complicated to relate total ice concentration to the SW albedo

during fall freeze-up, especially in an Mrz wherethe new ice predominates.
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6.4.2.3. Surface Microwave Radiometric properties

During the study period (early fall freeze-up) the newly forming ice was

composed primarily of ftazil, grease ice, and nilas (from the observations onboard the

ship and helicopter). The fìrst two ice types (frazil and grease ice) are often termed new

ice, which indicates recently formed ice weakly frozentogether. The nilas can be divided

into dark, grey and light nilas depending on visual appearance. The dark nilas is often

defined as an ice with thickness up to 5 cm, and light nilas as 5 to 10 cm in thickness

(wMo, 1985). The observed emissivities of these ice types are summarized in Eppler et

al' (1992)' I adopted these reported emissivities to derive four ¡atio values used for the

NT and NT2 algorithms, as seen in Figure 6.19. In Figure 6.19,theX-axis indicates the

four different new-ice types: l, 2, 3 and 4 are grease (frazil) ice, dark nilas, grey nilas and

light nilas respectively. In Figure 6.19a, the PR(19) value decreases from grease (frazil)

ice (0'26) to dark nilas (0.05), but the PR(19) values change very little berween the

different kinds of nilas. The PRï(19) and PRr(85) values also show similar patterns

(Figure 6' l9c and d). This is because the ìce becomes optically thick at physical thickness

between 50 and 80 mm at 10 GHz and about 10 mm for 90 GHz (Grenfell et a1.,1992).

The three polarizatio' ratio pR(19), pR'(19) and pRr(g5) and the GRV(37,19)

values are derived from SSlvf/I pixels where more than 70% ofthe new-ice type exists;

we call these 'thin-ice ssM/I pixers'. The pR(19), pRï(r9) and pRr(g5) values of the

thin-ice SSM/I pixels are 0.140,0.142 and 0.062 respectively. These values are located

between the grease (frazil) ice type and dark nilas in the three pR domains (Figure 6.19a,

c and d)' The three PR values of the observed SSM/I pixels reasonably indicate the
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present status of ice growth as transition from thin grease (frazil) ice to dark nilas, which

is also confirmed by visual interpretation of survey photography. The GRV(37,19) value

of the thin-ice ssl\{/I pixel is 0.025, which is a litrle bit smaller than the expected

GRV(37,19) value between grease (frazil) ice and dark nilas, yet this value still indicates

the presence of thin nilas on rhe surface. The pRr(l9), pRI(gs) and GRV(37,r9) values

are also derived from the thin-ice tie point in the SSN4/I NT2 algorithm. In Figure 6.19,

these values are shown as 'NT2(Thin)'. The PR(19) and pRr(g5) of the thin-ice tie point

are 0'130 and 0.069 respectively, which are very close to those of the observed SSM/I

values, whereas the GRV(37,19) value of the thin-ice tie point is much smaller (-0.002)

than the observed SSM/I value (-0.025). This smaller GRV(37,19) value of the rhin-ice

tie point in the SSÀ¡f/I NT2 algorithm will likely cause misinterpretation of thin ice types.
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6.4.3. Evaluation of the SSM/I algorithms

Figure 6.20 shows the ice-type map derived from the ScanSAR imagery

synchronized to the 526 and S27 surveys. White-colored areas indicate open water, the

darkest grey-colored areas indicate new ice, and the two bright-grey colored areas

indicate old ice and the ice edge. For the comparison study, the ice edge was considered

as old ice. The new-ice type classified in the aerial survey and ScanSAR data is

considered to be equivalent to the thin ice type of the SSM/I NT2 algorithm and the old

ice type is equivalent to the first-year/multiyear ice type of the SSÀ//I NT2 algorithm.

The asterisk and circle indicate the SSM/I centroid and a 25-km fooþrint respectively.

Table 6.4 contains averaged total and thin (in parentheses) ice concentrations within the

survey boxes (shown as the rectangular box in Figure 6.20). The mean SSÀ¡1/I ice

concentrations were calculated from five SSM/I pixels, which are located within the

boxes. The differences in mean total ice concentration between the survey and ScanSAR

are 10%o for 526 and 14%o for 527. In the case of thin ice type, the mean differences

between the survey and ScanSARare l6Yo for 526 and lo/o for S27. The differences are

likely due to limited spatial coverage of survey data. The aerial survey data capture

smaller scale variability, whereas the ScanSAR ice map is considered to be a more

reasonable representation of ice conditions due to the larger spatial coverage. The mean

difference in total SICs befween ScanSAR and the three SSN4/I algorithms ranged fiom

32%o to 19%o for 526 and from 10% to 1%o ror 527, showing considerable underestimation

of tlre three SSM/I algorithms. The mean differences for the thin ice are 27%o for 526 and

lYo for 527 in the NT2 algorithm.
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Table 6.5 contains the results of pixel-scale comparison between the SSN{/I and

ScanSAR ice concentrations. The ScanSAR ice concentrations were derived within 25

km footprints (shown as black circles in Figure 6.20). Here, I used a 25-km footprint as a

compromise in scale befween l3 km (at 85 GHz) and 69 km (at 19 GHz). The bold values

in Table 6.5 indicate the thin-ice SStr¡lI pixels where thin ice dominates a relatively

homogeneous surface. The other areas are heterogeneous mixtures of open water and ice

near the ice edge. In thin-ice SSM/I pixels the differences in total SICs between the

ScanSAR and SStr¡lI ranged from 28o/o to Sl%o,and the differences ranged from -4lo/o to

+l\yo in the mixture areas. The difference in the thin-ice SICs is 53-54% for the thin-ice

SSlv{/I pixels, whereas the difference in the thin-ice SICs is less than 23%o for the

heterogeneous mixture pixels. This contrast indicates the role of thin ice in the

performance of the SSM/I SIC algorithms. The results (Table 6.5) also show that the

SSI\{/I BT algorithm has better agreement than the other algorithms, both for the thin-ice

SSN4/I pixels and the heterogeneous mixture pixels. It was known that the SSM/I BT

algorithm captured small openings better than the SSM/I NT algorithm (Kowk, 2002),

mainly because the BT algorithm assumes only two surface types instead of three.

However, it is a little surprising that the SSM/I NT2 algorithm also does not show a

better estimation than the other two algorithms, especially in thin-ice dominant areas,

because the addition of the thin-ice tie point is expected to give a better estimation in the

thin-ice-doniinant areas (Markus and Cavalieri, 2000).

The causes of the disagreements between the NT2 and ScanSAR SIC are now

examined in more detail, and can be summarized as arising from two factors: calibration

mismatches of the NT2 algorithm and sub-pixel ambiguity caused by the coarse spatial
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resolution of the SSM/I data. In Figure 6.21a and, b, the thin-ice SSM/I pixels (triangles)

locate above the thin-ice tie point of the SSM/I NT2 algorithm and rather close to the

FY/MY ice tie point. However the heterogeneous mixture pixels (x) are shiÍted toward

the open-water tie point. The GRV(3 7,19) for rhe thin-ice tie poinr of the SSM/I NT2

algorithm is about 0.002, whereas the GRV(37,19) for the thin-ice SSM/I pixels is about

0'02 (Figures 6.21a). The typical value of GRV(37,19) for thin nilas was reported to be

about 0.02 (Eppler et al., 1992), which is close to the observed value for the thin-ice

SSM/I pixels. This suggests that the thin ice ìs very thin grease (frazil) ice orland nilas

during early fall freeze-up, so that the thin-ice tie point of the SSM/I NT2 algorithm

might not be suitable. The readjustment of the thin-ice tie poinr to 0.02 led to significant

improvement of SIC estimation for the thin-ice SSM/I pixels, whereas the readjustment

caused larger disagreements for the heterogeneous mixture pixels (Table 6.6). Another

calibration issue is the selection of a proper model atmosphere in the SSM/I NT2

algorithm' For 526, the optimized model atmosphere represents the cloudy condition

(Table 6.6), whereas in situ observation and MODIS imagery indicates a clear sky. The

selection of the proper model atmosphere resulted in more precise estimation of the SIC

from the SSM/I NT2 algorirhm (Table 6.6).

Owing to the large spatial resolution of the SSI\4/I data, sub-pixel ambiguity

inherently affects the precision of the SIC algorithm. A simple experiment was conducted

to estimate the sub-pixel ambiguity in our case. The modeled brightness temperature {ø
for each band was calculated using

Tr' (r) : C,,,,,Tr""' + C,,,Tr't' + C orTrFr' ,
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where Co*, Cth and Cev are respectively the fractional coverage from the ScanSAR ice

map for open water, thin ice and first-year/murtiyear ice, respectively. Tu, , Tr,,, and

Tu" are the respective reference Ts values (tie points) for open water, thin ice and

FY/MY ice for the clear-sky condition, respectively. By using these modeled Ts values, I
calculated ratio values and compared them with values from observed sSM/I brightness

temperatures' Figure 6.22 shows the two sets of ratio values for the 526 survey: one set is

observed ssM/I values (x) and the other set is modeled sSN{/I values for the thin-ice

pixels (r) and for heterogeneous mixture pixels (0). Assuming the tie points are correct

and the ScanSAR ice map is perfect, the modeled ratios represent the ideal locations of
the observed values. The ideal locations for two thin-ice ssM/l pixels will be close to the

thin-ice tie point (see r in Figure 6.22), whereas the mixture pixels (pixels 3 and 4) with

open water and ice will fall between open water and thin ice, and pixel 2, covering a

mixture of new and old ice (Figure 6.20), will fall between thin ice and Fy/My ice.

Figure 6'22 clearly indicates that the ssÀ4/I pixels are not separable from each other

based on the observed Ts values.
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Iu!1" 6'5 Averaged total ice concentrations. within survey box (shown as rectangular boxin Figure 9). The values in parentheses indicate the newice concentration. (From Hwang
and Barber,2006).

Table 6'6 rce concentrations in pixel-scale comparison. The bold characters indicate the
areas where thin ice dominate relatively homogeneous surface. (From Hwang unJ gu.u"r,
2006).

82 (61) 72 (4s) s2 (18)

23 (18) 37 (1e) 36 (18)

Pixel
#

s26 s27

SAR NT BT NT2 SAR NT BT NT2
e4 (80) 44 55 s3 (26) 80 (s3)

3'(Ð
4t

-3J

48

n
3e (34)

2 e0 (4s) 44 61 s7 (22) 40 (ls)

-1 46 (10) 3t JJ s2 (0) 0 (0) 35 34 41 (20)

4 s6 (26) 38 49 47 (18) 3 (0) 0 0 2e (0)

5 e4 (78) 43 66 s2 (2s) 32 (e) 35 -t -1 31 (23)
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Table 6'7 The model atmospheres selected by the NT2 algorithm, and estimated iceconcentrations in clear sky and after readjusting the rie point o'f thin-ió. ryp. fb;ì;6. Thebold values indicate the areas where thinlce do-minates ä relatively homogeneous su¡face.(From Hwang and Barber ,2006).

Pixel # SAR Model
Atmosphere

Clear Sky
Ice concentration

Tie point
Le-adjustment

e4 (80) 9 71 (47) r00 (ee)

2 e0 (4s) 6 7e (62) 100 (ee)

J 46 (10) 8 /3 (/2) 7e (78)

4 s6 (26) 9 64 (47) 86 (85)

5 e4 (78) b 7t (47) r00 (ee)
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figT" 6 20-ssM/I pixel cen^teroids (*) and 25-km fooþrinrs (circles) are overlaid wirhthe.ScansAR ice type.map for s26 ileiÐ and s27 (¡grrô. ln trr" ice map, white coloredand dark gray colored areas indicate the open water and thin ice, and brighter graycolored areas old ice and the ice edges.
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6.4.4. Conclusions

In Section 6.4,I examined the impact of sub-pixel heterogeneify on SSM/I sea ice

concentration algorithms. In this study I used aerial survey data conducted on september

26 and27'2002 in the southern Beaufort Sea. This aerial survey datawere compared

with satellite microwave brightness temperatu re data. The ¡esults showed that the aerial

survey data captured small-scale features, which were note seen by MODIS and Radarsat

ScanSAR images' SW albedo from the aerial survey showed a linear relationship with old

ice concentrations.

I selected two SSM/I pixels that contained more than70%oof new ice within a 25-

km footprint ('rhin-ice sSM/I pixels') and calculated pR(l9), pRr(I9), pRr(g5) and

GRV(37,19) for these pixels. These values in the thin-ice sSNd/I pixels were compared

with cor¡esponding values for four different new-ice types reported in Epple r et al., 1992.

The PR values from the thin-ice SSÀ/il pixels were close to those of grease (frazil) and

nilas in Eppler et al. (1992) as well as that of the thin-ice rie poinr of the ssM/I NT2

algorithm' However, the thin-ice tie point showed a much smaller GRV(37,19) value

(-0'002) than that of the thin-ice SSÀd/I pixels. This discrepancy caused some

misinterpretation of thin-ice type in the NT2 algorithm.

From the pixel-scale comparison between the SSÀ/fl and ScanSAR ice

concentrations, I found that: (1) the three SSM/I SIC algorithms similarly underestimated

the ice concentration in the thin-ice areas; (2) incorrect selection of the model atmosphere

of the SSvf/I NT2 algorithm caused poor estimation of the ice concentration in the ssM/I

NT2 algorithm; (3) readjustment of the thin-ice rie point in the ssM/I NT2 algorithm

improved the estimation in a thin-ice area. However, sub-pixel ambiguity inherent in
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observed radiation ratios significantly reduced the precision of the sIC algorithms. In the

thin-ice ssM/I pixels the three ssM/I SIC algorithms underestimared the rotal sICs by

about 42Yo relative to the ScansAR SICs. However, in the heterogeneous mixture pixels

the difference ranges befween -41%o and +lg%. For the 526 case, the proper selection of
the model atmosphere in the ssM/I NT2 algorithms reduced the difference by 23%o in the

thin-ice ss^#I pixels. However, the differences were increased by 27% in the

heterogeneous mixtu¡e pixels. The readjustments of the thin-ice tie point reduced the

difference by r0% in the thin-ice ssÀ//I pìxels, but the differences were increased by

33%o in the heterogeneous mixture pixels. This contradictory result was attributed to the

sub-pixel ambiguity, where almost the same ratio values were shown for both the thin-

ice-dominant areas and the mixture area of open water and ice near the ice edge due to

the large footprint size of the SSM/I.

6.5. Conclusions and Summary

In section 6'2, the effects of the atmosphere, thin ice type and ice temperature on

satellite passive microwave signatures and sea ice algorithms were examined. The impact

of sub-pixel heterogeneity on satellite brightness temperatures and sea ice concentration

algorithms was also addressed in sections 6.3-6.4. These results addressed the three

questions stated in section 6.1. I give a concise answer for each question followed by a
more detailed explanation and also provide a schematic illustration of the results in

Figure 6.23.
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Question (1): The atmosphere, especialry thick low-rever croud or dense fog,

significantly affected the performance of gS-GHz or higher frequency based sea

ice algorithms in detecting thin ice area. Homogeneous thin ice type caused

significant negative biases in estimating sea ice concentrations.

In section 6.2, I found that open water PR(85) values for cloud-covered sky were

much smaller than those for clear sky. The threshold of pR(g5):0.04S that could be used

in delineatìng sea ice from open water needed to be re-adjusted to pR(g5):0.02 instead.

The results suggest that the PR(85) values would be useful when delineating sea ice from

open water as long as the threshold is dynamically adjusted to account for cloudy or

foggy conditions' This approach may also require an additional adjustment for dark nilas

and ba¡e consolidated pancake ice.

In section 6'3, the results showed significant underestimation of total sIC of bare

thin ice by 35% on average (up to 48%). This underestimation was attributed to

intermediate PR and higher GRV(37,19) of thin bare ice. In Section 6.4, the low ice

emissivity at warm stations resulted in about 55% underestimation when the vl937 set

(emissivity) was applied in the ABA algorithm. Ice concentration was better estimated

when the vH37 set was applied, as the increasing brine volume (in warmer temperature)

similarly decreases the emissivities at both vertical and horizontal polarizations.

Question (2): The sub-pixel heterogeneity is a critical

satellite-scale radiometry. Over a heterogeneous area, the

factor in characterizing

linear mixture rule used
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in the sea ice algorithms could be invalid and the difference in spatial resolution

between SSÀ4/I and AMSR-E became large.

In Section 6.3'2,I found that the sub-pixel heterogeneity was a signifìcant factor

in characterizing satellite passive microwave signatures. The results showed that the

difference between surface-scale and satellite-scale signatures became larger in

heterogeneous areas' In these heterogeneous areas, the frequency distributions had two or

three peaks and could not be characferized by a normal distribution. The areas where the

differences between surface-scale and satellite-scale signatures became close to a quasi-

normal distribution, but none of them passed the goodness_oÊfit test to normal

distribution. This suggests that the linear mixture rule used in sea ice algorithms may be

in question when describing satellite passive microwave signatures over a heterogeneous

alea.

In Section 6.3.3 the results showed that the size of footprint between AMSR-E

and SSIWI (i'e', spatial resolution) was a significant factor over a heterogeneous surface

in deriving SICs using satellite data. In my case study, the heterogeneous surface

occurred in the southern pixel where the area consisted of -50% of thin ice an -50% of

open water' This heterogeneous area occurred near the young ice dominant area. The

SSlu/I footprint af 19 GHz included that heterogeneous area as well as the neighboring

young ice area.

Question (3): over a heterogeneous area, befter spatial resolution of AMSR_E

appears to improve the performance of sea ice concentration retrieval relative to
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ssM/I ones' The sub-pixel heterogeneity was also the major factor that caused an

ambiguity that made ìt difficult to distinguish a heterogeneous area of open water

and thicker ice from a homogeneous thin ice area.

In Section 6'3'3, the ssÀ4/I NT2 sICs over heterogeneous areas were

overestimated relative to AMSR-E NT2 SICs. The overestimation was attributed to the

large fooþrint size of sSM/I and the corresponding contribution from neighborìng areas.

over a relatively homogeneous surface where young ice prevailed, the ssM/I NT2 SICs

became close to the AMSR-E NT2 sICs. This indicates that the enhancement in the NT2

algorìthm became more significant rather than spatial resolution over a homogeneous

area' In section 6'4, r addtessed the impact of sub-pixel heterogeneity on ssM/I sea ice

concentration retrieval' The results showed that the heterogeneous surface could cause

the ambiguity that made it difficult to distinguish a heterogeneous area of open water and

thicker ice from a homogeneous thin ice area. This ambiguity was partly attributed to

non-linear mixfure of various surface types within the fooþrint in the presence of strong

heterogeneity (see Section 6.3.2).

In chapter 6, I demonstrated significant effects of the atmosphere, thin ice type

and ice emissivity along with spatial heterogeneity on satellite radiometry and sea ice

algorithms' The results revealed the complexity associated with these scaling factors in

retrieving thermophysical state information from satellite radiometry. The results suggest

that satellite-derived sea ice thermophysical state information (i.e., concentration,

thickness and temperature) in the seasonal ice zone should be carefully used in

addressing climate-related processes. This suggests the need for better monitoring
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methods of sea ice thermophysical/radiative state using microwave radiometry in the

seasonal ice zone' In the next chapter, I summarize the results from chapters l-6 and

discuss the scientific contributions of these results. Future directions will also be

discussed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6'23 Schematic diagram summarizi¡g scaling issues acldressed in chapter 6. In theuppermost panel, fwo different ovals illustrate tIe two different footprints ùetweenAMSR-E and SSM/I for the three different surface conditions: heterogeneous mixture,thin ice dominant and snow-covered thick ice dominate ur.às. In the middle panel, thegrey and white colored histograms indicate the frequency distribution for the AMSR-E(smaller) and SSM/I (larger) footprints, respectively. Grey and white bars in the lowestbottom panel indicate the estimatåd SIcs fár¡" lizsnlÉ ir.ull".) and sSM/t (targer)footprints, respectively' ÂR in the diagrarn is the difference iÀ ratios between satellite andsurface-scal e data (see Eq.[6. I ]).
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Chapter 7 : Summary and Conclusions

7.1. Summary

Significant changes in the past climate of ou¡ planet have been reported and even

more dramatic changes are predicted in the near future (IPCC, 2007). over the past 100-

year period the global mean surface temperature has increased by 0.74"C (JpCC, 2007).

The consequences of this warming include rising sea level, widespread retreat of
mountain glaciers and snow cover in this century (IPCC, 2007). one of the most abrupt

changes has occurred in the Arctic region where the summer minimum extent of sea ice

has been rapidly declining in recent decades (e.g., Richter-Menge, 2006,2005; Stroeve et

al',2005; Serreze et a1.,2003)' A recent modeling study even predicted an ice-free Arctic

ocean during summer by the year 2040 (Holland et al., 2006). A more accurate and

complete picture of past, present and future climate is increasingly important for mankind

to successfully adapt to fl:ture climate changes.

In the Arctic ocean we expect the first and strongest signals of global scale

climate change' The most evident signal is the dramatic reduction in both the aerial extent

and thickness in Arctic sea ice in recent decades (e.g., Johannessen et al., 2004; Barber

and Hanesiak,2004; Parkinson et al., 1999). These variations in Arctic sea ice are closely

related to the changes dynamic and thermodynamic processes coupling the ocean-sea ice-

atmosphere (osA) interface (Bitz and Roe, 2004; Dumas et al., 2003; Makshtas et ar.,

2003; zhang et al-, 2000). changes in both dynamic and thermodynamic processes in sea

ice can be aniplified by powerful feedback mechanisms operating across the oSA
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interface that cause the Artic ocean to respond nonlinearly to even slight changes in the

climate system' However, the interactions befween sea ice and ocean-atmosphere are

very complex, and climate models treat the interactions poorly. projections of future

climate in the Arctic region showed a wide range of variation among climate models (e.g.

ACIA,2005; Gates et al', 1996)- Betterunderstanding of the complex interactions in the

ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interface is c¡itical to improving our ability to predict the future

climate in that region and to evaluate the associated impacts to other regions.

Satellite microwave radiometry is one of the main tools required for the task of
climate change analysis (see Figure 1.1). The main advantage of satellite passive

microwave data is the consistent long-term sampling of almost the entire Arctic region.

However, microwave radiometry requires inversion processes (called algorithms) to

obtain the information on the thermophysical and or geophysical state of sea ice. This

inversion processes are often complex and require a good understanding of these complex

interactions between microwave brightness temperature and sea ice thermophysical state.

In my dissertation, I attempted, as the principal objective, to address these

interactions to determine the utility of satellite microwave radiometry in understanding

how the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (oSA) system evolves over the annual cycle and how

it responds to climate forcing. The objective was encapsulated in the scientific question:

what are possibilities and limitations of the use of microwave radiometry in estimating

the thermophysical state of snow covered sea ice, especially during fall and spring

periods? Throughout my dissertation I have tried to answer this primary question, and

have discovered the possibìlities and limitations in addressing the question. Here I
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present the possibilities and limitations according to three sub-objectives stated in section

1.2.

In Chapter l, I presented the scientific justification of my dissertation and the

three major sub-objectives that help to address the primary objective. A detailed review

of pertinent literature was presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, I presented the site

description and methods for the in-situ data colleted during the field programs that were

analyzed in later chapters. In the next three chapters, each of the three sub-objectives was

addressed.

In Chapter 4, I addressed sub-objective (l) that dealt with the surface-scale

interactions between passive microwave data and the thermophysical/radiative state of

newly formed sea ice during the fall period. In this chapter, I explored three major

interactions: microwave-ice thickness (Section 4.2), microwave-brine volume (Section

4'3) and microwave-albedo (Section 4.4). ln Section 4.2, I examined the relationship

between microwave brightness temperatures and ice thickness. Martin et al. (2004) found

an empirical relationship between SSM/I R37 and AVHRR ice thickness, only valid for

ice thickness less than 10-20 cm. However, the robustness of the relationship may be in

doubt, as AVHRR ìce thickness was itself an estimatiòn, not actual data. In Chapter 4, I

examined the robustness of the relationship and the physical causes fo¡ the relationship. I

found that my in-situ bare thin ice data v/ere comparable with the results reported in

Martin et al' (2004). This confirmed the robustness of the relationship, at least fo¡ bare

thin ice case' From both in-situ and theoretical investigations, the physical cause for the

relationship was attributed to decreases in ice su¡face salinity as ice grew and its control

on nricrowave brightness temperature. Martin et al. (2004) stated that their algorithm was
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only valid for ice thickness less than 10-20 cm. I found that this limitation was att¡ibuted

to distinctive microwave brightness temperature over snow-covered ice (even thin snow).

I also found significant correlations between microwave GRV(g5,lg) or GRV(g 5,37) and

thin snow thickness (R2-0.55-0.66, p-varue<O.05), but not between microwave

GRV(37,19) and thin snow thickness. This result confirmed the suggestion by comiso et

al' (2003) that the use of a higher frequency (i.e., 85 GHz) would be more appropriate for

the estimation of thin snow thickness.

In Section 4.3, I investigated the relationship between ice emissivity and ice

temperature changes and the associated changes in brine volume. In the past, the

microwave ice emissivity was gìven as a function of ice types (Eppler et al., 1992), and

there was no consideration on variability in ice temperature and the associated changes in

brine volume in sea ice. Grenfell et al. (1gg4) found no correlation between in-situ ice

emissivity and surface brine volume, but acknowledged that theoretically calculated

emissivity was correlated to the brine volume (and temperature change). In Section 4.3, I
found a strong correlation between in-situ microwave ice emissivity and the surface brine

volume on bare ice (R2-0.8, p-value<0.05), which confìrmed the theoretical speculation

by Grenfell et al' (1998). This indicates that thin bare ice emissivity is not only a function

of ice types, but also a function of ice temperature (and brine volume). In Section 4.4, I
examined the statistical relationship befween microwave brightness temperature data and

albedo' In the past, a good correlation was found between microwave backscattering (5.3

GHz) and albedo (at 550 nm) (Barber and LeDrew, 1994),but only a weak correlation

(R' ' 0'58) was reported between microwave emissivity and albedo (Grenfell et al.,

1998)' In Section 4.4,I found a strong correlation between microwave pR(19) and sea ice
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albedo (Rt - 0.96), which has never been reported in the literature. This finding will

contribute to the development of new algorithms to estimate sea ice albedo using passive

microwave data.

Chapter 5 addressed sub-objective (2) that investigated the surface-scale

interactions between microwave brightness temperatures and thermophys ical/radiative

state of snow covered sea ice during the spring period. In this chapter, the relationships

between microwave brightness temperature and sea ice thermophysical state were

identified through temporal events when considerable changes in the thermophysical state

of snow-covered ice occurred. The five events we¡e namely 'brine-rich', ,blowing-snow,,

'melt onset', 'the onset of funicular regime', and ,freezing,. These five events

significantly modified in-sittt microwave radiometry. For 'brine-rich, event, I found the

significant impacts of the brine-rich slush basal layer on microwave emission signatures.

This brine-rich basal layer caused the increases in snow wetness in the upper and mid

snowpack, even though snow temperature was less than -7'C. There have been previous

studies showing the significant impact of brine in snow basal layer on microwave

backscattering (Barber and Nghiem , 1gg9). However, the effects of brine-rich snow basal

layer on passive microwave signatures have not been well documented in the literature.

Therefore, these findings are an important contribution to understanding the impacts of

brine in snow on microwave brightness temperaiure. Fo¡ 'blowing-snow, event, I found

significant impacts of blowing snow (and the associated formation of the dense surface

layer) on microwave brightness temperatures. This was attributed to the increases in the

real part of complex permittivity and, in turn, in reflectivity, resulting in the increase in

polarization difference. Blowing snow events are not rare in the Arctic and are important
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in understanding turbulent fluxes. They also create densely packed snow layers (so called

wind slabs) (e.g., Andreas, l9g7; Sturm et al., 2002). However, the impacts of blowing

snow on microwave brightness temperatures have not been well documented in the

literature' Thus, my finding is an important contribution to monitoring blowing snow

events using passive microwave data in the future. For .melt onset,, ,funicular, 
and

'freezing' events, I found that the melt onset signals can easily get confused with the

signals from 'brìne-rich' and 'blowing-snow' events. To delineate the .,false,, melt onset

signals, I suggested the need fo¡ an additional index (i.e., TB(l9H)). Anothe¡point was

that the onset of funicular regime (i.e., snow wetness > 7 %) caused very distinctive

signals, which can be used to detect an intensive melting of snow without ambiguity.

These findings are critical in furthering our understanding of current melt onset

algorithms among which there was a lot of discrepancy (Belchansk y et al., 2004). The

findings also contribute to the future developments of new melt detection algorithms.

Sub-objective (3) was addressed in Chapter 6. ln this chapter, I examined the

impacts of homogeneous thin ice types on sea ice algorithms (Section 6.2) and,the effects

of spatial heterogeneity on sea ice algorithms (Sections6.3-6.4). In section 6.2, I found

that a significant underestimation in estimating sea ice concentrations (by 3S%o on

average) occurred over homogeneous thin ice types. This partly explained the poor

performance of sea ice algorithms in the seasonal ice zone (e.g., Steffen and Schweiger,

1991;comiso et al., 1997; Agnew and Howell,2003). This finding indicared significant

impacts of homogeneous thin ice itself in retrieving sea ice concentrations, even before

considering the effects of spatial heterogeneity. In Section 6.4, r found that passive

microwave signatures over heterogeneous areas of open water and old ice had values
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similar to those over homogeneous thin ice dominant areas. This result demonstrated the

ambiguous passìve microwave signatures between homogeneous thin ice areas and

heterogeneous areas of open water and thicker ice, and partly explains inability to resolve

the mixed pixels in areas near the ice edge (Meier, 2004).In Section 6.3.2,rexamined

the statistical distribution of su¡face-scale microwave data within the ssÀ¡lI pìxels, and

found none of them were normal distribution. This finding indicates the failure of
linearity of the mixture rule used in sea ice concentration algorithms. In section 6.3.3,I

found that the effects of different fooþrint size between AMSR-E and sSl¡I/I became

significant over hete¡ogeneous areas of open water and ice, but not over homogeneous

areas' This indicates that the difference in spatial resolution between AMSR-E and SSI\4/I

could be usefi¡l in estimating the spatial heterogen eity atthe surface.

Throughout my doctoral research, I have successñrlly refined the extent of the

usefulness of satellite microwave radiometry in retrieving information on the

thermophysical/radialive state of sea ice. I achieved this by addressing various

relationships between in-sittt passive microwave signatures and sea ice

thermophysical/tadiative state in chapters 4 and,S. My findings certainly can contribute

to the research communities that investigate climate-related and bio-chemical processes

in the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere environments. As an example, the relationship between

microwave R37 and thin bare ice thickness can provide a good theoretical basis for the

retrieval of thin ice thickness and freeze-up/melt processes in polynyas and seasonal ice

zones' This is useful in understanding the mass and energy exchange between ocean and

atmosphere and associated biological and chemical processes in the marine cryosphere

system and the effects which climate change has on these processes.
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My fìndings also revealed the limitations for the use of passive microwave

signatures in ret¡ieving thermophysical properties of sea ice. some limitations might be

overcome to some extent in the future. As an exampre, advanced technology may alrow

an improvement of spatial resolutions of the next-generation satellite mic¡owave

radiometers. some rimitations, however, can not be resorved by using only passive

microwave data' For example, the addition of snow on young ice cancels the existing

relationship between microwave R37 and ice thickness, due to the dominant contribution

from a 'wet' snow' To overcome these limitations, satellite microwave radiometry should

be used in a combination with other remote sensing data (i.e., optical or infrared, active

microwave data) andlor regional climate/sea ice models. The products from the improved

algorithms will eventually conhibute to scìentifìc research communities that investigate

the physical-biological processes in the seasonal ice zone and in porynyas.
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7.2. Recommendations and Future Directions

7 .2.1. Field observations

Field observations descrìbed in my dissertation were detailed in addressing the

interactions between microwave radiometry and sea ice thermophysical/radiative

properties to some extent. However, my studies revealed some gaps in the fierd

observations, which could be essential in further addressing the microwave-

thennophysical interactions- The gaps are largely associated with the limitations in
logistics, cost, time and the allocation of human power. For example, the sampling in the

seasonal ice zone is limited by time and human-power. It was almost impossible to obtain

detailed measurements of snow/sea ice thermophysicavradiative properties at every ice

station' Therefore, I supplemented the theoretical modeling study along with the field

observations to address the gaps in the field observations (see chapte¡s 4 and 5). In the

following paragraphs, I highlighted the limitations in the field observations and made

some recommendations for the future field data collection.

During the fall field program, ice su¡face salinity was obtained by an ice sample

scraped within a few millimete¡s of ice surface layer, and ice surface temperature was

obtained by sticking a temperature probe to the ice surface. physical sampling of interior

sea ice was done in a vertical resolution of -0.05 m. For some thin ice (less than 0.05 m

thick) bulk ice salinity was measured as a whole. Therefore, the detailed information on

sea ice physical properties within a few centimeters of surface layer was missing. In
particular, detailed measurements of vertical salinity profile in the resolution of a few
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millimeters would be useful in addressing the impact of sea ice microstructure in the

surface layer on passive microwave signatures in the future (see Figure 7. r).

In Chapter 4, I used the measurements of ice thickness and ice temperature that

we¡e obtained at ice stations' Data from a total of 23 icestations were used to address the

relationships between passive mic¡owave signatures and thermophysical properties of
newly formed sea ice. In addressing the relationship between microwave R37 and ice

thickness, only 7 ice station data were used, and this small numbe¡ of data reduced the

statistical robustness in defining the relationship. To address this issue, I supplemented

theoretical modeling along wìth the field observations to validate the empirical

relationship' More continuous measurements of ice thickness could be obtained along the

ship transects by using a web-camera system looking straight down the ice cross section

turned by the icebreaker. In situ measurements of ice thickness have mainly depended on

upward-looking sonar data (see Drucker et al., 2003). Successful measurements of ice

thickness using a web-camera system would be critical in addressing surface energy

balance in the seasonal ice zone. If microwave brightness temperature data was

concurrently obtained, these data sets could be used in developing the algorithms

retrieving heat fluxes in the seasonal ice zone and polynyas.

In my dissertation, I relied on ship-based and aircraft-based observations in

addressing scaling effects. using ship-based radiometric measurements, I addressed the

effects of sub-pixel heterogeneity on satellite-scale passive microwave signatures to some

extent' However, the ship-based radiometric data have shown some difficulties in
matching with satellite data in time and space. Airc¡aft-based radiometric measurements

can provide an intermediate scale between surface and satellite scales. During field
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observations, I was able to obtain the photographic data along with radiation data.

However' I was not able to obtain microwave brightness temperature data from the

aircraft-based observations, due to the limitations in logistics. Aircraft-based radiometric

measurements at different altitudes can provide the lacking information at the

intermediate scale and help to investigate scaling effects in more details.

In the field observations, descriptive surface conditions were recorded, but more

detailed measurements of surface conditions were lacking. Surface roughness as well as

fine-scale physical properties of snow and frost flowers over thin ice had not been

measured during the field program. lt should be noted that the many layer strong

fluctuation (SFT) model used in Chapter 4 also did not account for the effects of surface

roughness' Therefore, I was not able to properly address the effects ofsurface roughness

on microwave radiometry. In winebremer et al. (19g2),they found that the rough surface

scattering effects were negligible by using an integrated volume-surface scattering model.

However, a very saline ice surface layer could form a strong dielectric boundary at the

aft/ice interface' and a corresponding surface roughness may be a significant factor for
microwave brightness temperahrre. A type of mechanical profiler used by Manninen

(1997) may be useful to obtain the small-scale roughness (-mm to cm) of thin ice in the

future (see Figure 7't). Fine-scale measurements of vertical properties of frost flowers

were also missing in the field observations. In wensnahan (1995), he argued that the

evolution of microwave radiometry was likely attributed to the continuous .,wicking 
up,,

of brine to frost flowers' In my dissertation, I could not verify hìs arguments due to lack

of in situ fine-scale measurements (- millimeter scale). A field technique using optical
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instruments (i.e., salt refractometer) could be used to obtain the salinity in fine resolution

(see Zhao eta1.,2003).
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Snow
- few cm

Sea lce

FigLrre 7- I conceptional diagram depicting micro-scale surface observation of snow/seaice' In the diagram four compon"nt, rv"r" indicated: surface roughness, frost flowers,snow, and upper layer of sea ice.
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7 .2.2. Algorithm development

Future work should focus on the benefits of the in-siturelationships found in my

dissertation, and the fusion of other remote sensing data and/ornumerical climate/sea ice

models with microwave radiometry. These will lead to the development of the algorithms

monitoring the fall freeze-up and spring/summer melt processes. pertinent points follow:

In chapter 4, I found the significant relationships betwe en in situ microwave

radiometry and thermophysical/radiative properties of sea ice. The relationship between

microwave R37 (or PR(19)) and thin bare ice thickness could be useful in monitoring

early fteeze-up processes in the seasonal ice zone or in polynyas (see Martin et al., 2004;

2005)' Distinctive microwave radiornetry between bare and snow covered ice could be

useful in determining the timings (i-e., duration) of freeze-up. Forexample, a decrease in

PR(l9) (i'e', below PR(l9)-0-20) indicates initial formation of thin nilas, and further

decrease in PR(19) (below 0.04) indicates the presence of snow covered ice. using ratios,

not sea ice concentrations, would avoid the problem associated with the biases in

retrieving sea ice concentrations from satellite radiometry. However, scaling problem still

needs to be resolved' A dynamic advection of thick sea ice and consequent mixture of
open water may cause similar ratios as thin ice. Time se¡ies information could be helpful

in delineating this dynamic effect from thermodynamic freeze-up processes.

Thermodynamic processes tend to be more temporaily continuous, while dynamic

advection should be more abrupt. The temporal va¡iation of microwave radiometry

caused by thermodynamic freeze-up should also be matched with the decrease in air
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temperature' These temporal signatures could provide useful information in helping to

monitor thermodynamic freeze-up processes in the seasonal ice zone and in polynyas.

Surface albedo and even conductive heat fluxes could be estimated from

microwave brightness temperature data. The results in chapter 4 uncovered a strong

correlation befween microwave PR(19) and surface albedo of newly formed sea ice. This

correlation was likely attributed to the fact that the radiative transfer in both microwave

and optical wavelength responded similarly to snow cover. similar correlations likely

exist between passive microwave signatures and conductive heat flux, mainly due to the

fact that the conductive heat flux is also strongly affected by snow. once this cor¡elation

is discovered, ice thickness (even snow covered ice) can be estimated using the retrieved

heat flux and ice surface temperature in combination with inf¡ared imagery and

thermodynamic models (see yu and Rothrock, 1996).

The results in chapter 5 addressed the possible use of microwave radiometry in

monitoring spring melt processes over snow covered sea ice. The in situ observations

¡evealed the sensitivities of microwave brightness temperahrres to certain changes in

snow thermophysical properties, and indicated the usefulness of microwave radiometry in

detecting various stages of spring melt processes or other processes (e.g., rain, blowing

snow' freezing and brine movement). The results were, however, based on a single point

observation over a smooth landfast first-year sea ice. It should be noted that this single

point observation might not be applicable to other ice types, i.e., deformed first-year ice

and multiyear ice. Therefore, caution should be taken in developing spring/summer melt

algorithms using the results from this surface observation. The algorithm development
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should also include scaling factors, i.e., heterogeneous ice types and variation of ice

concentrations.

chapter 6 add¡essed significant scaling effects on satellite passive microwave

signatures and corresponding sea ice algorithms. The effects were more significant as the

microwave radiometry of sea ice came close to that of open water during fall freeze-up

and spring melt' For example, the presence of thin ice makes it diffìcult to resolve the

heterogeneous pixel that contains open water and thicker ice. To resolve the

heterogeneous pixels, new approaches should be considered, including the use of higher

frequencies (85 and 89 GHz), other optical and infrared imagery in higher resolution, as

well as active microwave data.

7 .2.3. Concluding comments

It is apparent that microwave radiometry is a useful tool in monitoring the fall

freeze-up and spring/summer melt processes in seasonal ice zones and polynya areas. To

maximize the utility of microwave radiometry, however, new approaches should be

considered' These include the combined use of regional climate/sea ice models in

combination with microwave radiometry (see Figure 7.2 and7.3). This will ultimately

lead to the data assimilation of passive microwave signatures into regional climate/sea ice

models and improve the ability to monitor past, current and near future sea ice conditions

in the Arctic and to a more accurate assessment of the effects of global scale climate

change on the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (osA) interface and processes operating across

this ìnterface.
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Appendix A

Glossary

Summary of commonly used abbreviations

ABA: AMSR-E Bootsrrap algorithm
ACIA: Arctic Climate tmpact Assessment
AMSR-E: AdvancedMicrowàvescanningRadiometer_EOS
AVHRR: Advanced Very High Resolution RadiometerAVOS: AXYS Automated Voluntary Observation ShipBT: Bootstrap algorithm
CASES: Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange StudyGEAREX: coordinated Eastern Arctic Reiearch Éxperiment
CRRELEX: cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory ExperimentDMRT: Dense Medium Radiative Transf rDMT: Dense Medium Theory
FY: First-year

-Gj^I Geographical positioning SystemIPCC: Intergovernmental panefonClimate ChangeLEADEX: Lead Experiment
MEMLS: Microwave Emission Model of Layered SnowpacksMODIS: Moderate-resolutionimagingspeciroradiometer
MIZ: Marginal lce Zone
MY: Multiyear
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationNSIDC: National Snow and Ice Data CenterNI: New ice
NT: NASA Team algorithm
NT2: enhanced ve¡sion of NASA Team algorithmOSA: Ocean-Sea ice_Atmosphere
PAN: pancake ice (consoliaàteA)
PM: Passive Microwave
PVS: Polder-Van Santer/de LoorSBR: Surface Based Radiometer system

lfl' Strong Fluctuation Theory
SIC: Sea ice concentration
SHEBA: Surface Heat Budget of the A¡ctic Ocean

ll,ryI' Special Sensor Mitrowave /ImagerSW: Shortwave
YD: year day
YI: young ice
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Index and ratios

PR(v): polarization ratio ( pR(v ) : t(Tr(rV) _ Tr(vH)) t(Tr(vV) + Tr(vH))l)GRV(vr, vz): spectral gradient ratio
( G RV (v,,v r) : [ (7, (v,V ) - Tu e rV )) I (Tu e,V ) + Tu e rV )) ])

Symbols

albedo
specific heat of sea ice (kJ kg-' .ç-t,
specific heat of snow qkJ kg-r .C r;
fractional coverage of open water
fractional coverage of open water
fractional coverage of open water
microwave emissivity
longwave (thermal) emissivity
complex permittivity (e: e,+ ie,)
real part of complex permittivity
imaginary part of complex permittivity
complex permittivity of air (l+i0)
complex permittivity of brine (e:e6,+isr,)
complex permittivity of dry snow (e:e¿, ,+ieds,)

complex permittivity of wet snow (e:e¿" '+iear,)
effective permittivity
complex permittivity of sea ice (e:t¡,*it,)
complex permìttìvity of pure ice (e:e¡,*it,,)
complex permittivity of liquid water (e:e, ,,+ieu,,)
penetration depth (m or cm)
polarization difference (K)
reflection coefficient
bistatic scattering coefficients
ice thickness (m)
internal heating from penetrated solar radiative flux (W m-2)
thermal conductivity of sea ice (W m-' K-' o. W -:l:¿ ii' 'thermal conductivity of snow (W m-t "ç-t¡ 

/

incoming shortwave flux (W m-2)
reflected shortwave flux (W m-2)
atmosphere transmission factor
downwelling longwave flux (W m-2)
Iatent hear of fusion (J kg-')
upwelling longwave flux (W m 2)

volume of liquid water (o/o or fraction)
frequency (GHz)
net all-wave flux

JJJ



Qr
Q,:
C.

oo:

latent heat flux (W m-2)
sensible heat flux (W m-')
Stefan-Boltzmanït constant (5.670x10-g W m-2 Kr¡
backscattering (dB)
sea ice density (kg --, or g cm-r;
snow density (kg -' or g cm-3;
salinity (ppt)
ice surface salinity (ppt)
bulk ice salinity (ppr)
atmospheric emission (K)
downward sky brightness temperature (K)
brightness temperature
sea ice temperature ("C or K)
snow temperafure ("C or K)
airlice interface (or ice surface) temperature ("C or K)
snodice surface temperature (.C or K)
volume brine (fraction or %)

P¡:

Pt:
,S:

S'{r':

S¿¡:

Ton,i

Trb:
11.18.
T¡:

T,:

Ts¡1

Tt¡":

Vü
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